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Teens sought in Florida murders
County, Fla., believe he and two
other juveniles and one I9-yearold from Kentucky may be involved in the double homicide
Monday of a couple in Eustis,
Fla. Officials in both states are
now searching for the group.
The bodies of Naomi (Ruth)
and Richard Wendorf were discovered by their 17-year-old
daughter, Jennifer, Monday around 10:41 p.m. at the couple's
Flordia home on Greentree Lane
in Eustis, a city of about 20,000
people near Orlando.
At that time the family's
I5-year-old daughter was nowhere to be found and officials
believed she might have also

Police want
to question
Calloway teens
UK to meet
Orangemen
in rematch

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
When Calloway County authorities brought charges against
a 16-year-old boy last month for
the mutilation of animals at the
county animal shelter, they knew
they had their hands full.
Now sheriff's officials in Lake

Page 8A

Lake County Sheriff's Department scoffed at reports released
to the Paducah Sun by an unidentified Murray Police detective
that the couple was beaten with
wooden clubs.
"Apparently the police department (in Kentucky) is releasing
information that we ourselves
don't know at this point," said Lt.
Chris Daniels. "All we know is
that they were beaten with a blunt
object. That could be anything."
Daniels hopes autopsies, being
performed today on the couple,
will answer some of those
questions.
Officials also hope a vehicle
that was found about a half mile

Curd supports
Patton's overhaul
of workers'comp

LOCAL

Ledger closed
for holiday
Because of the Thanksgiving
holiday, the Ledger & Times will
not publish on Thursday, Nov.
28. The business office will also
be closed.
The Ledger will resume publication on Friday, Nov. 29.

four to six more pages added
since we got this two days ago."
The main component of the
Patton proposal is that some
claims for job-related illnesses or
injuries would be harder to prove.

"It's pretty well 'what the
Chamber of Commerce had proposed, but it goes deeper than
that," said Curd. "This bill is 115
pages long, and there has been

111 See Page 3

Plan will restore some welfare cuts
The Republican-led Congress cut, said an administration offipassed welfare legislation that cial, who confirmed reports first
will save about $54.6 billion over published in The New York
six years. A preliminary White Times today.
House proposal, which has not
Republicans are likely to balk
been approved by Clinton, would at the idea.
restore about one-fourth of that 11. White House press secretary

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
White House may ask Congress
to restore about $13 billion in
welfare spending that was axed in
a bill signed by President Clinton
last year to overhaul the welfare
system.

Two Socdona-36 Pages
Arta
88
Class,nada
12C-14C
Comics
I 1C,15C
Dear Abby....... ......
—.- 11C
Maths ...................
Forum ......................
Sports
8A,9A
Today
5A-ZA

BERNARD KANE/Lodger & Trrnos photo

OPEN FOR BUSINESS: Karen Garland finishes some of the paperwork as she monitors the panels
in the control room of the new Calloway County Dentention Center on Fourth Street. The state-of-the-art
fadlity began accepting prisoners from other jails Tuesday after having passed the final state Inspection
last week.
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ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP) —
elaborate security screening that
CIA employee Harold J. Nicholneeds to be conducted on Nicholson pleaded innocent today to son's attorneys before they are
federal charges that he spied for allowed to review documents involved in the case.
Russia.
U.S. District Judge James CaNicholson, a 16-year veteran of
cheris, at the request of Nicol- the CIA, has been charged with
son's attorneys, also approved a selling highly sensitive national
gag order to stop public state- security secrets, including the
ments about the espionage case names and assignment plans for
by government officials. The de- many new CIA officers, to Russia
fendant's lawyers argued that over the past two years.
such publicity has jeopardized
The government alleges that he
their client's chances for a fair
has been paid $180,000 for the
trial.
Nicholson, 46, waived his right documents.
Nicholson was denied bail
to a speedy trial. Cacheris set a
trial date of March 10, 1997. Ni- Monday when prosecutors revecholson's lawyers had said last aled he has a Swiss bank account
week that he would plead inno- containing $61,000 which he had
cent and fight the charger --not reported on financial disclosure forms.
vigorously.
In connection with the gag orThe delayed trial schedule was
the result of the sensitivity of the
documents in question and an ▪ See Page 3
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Nicholson pleads
innocent to spying

Toaight...Mostly cloudy.
Low in the mid 20s. Light and
variable wind.
Thanksgiving day...Mostly
sunny. High in the low 40s.
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1621 IN MURRAY: Murray Elementary School student Abbey
Dowdy is served roasted corn soup by parent volunteer Martha
Parker at Tuesday's celebration of Thanksgiving.
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Freed Curd
State representative

In an order signed Tuesday,
Chief Justice Robert Stephens
said Mrs. Hubbard would suffer
irreparable harm if her teaching
privileges were revoked until
the entire case was decided.

A

Page 3

Mike McCurry said talk of any
change is premature because
Clinton has not signed off on the
proposals. He said the $13 billion

1 think he is calling
this meeting to sell us on
it, which I already am.
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SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — He's the oldest person
ever to fly in space. He's blasted
off on space shuttles a record six
times.
Story Musgrave, 61, gains yet
another distinction Thursday
when he spends his third Thanksgiving in orbit.
"We're going to have some
turkey," says Musgrave.
"Room-temperature, stabilized" turkey, that is, according to
Columbia crewmate Thomas
Jones.
But the five astronauts aboard
the space shuttle won't have time
for a feast on Thanksgiving Day:
They'll be too busy getting Jones
and Tamara Jernigan ready to go
outside for a six-hour spacewalk
that night.
They'll dig into the turkey —
along with cranberry sauce and
pumpkin-colored cakes — on Friday, after the two astronauts finish testing space station-building
tools.
"When we get back inside, believe me, we'll be hungry for that
Thanksgiving turkey," Jones said
Tuesday. "We've got some offthe-shelf, kind of supermarket,
room -temperature, stabilized
turkey dinners that we'll be digging into right after I get that helmet off."
The astronauts prepared today
for the spacewalks, which are
supposed to be dress rehearsals
for international space station

46

Curd said the bill committee
members received was similar to
a proposal made by the Chamber
of Commerce.

Prosecutors said the scheme
was concocted by Carroll Hubbard, who represented western
Kentucky's 1st District. Mrs.
Hubbard, a Whitesburg native
who was Miss Kentucky in
1959, was running in eastern
Kentucky's 5th District.
Both were defeated in the
1992 Democratic primary election and resettled in Elizabethtown. Carroll Hubbard later was
sentenced to three years in
federal prison. Mrs. Hubbard
was fined $27,000 and put on
five years' probation.
In March 1995, the Education Professional Standards
Board ordered her certification
revoked until July 1, 1997.
Mrs. Hubbard was sanctioned under a statute that allows revocation of a teaching
certificate for "immorality."

4

By MICHELLE KOIDIN
Associated Press Writer

State Rep. Freed Curd will
meet with Gov. Paul Patton today
about pending legislation on a
controversial workers' compensation plan.
The plan, unveiled by Patton
early last week, would cut costs
of workers' compensation without cutting benefits to the
injured.
Patton said soaring costs of
workers' compensation are
largely due to the coal industry,
especially to claims systems for
black lung disease that he says is
"totally out of control."
A 115-page draft of a bill was
given to members of a combined
House and Senate committee.
The General Assembly is scheduled to meet in special session
Dec. 2.

FRANKFOHI , Ky. (AP) —
Carol Brown Hubbard, the wife
of disgraced former congressman Carroll Hubbard and an
unsuccessful candidate for
Congress herself, will be allowed to keep teaching while
she fights the revocation of her
license.
Mrs. Hubbard pleaded guilty
to a federal misdemeanor
charge of aiding and abetting
the theft of government property. Employees of her exhusband's congressional office
were used as workers in her
campaign.

from the Central Florida Zoo in
Sanford, Fla. and registered to a
Mayfield family may also give
some clues as to the whereabouts
of the group.
A 16-year-old Mayfield boy
has been listed as missing since
Monday and is believed to be
part of the group.
In all, officials arc looking for
a 16-year-old Calloway County
girl, 19-year-old Dana Cooper of
Calloway County along with the
Mayfield and Calloway County
boys.
Florida officials said the Buick
Skylark was found without its

Astronauts
will eat
'stabilized'
turkey dinner

By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Hubbard will
keep teaching
certificate

•

been a victim. They later listed
her as possibly involved in the
murders because of her ties to the
Calloway County boy, who is originally from Florida.
According to a report in the
Orlando Sentinel, the boy has run
away from Calloway County several times and always ends up
with the girl in Florida. The boy
moved here with his mother about six months ago from Florida.
While Kentucky officials believe the boy is involved with
some type of cult activity, Florida
officials have found no evidence
that the couple's murders were
cult related.
Wednesday, officials with the
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This is only a partial list of what you will find.
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Open Sundays 1-5 p.m. Until Christmas!
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Dining Room
Suites

Lane Action
Recliners

Curio
Cabinets

8 Pc.
As Low As

As Low As

Starting At

$2 495"

$27800

$29995

3

.LeArkiffeR
1-transitional style black leather sofa. 8
way hand nod construction with spring
down cushions. All leather construction.
List $2,495.00
1-2 pc. burgundy leather sofa with chair &
ottoman. Traditional style with large nailhead trim and double layered spring down
cushions. All leather construction.
List $4,990.00
1-transitional style taupe leather sofa,
loveseat, chair and ottoman. 8-way hand
tied construction with spring down cushions. Your choice.

•••,

NOW
$99900
NOW

$2,4889°
$89995
EACH

$1,6889°

2-pub-style bur
rocker re.S01--1°inples.
diners by
List $999.95

NOW

NOW

1/2
NOW

'2480°

BEDROOM
1-3 pc. cherry bedroom suite. Your choice
of beds -- queen size pencil post bed or
queen size cannonball bed, triple dresser,
landscape mirror, and chest on chest.
List $3,803.00

NOW

1-3 pc. oak bedroom suite by Lea. Pediment headboard, triple dresser, landscape
mirror, and large chest. Nightstand available for $188. List $1,499.95

NOW

1-shaker style bedroom suite by Lea. 1-8
drawer dresser, windsor landscape mirrors, 5-drawer chest, full or queen size
windsor bed. Nig htstand available.
List $1,995.00
1-solid oak bodr
• by Keller.
Queen aim
, dresser, triview mirro
.,edside chests.
List $6,386. 0

1/2
$888°°
NOW

$1,298D°
NOW

•

NOW
$23800
EACH

1-hi-back occasional chair by accentrics.
Book tapestry fabric. List $1,099.95

1-chaise lounge by Hickory Hill. Beige
fabric with shell accents. List $899.95
1-blue lounge chair with panel arms by
King Hickory. Medallion print Jacquard
fabric. List $899.95
2-Queen Anne wing chairs by Best. Mauve
fabric. List $379.95

NOW

$398°°
NOW

1-chair and a half with twin size sleeper
mattress and storage ottoman by Lane.
Your choice of fabric-blue & white stripe
fabric or solid sage green. List $1,199.95

La-Z-Boy
Recliners

1-green burgundy & gold stripe damask
sofa by Lincoln Manor. Lawson style with
attached backs. Coll on coil construction.
List $999.95

NOW

NOW

$278°°
NOW
$19995
NOW

1/2
NOW
$79995

1-2 door console by Southern. Classic
cherry finish. List $995.00

1/2
1-oak corner entertainment center by
Peters-Revington. List $1,299.95

1-3 cushion English pub-style sofa by
Hickory Hill. Green, burgundy, gold & blue
plaid fabric. List $999.95
1-sofa by Lincoln Manor. Coil on coil
construction. Tea stain cotton floral print
fabric with burgundy & olive green. Matching pillows. List $999.95
1-tightback lawson sofa by Southern.
Straight skirt. Matching pillows. Jade, burgundy & gold plaid fabric.
List $999.95

NOW
$59995
NOW

1/2
NOW

1/2

1-8 way hand tied sofa by King Hickory.
Lawson arm sofa with semi-attached back.
Red background floral with green, blue 8g
beige accents. Matching pillows with
fringe. List $1,299.95

NOW
$79995

1-traditional style sofa by Hickory Hill.
Blue, green & burgundy plaid fabric.
Matching pillows. Loveseat & chair available. List $899.95

NOW
$49995

1-2 pc. sectional by Hickory Hill. Semiattached backs - burgundy, navy & teal
plaid stripe fabric.
List $1,799.95

NOW

1/2

1-3 pc. table group. 2-drawer and tables
and 1 square cocktail table. Black painted
bases with cherry tops.
List $199.95

NO PAYMENT
NO INTEREST
TILL MAY 1997
NOW

1-camel back sofa by Hickory Hill. Cotton
floral fabric with copper. Hunter & blue
accents. Contrasting arm pillows.
List $899.95

NOW

1-English Lawson arm sofa by Lincoln
Manor. Black background floral with red,
olive & blue accents. List $999.95

NOW
$59995

1/2

1-2 pc. suite by King Hick*
2 cushion
sofa with chair & •
rest green
corduroy tab
welt on
sofa and a ma
...rum plaid fabric on
chair & ottoman. List $2,499.95

SOO -.gig
•

•

$888®

FR(

NOW

der,
son'
had
Tues
the

1/2
EACH

NOW

1- 3 pc. Queen Anne cherry table group. 2
drawer end tables and 1 oval cocktail table.
List $449.95

NOW

ily j
tion
the
men
putt
theii
lege
CIA
Arnc

1/2

1/2

mosi
Amc
1949
paro
cow
$2.7
for
ager

$238‘"
NOW

91800
NOW

$288x

1-Queen Anne solid cherry sofa table.
Slightly damaged. List $299.95

NOW
$13899

1-solid cherry 4-door bonnet top entertainment center. List $1,399.95

NOW
$89995

that
vest
thor
he
in c
said

•

FRO

NOW

cons
will
turd
N,
spac
sible
to a
1997

$98°°
EACH
1-Iron & glass and table. Wrought iron
base with wood & glass top. List $329.95

NOW

$68x

1/2
1-solid cherry shaker style end table
by Peters-Revington. List $329.95

first
WOr
pro
viol
bott
sate

NOW

'98N
1-solid pine bonnet top entertainment center. 4-doors. Nutmeg finish. List $1,099.95

NOW
$69995

SCOT

by

NOW

1/2

1-traditional style •
Hickory Hill.
Round arm
Ilow backs,
Beige, blue . S °fabric. Matching
arm pillows.
t $899.95

NOW
$49995

1-2 pc. sofa & coordinating chair by Fallon
Court. Blue, olive and russet stripe fabric.
Coordinating chair is in olive fabric.
List $1,899.99

NOW

1-oversized double reclining sofa by lane.
Chaise recliners on each end. Mauve
fabric. List $1,299.95

NOW
$79995

1/2

SCOT

1-58" wide oak roll top desk by Riverside.
Medium oak finish. List $2,299.95

serv
NA
lida
it o
Coll

NOW

$1,488`4

1-2 pc. wrought iron sett.* & table by Lane.
Floor sample. List $998.00

NOW

1-55" tall entertainment center by Southern. Wrap around doors, pull-out TV
swivel. Antique cherry finish.
List $1,399.95

NOW

1/2

tray
Rus
his
joya
his
Rus

1/2

aCC(

1-solid oak rectangular leg table & 4 side
chairs by Keller. Light golden oak finish.
List $1,635

NOW

the
the
.1(
hay(
fligl
who
he
Eart
link
non

1/2

Sofa Sleepers
$39995
$44995
$54995

Twin

Starting At

Full
$29995

NOW

1-antique pine stapback • cupboard by
Southern. List $1,299.95

2-verde green iron & beveled glass top
tables. List $249.95
1-Victorian fainting sofa by Southern.
Tufted back with burgundy tapestry fabric:
Matching pillow with moss edging.
List $999.95

$5950°

NOW

1-lift up and table by Lane. Huntar groan
with oak top. List $670.00

don'
with
said.
Ai
dent,

NOW

1-solid oak table & 4 side chairs by Kellar.
Light golden oak finish. 1-12" leave included with table. List $1,515.00

1-hall tree with mirrored back. Black
painted finish with natural cherry accents.
By Pulaski. List $799.95

1/2

EACH
1-lounge chair & ottoman by Paul Robert.
Plaid fabric. List $1,199.95

4

COUr

1/2

CHAIRS
2-club chairs by Park Place. Burgundy
damask fabric. List $799.95

blue
Ken'
thinl
back
0
Scot
dent
m al
brou
nile,
up 5
"F

111110

1-2 pc. transitional style, chestnut, leather
sofa & loveseat. Pad over arms, spring
down cushions and all leather construction. List $3,890.00

1-small scale teal leather reclinar by Lane.
Floor sample. List $599.95
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Kentucky farmers help others with donation of hay
LEBANON, Ky. (AP) — A
Texas dairy farmer's cows will
be eating better on Thanksgiving.
thanks to a truckload of hay donated by Kentucky farmers.
Members of Kentucky's Community Farm Alliance gathered at

a Marion County farm Tuesday to
load a tractor-trailer full of the
hay for the farmer in droughtstricken north central Texas.
"It's about doing what you can
for your neighbors," said Edith
Wright, a Marion County dairy

farmer who donated money to
help provide the hay. "It's farmers helping farmers, families
helping families."
The recipient of the 34 donated
bales — each weighing about
half a ton — is Katie Worthy, an
88-year-old widowed dairy farmer in Corsicana, Texas.
"I think it is the most wonderful thing I've ever heard of," she
said.
The local project is pan of a
national "Farmer to Farmer Haylift" effort coordinated by Farm
Aid. The goal is to get enough
hay donated to dairy and cattle
farmers in Texas, where severe
droughts this spring and summer
left them struggling to feed their
herds.
"It shows the folks that have
are thankful for what we have,"
said Donald Smith, a Marion
County farmer who organized the

•Teens...
FROM PAGE 1
Kentucky license plates and officials believe they were switched
with the murdered couple's stolen
vehicle.
Authorities are looking for the
blue, 1994 Ford Explorer, with
Kentucky license DTB-836. They
think the group is headed either
back to Kentucky or Louisiana.
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott, who investigated the incident at the Calloway County Animal Shelter in October and
brought charges against the juvenile, said his investigation turned
up some startling evidence.
"From what I saw during the
course of my investigation, I
don't think this bunch is through
with what they are doing," Scott
said.
At the time of the shelter incident, Scott said he believed it

was related to cult-like activity.
The boy was picked up by
Murray police for being a runaway Nov. 17.
Local officials believe the boy
has started a group here in Calloway County Who worship vampires and is now about 30 members strong. Most of the members
are juveniles, officials said.
The juveniles are also wanted
by Murray police in connection
to Saturday's artned robbery at
the Days Inn motel in Murray
and think they committed that
crime before leaving for Florida.
According to Calloway County
Attorney David Harrington, the
boy's mother was charged several
weeks ago with criminal attempt
to committ sodomy for allegedly
trying to coerce a 15-year-old
boy into having sex with her.

He was referring to the CIA's
most damaging turncoat, Aldrich
Ames, who pleaded guilty in
1994 and is serving life without
parole for selling secrets to Moscow over nearly nine years for
$2.7 million. Ames was blamed
for the deaths of 10 Western
agents.
Swiss officials said . Tuesday
that Nicholson also is- under investigation in Switzerland. Authorities are looking into whether
he violated Swiss espionage laws
in contacts with Russian agents,
said Peter Lehmann, a spokesman

FROM PAGE 1
figure is simply a starting point
for White House number
crunchers: It's the difference between Clinton's 1995 welfare
budget and the GOP welfare
total.
Under election-year pressure,
Clinton reluctantly signed the bill
and promised to mend provisions
that he said were unfair or too
harsh on thc nation's poor, particularly children. Republicans
vowed to block any Clinton efforts to roll back their bill.
One proposal under consideration by White House staff would
restore food stamp eligibility for
many legal immigrants who have
not become citizens. The new law
denies food stamps to most

for the Swiss Federal Prosecutor's Office. Nicholson's Swiss
bank account has been blocked as
part of the investigation.
Sometimes Swiss authorities
block bank accounts as part of
legal assistance to other governments' investigations; but in this
case the account was frozen because a violation of Swiss law
may have been involved, Lehmann said. It is illegal to conduct
espionage in Switzerland, even if
Switzerland isn't the target.
A 16-year veteran of the CIA,
Nicholson was charged with selling sensitive national security
secrets, including the names and
assignment plans for many new
CIA officers, to Russia since
1994, for $180,000.
Nicholson will plead innocent
on Dec. 2, his lawyers have said.
In their brief, the attorneys
asked the court for a gag order
that would specifically name CIA
Director John Deutch and FBI
Director Louis J. Freeh, directing
them to stop making statements
on the case to the news media
and to prevent such statements by
their employees.

4.

According to the plan, fewer
workers would be likely to win
claims. But awards such as burial
allowances or payments for lost
hands, fingers and thumbs would
be dramatically increased.
By attempting to initiate the
plan, Curd said Patton is standing
by his beliefs in a difficult battle.
"I see this as an instance where
labor forces are against the plan,"
he said. "I think the Governor is
showing a lot of courage to go
against the part of the state in
which he is from, but he is very
serious about this."
Patton is from Eastern Kentucky where coal mining is still
one of the biggest employers.
Also included in the plan
would be the law's definition of
an injury. The definition would
be tightened to exclude "effects
of the natural aging process.
In an Associated Press article
last week, Patton said some

soon

.11:

1001 Whltnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

TERM

182 Days

READER INFORMATION
Business Hours

BY MAIL

Glendale at Whittle!'

A third proposal would relax
the tough work requirements for
able-bodied adults who have no
dependents. The new law allows
such adults to receive food
stamps for only three months in

753-4175

*

any 36-month period unless they
are working or participating in a
work program. The Congressional Budget Office says
800,000 to , one million people
could lose food stamps under this
provision.

FRIDAY and
SATURDAY ONLY

workers win awards without a
medically identifiable, permanent
disability.
"The 'basic problem with our
program is it's too subjective,"
said Patton. "Almost everything
is left to somebody's judgement
or opinion."
According to Curd, many people in the local districts are worried about the rising cost of
workers' compensation.
"The biggest complaint I hear
is that workers' compensation is
getting so expensive around here
that we can't compete with anybody else," Curd said. "The industries are not the only one's
who will be affected by this.
There are also a lot of farmers,
carpenters and other independent
workers who need that service.
The small people are not able toafford it as much as others."
Curd said he looks at the plan
as beneficial to most.
"I think he is calling this meeting to sell us on it." said Curd.
"Which I already am."

ANNUAL
PERt'ENTAGI.:
111F1 I)

MINIMUM
DEPOSIT

5.05%

$1000

20% Off
Shoe Sale
(Selected Shoes 30% Off)

the shoe tree
Southslde Manor
Branch otPuples First)

753-8339

(641 South - behind Souttsde

FREE
CASH!
,. .
$5
$5
LIMITED TIME OFFER!
Not valid in conjunction with any other Cash Offer.
Present coupon to Casino Services with a Players
Preferred Card and photo I.D. to receive a voucher
redeemable at any casino cage for $5 in chips or
tokens. If you do not already have a Players Preferred
Card simply sign up at Casino Services. It's FREE!

VALID NOVEMBER 27-28
& DECEMBER 1-6 ONLY

24 Months 5.90% $500

Must be 21 years of age Voucher is non-transferrable. Coupon is not
reproducible Players Casino reserves the right to Change, cancel or
f

modify this promotion at any time without prior no4ce

1 YR. $72.00

MISS YOUR PAPER?
I,
Call the circulation dept between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

60 Months 6.00% $500

$

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These
yields are effective
percentage
annual
November 26, 1996.
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Kreger Money Market Center 767-2233
Main Office: 5th .1 Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut • South
Branch: 12th & Story • 767-BAMC

Murray Ledger 11 Twos is a mentor alibi
Associated Press, Kentucky Pram Association
and Southern Nowspipsrs Public/Ws Palaciohon. The Associated Press aissclusivoly witted
to noon originated* Murray Ledget II Timms.

One Cash Coupon Per Person
Not valid with bus groups

It Pays to Play
at !Players!

PeoplesBank

Murray Lodger I Tinriss (USPS XS-700)

Shell

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

costs, a proposal that would
mostly effect families ,with
children.

5.15% $1000
12 Months 6.05% $500

' 1 month
$6.00 I 6 months $36.00
$72.00
3 months $1800 I 1 year

Pick 4
8-0-1-2
Catih S
3-4-21142-35

eared :

noncitizens.
Another idea would increase
the number of food stamps given
to families with high housing

9 Months

Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone #: 753-1916
Fax 5: 753-1927
3ubscrlplIgn,lign
All subscriptions payable in advance.
Home delivery 6 days a week
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Its the combination of going
the extra mile and
treating our customers by
The Golden Rule Visit us
Our Low Prices Will Even
Have You Grinning
Ear To Ear!
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We Go The Extra Smile...
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INVESTMENT RATES

Ledger &Times

Mailed in Calloway Co.. Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky By mail to other destinations,
price is $85.00 per year.
Published Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays,
July 4, Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Years Day. Periodicals
postage paid at Murray, KY. POSTMASTER:Send address changes to
THE MURRAY LEDGER AND
TIMES, P.O Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071-1040

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

"The people that we're helping are mostly elderly who use
their cattle as a supplement to
their retirement income or those
parsons who are really, completely dependent on agriculture
for their livelihood," Hein said.
"What we're doing is trying to
get them to hold a herd together
for the winter."
In Worthy's case, she has spent

country who shipped them free
hay.
That's why Marion County farmer Richard Sullivan agreed to
give the 34 bales of hay. Other
Kentucky farmers paid Sullivan
$30 per bale for 33 of the bales
so he wouldn't bear too much of
the burden.
Truck driver Terry Wadden of
Danville turned down several
good-paying jobs and agreed to
haul the load for $1,300. That's
about $700 less than the going
rate for the 870-mile trip. Farm
Aid and donations to Community
Farm Aid are paying transportation costs.

Storewide

FROM PAGE 1

last March. She ended up setting
a U.S. space endurance record
with a 188-day voyage.
"After Norm's flight ... they
mixed the diet with 50 percent
American food and 50 percent
Russian food," Blaha, who's in
the middle of a four-month visit,
said. "So Shannon and I have
things that Norm just didn't
have."

T

He then told other Kentucky
farmers who were all too familiar
with her struggle. Duran& a
drought in the early 1980s, they
depended on the generosity of
other farmers from across the

II Curd...

III Astronauts...
FROM PAGE 1
construction. Jones and Jernigan
will venture outside again on Saturday night.
NASA wants to gain as much
spacewalking experience as possible before the space agency is
to start building the station in late
1997.
The crew members spent the
first week of a 16-day mission
working with a semiconductorproducing satellite and an ultraviolet telescope. They released
both last week, and retrieved the
satellite Monday night. The telescope continued to trail Columbia
by at least 23 miles today.
By Tuesday night, the telescope had made 150 to 160 observations of stars and galaxies,
NASA astrophysicist Ronald Polidan said. The crew will capture
it on Dec. 3, two days before
Columbia returns to Earth.
Meanwhile, a NASA astronaut
traveling on another spacecraft,
Russia's Mir station, said today
his stay has been made more enjoyable by regular contact with
his family and a selection of both
Russian and American foods —
accommodations not provided to
the first American who lived on
the outpost.
John Blaha said improvements
have been made since the 1995
flight of Dr. Norman Thagard,
who lost weight and complained
he received little news from
Earth. E-mail and amateur radio
links were introduced for Shannon Lucid's arrival on the station

all her money trying to buy feed
for her 100 milk cows.
"I can't sell my dairy cows
off," she said. "If I did, it would
take me too long to build the herd
back."
Doug Corbin, a Russell County
farmer and Community Farm Alliance organizer, found out about
Worthy's plight from relatives he
has in Texas.

•Welfare...

•Nicholson...
FROM PAGE 1
der, Jonathan Shapiro, Nicholson's court-appointed attorney,
had said in court papers filed
Tuesday that he was "shocked at
the daily deluge of extraordinarily prejudicial comment, specualtion and innuendo coming from
the mouths of high law enforcement officials, who seem bent on
putting the best spin possible on
their embarrassment about alleged security breaches at the
CIA so close on the heels of the
Ames case."

donation. "And those who don't
have, we think they should."
More than 280 farmers in
Texas have asked for help, said
Norman Hein, coordinator of disaster response for Lutheran Social Services in Austin, Texas.
That group is helping Farm Aid
with relief efforts.
So far, 70 of those farmers
have received donated hay from
South Carolina, Georgia, Missouri and Oklahoma.
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Educators program worth cost

Ledger &Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

GINA HANCOCK

Publisher

Managing Editor

FRANKFORT — The old adage
that, for want of a nail, the entire
battle was lost could apply to Kentucky's six-year-old effort to reform
its system of elementary and secondary education.
So many of the key aspects of the
1990 Kentucky Education Reform
Act(KERA)are interdependent that
each of them must have full financial support so that all the rest work
as intended by the General Assembly.
That's especially true of the distinguished educator program, which
selects top-flight teachers across
Kentucky, who have demonstrated
their knowledge and classroom talents, and sends them to troubled
schools for two years to share that
knowledge and experience.
There's no doubt the program has
been a success. The 53 schools in
the state that received help from
distinguished educators the last two
years all improved their scores on
the state's most recent performance
tests and,in fact, 32 of those schools
qualified for cash rewards. that
puts them in the top level of school
achievers under KERA. Remember,
these were schools that two years
ago were sufficiently troublecT to
need the assistance of distinguished
educators.

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision, the people perish'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

EDITORIAL
Giving thanks and Thanksgiving
Thank you, God,
For Your Grace,
For all Your gifts.
For life, flowing through me.
For these words I speak,
The thoughts I think,
The dreams I seek.
Thank you for friends and family,
For the food and warmth we share,
For reminding us what we have,
When so many have so little.
Thank you for this world,
The scent of flowers, and fresh bread,
A gentle breeze in autumn,
The colors of sunsets and rainbows,
The magic of music and laughter.
For the grip of feelings,
Sometimes fierce, like raging -oceans,
Sometimes calm, like spring rains.
For the wonder of cliffs and canyons,
Forest streams and foreign lands.
Thank you for a smile
Upon an innocent babe,
For the healing it brings,
The memories it stirs
Of years, long passed,
Of the child that I was,
And in some ways, still am,
As we all are in the sight of God.
Thank you for those now with us,
Nearest and dearest,
Whether across a table, or a continent,
And those who have passed on,
Who are always close within our hearts.
Thank you for your ,wisdom
As you lead us on this journey,
From this moment until Time's end.
Thank you for your gift of faith,
By which we live each day,
Whether in hardship or in joy,
Through trials or good fortune,
Not knowing what's to come,
But knowing we're guided by Your eyes,
Led by Your hands,
Lifted by Your strength,
Healed by Your touch,
And forever and always,
Embraced by Your undying Love.
Amen.

AGREE OR NOT

Todd Duvall
Syndicated columnist
But now there is a need for more
distinguished educators the next
two years than were budgeted by the
legislature. The recent performance
tests identified 185 schools that
qualify for distinguished educators
and 97 of them, along with two
entire school districts, ranked in the
two lowest test categories —
schools in decline or in crisis.
According to Education Commissioner Bill Cody, there is a need for
99 educators to work with those
schools. The budget only funds
money for 49 distinguished educators.

educator in the world should be
expected to handle.
And it is a burden that may cause
the very teachers we want in the
distinguished educator program to
decline the honor. Who, after all,
could blame them for staying right
where they already have distinguished themselves?
Many KERA critics have demanded proof positive that education reform is working as intended.
It will take more time for many
aspects of KERA to prove their
benefits, but the distinguished educator program is demonstrably successful and the key to helping
troubled schools become successful
is that very program.
In good conscience, can we demand that these schools make significant changes and demonstrate
serious improvement over the next
two years and then fail to give them

That's a "serious problem," Cody
says and I think he probably is
understating the case. Without the
additional 50 educators, the 49
educators that are funded will be
spread among nearly four schools
each, a task that not even the best
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FROM OUR READERS

Suffering cracks artist's shell

Food drive a success locally

There is a romantic view of artists
that says they must suffer as part of
the creative process.
Goofy, Vinny van Gogh, for
example, In and out of asylums and
lopping off an ear. Poor guy. If he
were alive today, he'd pop a few
Prozacs and get a good job designing Web page for the Internet.
And stubby Hank ToulouseLautrec, hanging out with hookers
and drinking himself into an early
tiny grave. Today he'd check into
the Betty Ford Clinic, tell People
magazine all about it, and the price
of his paintings would triple.
But they are remembered and
their work revered.
So Brett Bufferine shouldn't feel
bad about his current difficulties.
He can look at it as part of his
growth as an artist.
As some may recall, Bufferinc,
23, is one of Chicago's most industrious graffiti artists, or "taggers" as
some call them.
When last we dealt with him,
Bufferine had been arrested for
doing about $12,000 in artistic
damage to some railroad tank cars
that were parked near a West Side
plastics plant.
The owner of the plant was upset
because the state's attorney has
declined to pursue more than a
misdemeanor
charge
against
Bufferine.
The police also were upset because they thought they had more
than enough evidence to get their
longtime nuisance more than a slap
on the wrist
Then Buffcrine made what he

Dear Editor:
On the weekend on Nov. 2, Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity participated
in the North American Food Drive. If you are not aware of this project,
we pass out over 2,300 grocery bags to the doorsteps of Murray
residents. These bags have an attached letter with an explanation of our
project
This was the fourth year of the food drive and our chapter's goal was
8,000 pounds along with an international goal of 600,000 pounds. We
are happy to report that we raised 8,040 pounds for the Murray Need
Line. Internationally, over 775,000 pounds_were raised by Lambda Chi
Alpha. The 1996 North American Food Drive was the largest
philanthropic event ever in the fraternity world.
Needless to say, we are overjoyed that we reached our goal of 8,000
pounds. I addition, our chapter at Murray State University had the 19th
highest total in the U.S. and Canada. There were more that 180 Lambda
Chi chapters that participated in this year's event.
I am writing about this great news to express my gratitude and
congratulations to the residents of Murray. Although I may be somewhat
biased, I feel that we live in a special place. We may not have thousands
of residents as do some other cities, but we have an abundant amount of
caring and generous people. Our total compared to other metropolitan
cities is an example of this extraordinary aspect of Murray, Kentucky.
On behalf of the brothers of Lambda Chi Alpha, I thank the Murray
Calloway-County residents and businesses for their participation in our
local efforts to help the Murray Need Line.
Todd Earwood, food drive chairman
1533 London Drive, Murray, KY 42071
-

Just drop us a line ...

•-•

the one element they need to do just
that?
The 50 additional distinguished
educators for 1996-98 will cost
another $7.1 million. That's a pittance compared to the overall billion-dollar state education budget,
but it's clearly an amount that is
critically important to that overall
budget.
Yes, the individual costs of distinguished educators is high.Each is
paid 135 percent of his or her salary
in their home districts for the twoyear period of service. That came to
$95,000 each last year, a figure that
includes salary, benefits and expenses that tend to be high. After all,
we're asking teachers to leave their
jobs, travel to other schools and to
work very hard to help turn around
those troubled schools.
Crit Luallen, secretary of Gov.
Paul Patton's Cabinet, says Patton's
office is looking for the additional
money to fund all the needed 99
distinguished educators. Patton may
ask the General Assembly to use
any leftover school money to finance the program as needed.
Whatever the source, the money
must be found. It's entirely possible
this is the nail in KERA that can be
decisive in winning Kentucky's battle for school reform.

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: ail letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in cue verification is nutsury (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
=re than 500 wards. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
If possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letien should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledges
&
- -itmes;--pgr-soilogr-Murrsr—let---42071.

because of other causes."
But, Bufferine believes, other
taggers will carry on the work of
slappping paint on other people's
property.

ROYKO SAYS

Syndicated columnist
now considers a serious mistake. He
decided to chat with this column
about his many graffiti exploits.
And he sounded proud of what he
had done, while expressing little
concern for those whose property he
had defaced.
Bad timing. The two columns
about him appeared just as he was
going to court on still another
graffiti arrest
So now Bufferine believes that
his public boasting energized the
state's attorney's prosecutors and
inspired the judge.
The result was that he got three
months in that most unpleasant
place, the Crook County Jail.
And that's where he was this
week when he decided to again chat
about his lengthy graffiti career and
his legal misfortunes.
Looking gaunt and gloomy in his
jail jumpsuit and jacket, he said:
"I'm done with graffiti. I never
thought I'd get into jail, but here I
am."
He shares a room with 12 other
inmates. He spends part of his day
emptying garbage cans, raking
leaves and cutting grass.
"We get up at6 a.m., work until 2
p.m., then -wait until tomorrow and

put another X on the calendar.
"This place is pretty decrepit It's
as bad as I ever wanted it to get.
"As soon as everyone is up and
out in the morning, the mice come
out and get into everything. Even
your bed."
Actually, he is fortunate that
there are only mice crawling into his
bed. He is in a pan of the jail that is
isolated from the more hardened
criminals who might develop an
affection for a young, brown-eyed
lad such as he.
"And the roaches. You should see
them. They are the biggest roaches
I've ever seen:
"So we talk, watch TV, I draw,
make phone calls and sleep a lot so
the day goes quicker."
When he gets out, he says he will
go to Columbia College and study
"multimedia."
But no more painting people's
roofs and walls near "L" tracks, his
favorite form of artistic expression
because he actually believes the
passengers look at and admire his
creations.
"It is addictive, but I don't want to
be here again. Right now, I'm just
worried about surviving. Hopefully,
they won't extend my jail time
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"They are still out there," he says.
"And my being here isn't going to
make the street safer, the buildings
safer."
A contrary view is held by the
city's leading critic of this an formChicago Police Lt. Bob Angone,
who heads a unit that chases taggers.
And he's elated that his longtime
pain-in-the-neck is in the county
jail.
"He's been torturing me for so
long. His stuff was on L'platforms,
trains, all over the place. He's one
that has lasted longest. Most ofthem
turn 16 and find other interests. I've
had him in and told him:'You dork.
Why don't you get a life instead of
running around with kids a lot
younger than you? He thinks he's
Picasso. He thinks thousands of
people on the train see his work. I
told him:'People see that crap and
can barely read it.'
"This is sensational. If he gets
publicity that he went to jail, it will
scare the hell out of the rest of them.
And that's good. They're not real
criminals. They're just mutts."
Then Angone provided one ofthe
most penetrating artistic critiques I
ever heard.
Of Bufferine and other taggers,
he said: "if you peeled back their
heads, you'd find a beer nut instead
of a brain."

Mike Royko
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Woman's Club open house Sunday
am.

Murray Woman's Club will have its annual Holiday Open House
on Sunday, Dec. 1, at 2 p.m. A program of music will be presented
by the Music Chorus of Music Department with Margie Shown as
director and Janet Finch as accompanist. Also featured will be the
Calloway County High School Chorus with Mark Dycus as director.
The club house has been decorated for the holidays by the Garden
and Creative Arts Department. Refreshments will be served with the
Delta Department in charge assisted by members of the Alpha, Creative Arts, Garden, Home, Kappa, Sigma, Theta and Zeta Departments of the club. Sue Allison, president, and Linda Scott, program
chairman, invite the public to attend this special program.

CALLOWAY MIDDLE SCHOOL photo
The Eighth Grade Student Council of Pier Two at Calloway County
Middle School has gotten off to a good start as the second nine weeks
are half way over. Members of the council have been working together
to provide field trips for the students on Pier Two. This included a
scavenger hunt to the Cemetery. Also six students went to the Kentucky Youth Assembly at Frankfort and Louisville to participate in a
Mock General Assembly. Funds are needed for these trips, so the council has been discussing fundraisers. Volleyball intramurals are being
planned. Student Council officers we pictured, from left, back row, Jessica Lemons, president, Kandis Garland, secretary, Jamie Miller, treesurer, Alison Fotsch, social chairman, front row, Stephanie Lowe, reporter, Tony Ryan, treasurer, and Ashley Noffsinger, vice president.

Library to close for two days
Calloway County Public Library will be closed on Thursday and
Friday, Nov. 28 and 29, in observance of the Thanksgiving holiday.
The libraray will reopen Saturday morning.

Courthouse offices will be closed
Offices of Calloway County Courthouse will be closed on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 28 and 29, in observance of the Thanksgiving
holidays. Deputies will be on duty, officials said.

W.A.T.C.H.
offers cards

Open house at Hazel Nov. 30
Hazel Antique Dealers Association will have its annual open
house on Saturday, Nov. 30, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Groups are
needed to provide singing and entertainment on the sidewaks during
the open hours. Any peron or group who would like to entertain call
Jeff Harris at 492-8164.
Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet Monday, Dec. 2, at Seven Seas Restaurant for its noon Christmas buffet.
The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will present a program of music. Vanda Gibson will give a brief
update on retired teacher insurance. CCRTA President Virgil Harris
urges all members and prospective members to attend.

Hospital retirees to meet Dec. 7
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, Dec. 7, at 9:30 a.m. for breakfast at Shoney's. This is a monthly social event for all those retirees and former
employees. For information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-3517.

Wranglers plan potluck Saturday
Wranglers Riding Club will have its year-end awards and potluck
banquet on Saturday, Nov. 30, at 7 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray. All members and their
families are urged to attend. For more information call Kenneth
Greer, 489-2272.

Band Boosters selling fruit
Murray High School Band Boosters are conducting ,their annual
Florida citrus fruit sale. Orders placed by Thursday, Dec. 5, will be
delivered before Christmas. Orders are also being taken for delivery
in January.

Food Service selling cookbooks
Calloway County Food Service Association is again selling its
cookbook, "Seasoned With Love." The books are $5 each and are
available at any of the Calloway County School cafeterians or the
central office. For more information call 759-4136.

Need Line needs food items
Need Line has listed items needed for the pantry list to fill food
sacks for clients and also items needed for the Christmas food baskets. Pantry items needed include cereal, canned fruit, and powdered milk. Items needed for the Christmas food baskets include
frosting, yams, stuffing, pineapple, green beans and peas. A total of
212 families signed up for Christmas food baskets on the assigned
dates, but since then 29 families have come in and requested to be
placed on the waiting list. The Christmas food baskets will be distributed Dec. 19 and 20. Any individuals, churches, Sunday School
classes, or organizations wishing to donate items may bring them to
the Need Line office on the bottom floor of Weaks Center on Wednesday, Nov. 27, or Monday through Friday of the coming week
from 10 a.m.to 4 p.m. The office will be closed on Thursday and
Friday for Thanksgiving. Kathie Gentry, executive director, said the
food drives by local groups have been wonderful, but some items are
still needed.
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Murray's Best Selection of Men's and Women's

Lowest Prices of the Season
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Discount available _
'
on selected styles
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Receive A FREE Pair OfRockport Socks With Am Rockport Footwear Purchase!
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Kentucky Oaks Mall .443-1331

Chestnut Hills Plaza • 753-6242

• Rent lino Moues it The ,Iloviet! •

!

..•

Chestnut Hills • Murray, Ky.
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MAU RICES

Special Store Hours
Fri., Nov 29 Open at 7 a.m.
Sat.. Nov. 30 Open at 8 a.m.
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SHOP EARLY FOR THE BEST SELE(TIONS
,
605 Broadway
, The
Paducah,KY 12001

r

throughout the
entire store!
Now thru Monday.

a

All Sales Final

[.

I ine I adies Apparl
Suite 114 Broad,
South Fulton, I N
479-2550

:

*20% OFF all maternity and children's clothing!!!

*15% OFF all furniture, breast pumps, nursing bras
,.
and lingerie, etc.

The Daisy

0MI60ff
2
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The Calloway County Chapter
of the American Red Cross has
scheduled a Community First Aid
and Safety Class on Saturday,
Dec. 14.
The class will start at 8:30 a.m.
and go until about 5 p.m.
If you will be needing a full
class or a re-certification before
the end of the year, please register for this class. This is the last
class of this type that will be offered until January.
For more information call the
Red Cross office at 753-1421 between the hours of 9 a.m. to noon
and 1 to 4 p.m., Monday through
Friday.

Ei c_ro_ro_rancio_ro_nc_ro_pc_rdsgso_nc_ro_rdrapc_pr_ranc_anr_rap m
9-Hour Sale
Friday, November 2911
Doors Open at 8:00 a.m.1
i
113
,
(Nothing excluded)

Saturday, Nov. 30
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Calloway Public Library

Special class
by Red Cross

OES Chapter will meet Dec. 10
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, Dec. 10, at the Masonic Hall. A potluck supper will be
served at 6 p.m. (note change of time from previous announcement).
An initiation will be conducted. All members are urged to attend.

Show & Sale

Calloway County Laker Band
is conducting its fruit sale now
through Tuesday, Dec. 3.
Oranges, navels, grapefruit,
tangelos and apples may be purchased from any Laker band
member or call 753-4718 to place
your order.
Fruit ordered by Dec. 3 will be
delivered between Dec. 14 and 17
in plenty of time for holiday parties or gift-giving.

Singles (SOS) will have a Thanksgiving potluck dinner on Thursday, Nov. 28, at noon at Gleason Hall, St. Leo Catholic Church.
Each one should bring a dish to pass. Dancing is planned for Saturday, Nov. 30, with time and place to announced later. The SOS is a
nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single
adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For
more information call Marlene at 753-2350.

BELLEPOINTE'S
FINE SLEEPWEAR COLLECTION
FOR HOLIDAY 1996

Barbie

Laker Band
selling fruit

Singles (SOS) plan special events

Christmas Gift Ideas

For the Love of

Again this holiday season, the
W.A.T.C.H. (work activities center for the handicapped) Center is
selling their specially designed
Christmas cards.
These cards are designed by
the participants at W.A.T.C.H.
They sell for $8 for a package of
20 cards.
All proceeds and donations
will go toward expenses at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main
St., Murray.
Cards may be purchased at the
W.A.T.C.H. Center, Charlie's
Pharmacy, Storey's Food Giant,
or Calloway Public Library. Persons may also call the center at
759-1965 for delivery of the
cards.

Retired teachers will meet Monday

HOME SCHOOLE AS photo
Murray-Calloway Home Schoolers Laura Beth Lamb and Jecinda Lewis
pet a llama at Tidwell's Pets, Pals and Pumpkins on a recent visit. For
more information on Home Schooling call 753-0717.
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AA and Al-Anon list
their weekly sessions
The Murray Group of Alcoholics Anonymous has released its
schedule of meetings held at the
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.
The schedule is as follows:
Sunday - closed discussion, 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.;
Monday - closed special interest study, 8 p.m.;

•••••• •"•.' •

Tuesday - closed discussion, 8
p.m.;
Wednesday - closed discussion, 11 a.m.;
Thursday - no meeting;
Friday - open for newcomers/
beginners, 8 p.m.;
Saturday - open with speaker
and also Al-Anon meeting, 8 p.m.
For more information about the
AA call 753-8136 or 435-4314.

FUN & FASHION

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Nov.
22, have been released as
follows:

a

Debate Watch •96 participants are pictured compledng survey forms following the recently televised Presidential Debates. Murray State Univwsity Professor Nelson ds Costa (standing) watches focus group members while he prepares to Wad the discussion.

LEXINGTON — This fall, the
University of Kentucky Board of
Trustees approved the appointment of a local health professional as voluntary communitybased faculty for the UK Changler Medical Center: Michael E.
Pipkin, a pharmacist at MurrayIf you love denim, but are ready for a
different look, try our denim shins
trimmed in velvet. Matching them with
black velvet jeans and • Brighton belt,
toss on an embroidered vest and you have
a go-anywhere look.
The soft chenille sweaters paired with
•slim pant can make those extra pounds
seem to disappear and it is, oh, so
comfortable to wear.
We have wonderful cardigasu and
vests overflowing with details from metallic stitching, ribbons, beads, chenille,
cuddly little bests and Chrisunas trees
that we perfect for the holidays or
anytime.
Update your wardrobe with classic
pants in•wonderful year round fabric of
wool gaberdine in lots of colors.
If you need warmth without the heaviness and bulk of a coat, try our sweater
coats, boiled wools jackets and light
weight pea coats. They are wonderful for
our weither in this • area.
If you havait seal the new Mickey &
Co. belts by Brighton, you we missing
out - very cute and understated. More
Brighton accessories, watches, belts,
walleu, purses and key chains are arriving daily. Ask about a Brighton catalog!
Be sure to see all of our new sterling
jewelry and great selection of scarves in
all sires, sweatshirts, cosmetics from
BeautiControl and tights to match all
your outfits.
If you haven't discovered all the
excitement going on at D.K. Kelley why
dont you cane by for lunch on Friday. It
is served from 11-2 p.m. each week.
Come and celebrate the season with us.
I am very thankful to each and every
one of our customers who have supported us this year. We appreciate your
friendship and your business and wish
you the best holidays.
May your Thanksgiving truly be a
wonderful day of blessings for you and
your family.
Let's each remember why we have
Thanksgiving and be grateful for all the
blessings in our lives.
Congratulations to Carolyn Miller
who won the grapevine basket.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun and
Fashion report

Calloway County Hospital.
As a communityh-based faculty member of UK, Pipkin will
directly contribute to the education of Kentucky's future health
professionals.
UK community-based faculty
throughout the commonwealth
provide valuable one-on-one clinical experience to Medical Center
health professions students who
live and work in Kentucky communities during external clinical
rotations, called externships.

ROTARY CLUB photo

MARK GOTTFRIED, Head Coach of Murray State Racer Basketball Team,
brought several players and coaches with him when he spoke to the
Murray Rotary Club. He entertained the group with several "fun definitions" of basketball, but then spoke very seriously about how he works
to get players to reach their personal potential, information on the
team, and plans for the future.
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Cindy Barr of
Jackson TN
lost
1531/2 lbs.

0

What A
Success!!!
Call us today to find out how she did it!
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Support our local health care facilities
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25% off
All Handbags

Isotoner

Coordinates

Gloves

25%-50% off

25% off

Including
Liz Claiborne

25%-50% off
Shoes

25% off

1/4-1/2

off

•
•

• Crystal • Frames • Prints
• Furniture • Accessories • Lamps
• Aromatique Candles & Potpourri

Coats

20%-50% off

Boots

Free Gift to
First 50 Customers

25% off
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HappinesaPlace
305 S. 12th St. • 753-4567
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Special Hours: Friday & Saturday Only
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Holiday Hours: M-Th 9-5:30 • Fri. 8-8 • Sat. 9-5 • Sun. 1-5
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Draw Your Own
Discount
Fri. & Sat. Only ,
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Just Received
a Shipment of
Rain Coats

Free Gift Wrap
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25% off
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Fall & Winter

Slacks, Skirts
Knit Tops,
Blouses,
Shirts

Hazel Center closed today for senior
citizen' activities.
Weaks Center closed today for senior
citizens' activities.
Dexter Pentecostal Church service/7
p.m.
Friday, Nov. 29
Kristi Michelle Hill and Terry Lynn
Bogard wedding/7 p.m./Kenlake State
Park Hotel.
Santa will be at house on courthouse
lawn from 2:30 to 6 p.m.
Calloway County Courthouse offices
closed today. Deputies on duty.
Calloway County Public Library
closed today.
Seniors Golf play/8:30 a.m./Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
Hazel Center closed today for senior
citizens activities.
Weaks Center closed today for senior
citizens' activities.m.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St./open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
LBL events include Seasonal Sightings!/12:30-1:15 p.m., Waterfowl
Watch/1:30-4 p.m., Homemade
Blrdfeeders/1-3:30 p.m./Nature Station. Info/1-800-LBL-7077.

*1.#.

Fall & Winter

Separates

Singtes (SOS) Ttianksgiving potluck
dinner/noon/Gleason Hall, St. Leo
Catholic Church. Info/Marlene,
753-2350.

11 al

Entire Stock
Playtex &
Vanity Fair
Bali

Thursday, Nov. 28
Calloway County Public Library
closed today.
Calloway County Courthouse offices
closed today. Deputies will be on duty.
City Clerk's office closed today.

;/16

After Thanksgiving Day Sale
Bras

Rick ar
their daiq
Ricky an
The we
Creek Bal
A rece
All reli
reception.

•

Wednesday, Nov. 27
Annual Community Thanksgiving
service/7 p.m./St. John's Episcopal
Church, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Ministerial
Association.
West Fork Baptist Church hosts cornmunity Thanksgiving service/6:30 p.m.
Immanuel Lutheran Church Thanksgiving eve service/7 p.m.
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American .Legion
Building. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
qt. Leo Catholic Church Adult Religious Education/6:30 p.m.
Mislaid* Baptist Church service/7
p.m./cancelled.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ service at Weeks Center/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Do Re Mi
Club/6:15 p.m.; group meetings and
prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 28
The Murray Ledger 8 Times will not
publish an edition today because of
the Thanksgiving holiday.

767-0780
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To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

CALENDAR

FOR BOTH MEN & WOMEN
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HI-ENERGY WEIGHT CONTROL CENTER

305 S. 12th
—
Murray, KY • 753-7441

Newborn admission
Wadlington baby boy, mother, Amy
Wadlington, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Marilyn Ahr and Al J. Harville,
Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Linda N. Duncan, Farmington;
Jord Osborn Hale, Almo; Joshua M.
Starks, Benton; Virgil D. Allen, Henry,
Tenn.; James C. Collins, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Lois Outland, Mrs. Sarah Brannon: Ronald Swain, Mrs. Annie G. Riley, and Ms. Lillie M. Pace, all of
Murray.

Dismissals
John H. Gilson, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Sheena Trudeau Shaw and baby boy,
Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Cecilia Wanetta Johnson and
Mrs. Wilma Fay Burnett, Mayfield;
Gene John Buhmann and Mrs. Eva
Lucille Lax, New Concord;
Mrs. Rebecca Lynn Morefield and
baby girl and Mrs. Bridgette A
McCuiston and baby girl, Benton;
Miss Roberta Ann Scott, Raymond
Frank French, Mrs. Venela Sexton
Ward,. Mrs. Robbie Stamps,
Mrs. Norma M. Hobbs, Mrs. Dorothy
B. Crouch, and Mrs. Patricia D. Thurman Fitts, all of Murray.
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One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Nov. 25, have been released as
follows:

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Nov. 23, have been released as
follows:

N X \\\ X \\\ X \\\ X\\
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Dismissals
Mrs. Sarah Marlon Waldrop. Sedalia; Mrs. Robbie J. Wilford, Mayfield;
Mrs. Alice E. Oliver and Mrs. Dorothy E Chase, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Jana D. Green and Mrs. Janice
L. Jones and baby girl, Benton; Mrs.
Stephanie B. Fulchtir and baby boy,
Farmington;
Charles Earhart Jr., Dover, Tenn.;
Miss Alieen C. O'Brien-Younger, Puryear, Tenn.; John Woods, Hardin;
William D. Huggins, Arthur F. Brandon, and Ms. Teresa Cavitt Johnson,
all of Murray

Newborn admissions
Jones baby girl, parents, Janice and
Scott. Benton;
Fulcher baby boy, parents, Stephanie and Jason, Farmington.
Dismissals
Chester Holland, Dexter. Mrs
Emma Lou Albin and Ellis Dalton
Gore, Mayfield;
Mrs. Norma M. Karnes, Kirksey,
Charles I. Boggess and Maxie Eugene
Manning, Benton;
Mrs. Dathel M. Wilkerson, Farmington; Mrs. Mary Lou Braucht, Cadiz;
Nathan D. Roberts, Fred Straight,
Paul E. Jackson, Ottis L. Hurt, James
Nelson Key,
T.G. Shelton, Mrs. Tammy W. Hart,
Mrs. Mary Lou Morris, David F. Boyd,
Mrs. Linda F. Hutson,
Miss Vair Elizabeth Booth, Miss Stephany A. Dutton, and George Edward
Paradise, all of Murray.
• • • •

Pipkin is
appointed

By D.K. Kelley

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
Nov. 24, have been released as
follows:
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CALLOWAY PUBLIC LIBRARY photo

Mattea Rene Mjos and
Bradley Elwayne Harris

Oneida Boyd, vice chairmen of Murray Tourism Commission and a
charter member of the For The Love of Barbie Doll Club, shows two of
her Holiday Barbies which will be shown at the Barbie Show and Sale
at Calloway County Public Ubrary on Saturday, Nov. 30, from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. In addition to the 1993 and 1995 Holklays shown above, Boyd
has an extensive collection which started with the purchase of the first
Barbie in 1959 for her daughter, Unda Boyd Corearight. "Eventually
granddaughter Angela will inherit them all," Boyd said.

Tara Ashley Thompson
and Brady Lee Siress

Mjos-Harris wedding Thompson and Siress
to be held on Dec. 14 wedding to be Dec. 20

Customer
Appreciation Week

to

Alonday, November 2.5 thru Sunday. December 1st

Open Sunday Dec. 1st 1-5
26 Years Serving You!

Miss Tara Ashley Thompson of 1910 Greenbrier Dr., Apt. C,
Murray, and Brady Lee Siress of 205 Cavctt Rd., Kirkscy, announce
---•
their approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Ms. Mary Thompsoneof Brookport, Ill., and of Richard Thompson of Carmi, Ill.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Siress of Kevil.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert DePriest of Paducah, and
of Mrs. Rachel Siress and the late Rev. Edgar Stress.
Miss Thompson received her Bachelor of Science degree in
Elementary Education from Murray State University in May 1996.
She employed by Murray Christian Academy.
Mr. Siress will received his Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Earth Science and a minor in biology in December 1996 from
Murray Stafe CniVersity.
The wedding will be Friday, Dec. 20, 1996, at 7 p.m. at Bandana
United Methodist Church, Bandana.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding.r

Rick and Jerri Mjos of Murray announce the upcoming marriage of
their daughter, Mattea Rene Mjos, to Bradley Elwaync Harris, son of
Ricky and Patty Harris of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Dec. 14, 1996, at 2 p.m. at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church, located off of Highway 94 East on Faxon Road.
A reception will follow in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Preschool visits local store

26% to 50% Off
The Daisy

The Boutique
The Petite S'C Shop
Antiques

fine ladies Apparel

479-2550

Suite 114 Broadway
South lulion, IN

Welcome to the Holidays!

SALE
Save 20% on all Holiday Merchandise

Students are finalists

Save 20% on all Lenox China
including "Holiday" a "Sleighride"
Three Days Only 4:r
Friday, Saturday 8/ Sunday
Finer Gifts a Bridal Registry
111 South 4th Street

4,06.

JUN'
30L

MURRAY PRESCHOOL COOPERATIVE photo

•••

Murray Preschool Cooperative made a recent field trip to the local Kroger store. The tour was under the direction of Jo Wilson at Kroger who
pointed out several fruits and vegetables that might be unfamiliar to the
children. "Mr. Joe" entertained the children from the meat counter. The
children got a "behind-the-scenes" look at the large walk-in refrigerator,
the machine that makes the ice for the bags of ice, and a machine
crush the cardboard boxes. Each child received a goodie sack and was
treated to a snack of Christmas cookies and the new vanilla milk. Pictured with the preschoolers are, standing, Jo Wilson, left, of Kroger,
and Ginger Philpot, teacher of the three and four-year-old classes at
Murray Preschool Cooperative, located at Christian Community Church,
South 16th Street. Murray.

Open Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00
Sunday 1:00-4:00
On Murray's Court Square
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Fill Up Your Holiday
Shopping Bag From Our
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Calloway County High School cOoto

Local persons needed
to ring holiday bells
The Rev. Kerry L. Lambert,
pastor of Alliance Bible Church,
Murray, will be serving as chairman of The Salvation Army's annual appeal at Christmas in
Murray.
Red kettles are a century-old
part of that Christmas appeal,
helping shoppers to remember the
needy.
Last year local kettle donations
exceeded more than $5,000 for
the second year in a row.
The money helps buy meat for
Christmas baskets, send underprivileged kids to camp, provide
payment of utility bills for the
needy, purchase portable ramps
for the disabled, and many-more
services.
The generosity of Murray and
Calloway County helped make it
possible.
Rev. Lambert is currently enlisting the support of civic organizations, churches and clubs for
ringing bells and collecting contributions beginning Thanksgiving weekend.
The trademark red kettle will
be stationed at the new Wal-Mart
Super Center throughout the
Christmas season.

Calloway County High School juniors and seniors applied for the United
States Senate Youth program to bring high school students to
Washington, D.C., for on-site introduction to the functions of federal
government. Finalists are Holly Leslie, left, and Allison Duke. Leslie of
Robert Wiggins Drive, Murray, daughter of Sabrinia and Roger Leslie, is
a member of Beta Club, FBLA, Pep Club, CCHS Band, and Lady Laker
Basketball team. Duke of Watson Road, Murray, daughter of Natalie and
Max Hill and Richard M. Duke, is a member of Beta Club, Drams Club,
Pep Club, and CCHS Band.

If your club or organization
would like to donate their time to
ring bells for the Army, please
call Lambert at 753-6565.
If you would like to mail a
Christmas donation, please send
it to Crystal Ford, Salvation
Army Treasurer, 1304-U Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071.

—Added To Daily—

Just like the
man from the
North Pole!
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Closed Thursday

Hwy. 94 East
Murray
759-4512

TODAY
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BEANIE BABIES are all the RAGE!

Thanksgiving Sale

Do you have yours?
Ranked as one of the Top Ten gifts for Christmas
by national magazines, newpapers and TV shows
Dozens of styles • Hundreds in stock

Specials Throughout
The Store

$5.50 each
111 South 4th Street 759-2100
Open Mon-Sat 10:00-5:00 Sunday 1:00-4:00
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Beads By Michelle
•14 kt. Gold Filled
*Sterling Silvei
•Gentiltre Slone%

20%-50%off
*He Place

Let Us Help You
With Gift Ideas

25 Rack reduced from values up to $200

*sterling silver ..leweliN
•Umbrellits •tiats
*Purses *Sr:Imes
•Night Shirts
W.iii hi,

Michelle will he 1.tkirw or(b•r%
anti makittit jewelry
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Racers prepared in 1996
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
It was a familiar scene at Stewart Stadium Tuesday afternoon.
As was the case a year ago at
this time of year, the Murray
State Racers were practicing for
their first-round Division I-AA
playoff game. Everyone else on
campus was packing their cars
and heading home for
Thanksgiving.
Head coach Houston Nutt said
the mass exodus affected his
team, which spent three solitary
days on campus a year ago preparing for Northern Iowa.
However, in 1996, the players
Senior fullback David McCann
straps on his shoulder pads in'
preparation for Tuesday's
practice.

Murray St. players learn lesson
from 1995 loss to Northern Iowa

CC
Ca
cord
On
34 25
terwo
La .
with
Cal

in the second half.
"Last year we were just happy
we were there," said senior Anthony Hutch. "We weren't ready
for the game. It took us all the
way till the third quarter to wake
up."
Many of his teammates agreed.
The Racers, winners of
II-straight at the time, were not
ready for the playoffs.
Nuu said the team leveled off
after beating Eastern Kentucky in
an emotional showdown which
gave the Racers the OVC title.
"Last year, we felt relaxed and
satisfied after beating Eastern
Kentucky," said junior fullback
Mike Johnson.
"Our main goal was to win the
OVC championship," said Shepherd. "We had to win the East-

Te

don't let their eyes drift to the
"For most guys, it was the first
parking lot.
time to be away from home on
"Here, definitely," senior Thanks
giving," said Merriu, who
Reuel Shepherd said when asked hails
from Russellville, Ark.
if he'd rather be home in Con"Now, it's not such a big deal.
way, Ark., or in Murray.
It's easy to concentrate on the
"Shoot no," was junior linetask ahead of us."
backer Ronnie Merrit's reply
Murray State (10-1) will meet
when the same question was
Western Illinois (9-2) in the first
posed. "I wouldn't trade this for
round of the NCAA Division
anything. I enjoy being up here
I-AA playoffs Saturday at ,1:30
and having the opportunity to
p.m. in Stewart Stadium.
play in the playoffs."
In 1995, the Racers fell 35-34
Players still remember the
quiet, lonely feeling of having the to Northern Iowa in a first round
game in Murray. Coming into the
campus to themselves a year ago
game seeded No. 4, the Racers
and admitted that it was
fell behind the 16th-seeded
disruptive.
Panthers 14-0 before catching up •See Page 9A
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Cowboys'Smith
will likely start
vs. Washington

Owners OK
4-year deal
for baseball

Smith was benched in the
fourth quarter of the Giants loss
in favor of the quicker Williams,
who is not as good a blocker and
has trouble running correct pass
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
routes.
AP Sports Writer
Williams_has rushed 34 times
IRVING, Texas (AP) — Ex- for 160 yards this year. His averpect struggling .Emmitt Smith to age of 4.7 is exactly a yard better
start in the Thanksgiving Day than Smith's 3.7 on 244 carries
game against the Washington for 894 yards.
Redskins despite a gimpy right
"I'm ready if Emmitt can't be
ankle.
ready," Williams said. "I hope I
But Dallas Cowboys coaches can give the team a little spark
could put Sherman Williams or
when I get in there. "
Herschel Walker into the game if
Walker has run four times for
Smith doesn't produce.
12 yards. However, he is a better
"Emmitt doesn't have the
receiver out of the backfield and
quickness he's had in the past,"
blocks better than Williams.
coach Barry Switzer said TuesSwitzer said both Williams and
day. "We could use both SherWalker could be used early
man and Herschel."
against the Redskins in an effort
Smith gained only 18 yards in
to kick-start an offense that
11 k'sarries in the Cowboys' 20-6
hasn't scored a touchdown in 24
loss to the New York Giants last consecutive possessions over
Sunday. He has a sore ankle, but
ts1R1 test was negative.
II See Page 9A
"If Emmitt is healthy enough
on Thursday, he will start," running back coach Joe brodsky
Emmitt Smith will likely play
said. "This man has a lot of
against Washington Thursday
pilde. tic plays hurt all the time
despite a sore ankle.
without telling anybody. "

Ankle injury may
limit effectiveness

Collective bargaining
agreement brings peace

Tennessee's Cutcliffe out of UK picture
Field of candidates narrows
Kentucky fired Bill Curry in October, effective after Saturday's 56-10
loss to Tennessee in Knoxville.
Reports have said that Cutcliffe was
one of four finalists for the job, along
with Mike Gottfried, an ESPN analyst

and former coach at Pittsburgh; San
Francisco 49ers assistant Larry Kirksey
and Valdosta State coach Hal Mumme.
Television reports Tuesday in Louisville said former Louisville coach
Howard Schnellenberger was no longer
a candidate. UK Athletics Director
C.M. Newton declined to comment on
the report and Schnellenberger could
not be reached.

AP Sports Wrrter
CHICAGO (AP) — For the next four
years, the only strikes in baseball will
come from the pitcher's mound.
No more lawsuits. No more salary caps.
Just pitching, hitting, running and
catching.
Four long years of labor strife ended
Tuesday when baseball owners dramatically reversed course and ratified the same
collective bargaining agreement they rejected just three weeks ago.
"Baseball fans can finally look forward
to five years of uninterrupted play," acting
commissioner Bud Selig said. "We can
now work together to bring peace to the
game."
Worn out by the most bitter battle in the
history of professional sports, one that
wiped out the World Series for the first
time in 90 years, owners approved a contract that ensures labor peace through 2000
and possibly 2001.
It also ushers in a new era that includes
interleague play and revenue sharing for
small-market teams.
"We can start to grow the game," San
Francisco Giants owne,r- Peter Magowan
said.
Approval came exactly one week after
Chicago White Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf
shattered baseball's salary structure by
signing Albert Belle to a record $55 million, five-year deal. That contract provoked
criticism from many baseball executives
who felt betrayed.
While it appeared that momentum had
been building for a deal in the days before
Belle's contract, anger at Reinsdorf helped
spark the 26-4 vote to ratify — three more
than the three-fourths majority required.
"After many sleepless nights since August. I believed that it's in the best interest
of all the parties to move forward," Selig
said.
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ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
Syracuse and
Kentucky are set to reprise last April's NCAA
championship game Thursday in the first round of
the Great Alaska Shootout, but don't expect the same
level of excitement.
Neither team is the same and this isn't the culmination of a season's effort. Their meeting won't even
decide who wins the tournament.
No. 8 Kentucky, which beat Syracuse 76-67 for the
title, already has lost its first regular season game, to
No. 10 Clemson. The Orangemen, ranked 12th this
week, arc missing the two players most responsible
for their appearance in last year's title game.

Strange things can happen in the Shootout, and it's
just as likely another entry in the eight-team field
will walk away with the crown after Saturday's final
round.
That's what happened last year, when thenunranked Duke beat a field that included Iowa, Indiana and Connecticut.
This year's tournament, the 19th, also features No.
21 Stanford, the College of Charleston, Arizona
State, Maine, North Carolina-Greensboro and host
Alaska - A nc horage.
The tournament begins Wednesday when Arizona
State faces the College of Charleston and North
Carolina-Greensboro plays Stanford.
Kentucky has lost three starters and a key reserve
from last season's championship team, and coach
Rick Pitino says he isn't expecting his squad to reach
top form overnight.
Kentucky's appearance marks the fifth time a de-
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By RONALD BLUM

College Football

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Tennessee offensive coordinator David
Cutcliffe said Tuesday he is no longer
in the running for the head coaching
job at Kentucky.
he said. "I've said that all along, and
"They told me they're going to go
believe me that's the truth."
in another direction," Cutcliffe said.
Cutcliffe, 42, has been an assistant at
"That's done."
Tennessee since 1982. He has been the
He declined any further comment.
offensive coordiaator and quarterbacks
"I'm interested in the job I've got,"; „ coach
since 1993.
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fending national champion has entered the Shootout.
The others were North Carolina State (1983), Villanova (1985), Louisville (1986) and Kansas (1988).
The Orangemen are without forward John Wallace,
last year's leading scorer, who has moved on to the
New York Knicks.
Prized recruit Winfred Walton was expected to
step into the starting lineup at forward but he must sit
out the season because his Scholastic Aptitude Test
failed to meet the minimum standard required by the
NCAA for a basketball grant-in-aid.
Syracuse also lost play-making guard Lazarus
Sims, and coach Jim Boeheim is looking to freshman
Jason Hart to fill Sims' shoes.
Syracuse forward Todd Burgan might have to sit
out at least six games for violating the school's code
of student conduct and his status for the tournament

•See Pogo 9A
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BRIEFS
Calloway Middle boys top North Marshall
Derek McCallum and Brady Hams led Calloway County Middle School s
eighth grade boys to a 37-34 win over North Marshall on Monday
McCallum had a team -high 13 points and Hams added 11 Chad Greer
tossed in seven while Zach Lovett Seth Bryant and Jeremy Bolls all had two
points apiece
Calloway (3-1) will host South Marshall next Monday at CCMS

CCMS 7th graders top North, South Marshall
Calloway County Middle Schools seventh grade boys improved their re
cord to 3-1 on the season with wins over North and South Marshall
On Monday night Joe Dolchan scored 10 points to lead the Lakers to a
34 25 win over North Marshall Mark Chamberlain scored eight and Joey But
terworth added seven
Last Friday, Calloway knocked otf 57-39 with Chamberlain leading the way
with 11 points Greg Jirak chipped in eight and Daryl Cole had seven
Galloway's next game will be at Murray Middle School next Tuesday

Tennessee-Martin fires McLeary, staff
MARTIN. Tenn - Tennessee Martin fired coach Don McLeary along with
his staff after a 1-10 record school officials said McLeary told listeners to his
radio show Monday night that he had been fired after 11 seasons, but officials
did not confirm the firing until Tuesday morning
McLeary's teams went 49-63 during his tenure, including a 13-19 record
since joining the Ohio Valley Conference in 1992 His Skyhawks wrapped up
their season last week with a 55-24 loss to Austin Peay, an OVC foe that had
not won a game all season

Bickerstaff resigns as Nuggets coach
DENVER (AP)- Bernie Bickerstatf resigned as coach of the Denver Nuggets, turning over the club to assistant Dick Mona
Bickerstaff, 4-9 this season and 59-68 in parts of three seasons, will remain
team president and reclaimed the title of general manager, which he had held
until last season
Mona, 65, who directed the Nuggets to a 117-108 victory over Phoenix,
coached Dallas the last two seasons He is 919-965 in 25 seasons with Chicago, Washington, Dallas, Sacramento and Denver. winning the 1978 title
with the Bullets

Toronto's Camby suffers back injury
TORONTO (AP)- Toronto rookie Marcus Camby was carried off the court
on a stretcher after sustaining an apparent back intury during warrnups before
the Raptors' game against Sacramento
The center lay motionless under a basket for about 25 minutes while
emergency personnel strapped him to a stretcher and placed him in a neck
brace The Raptors said Camby was taken to Western Hospital for examination with "limited feeling in his right and left leg "

FROM PAGE 8A
Owners rejected the deal 18-12
on Nov. 6, but Selig decided to
call another meeting within hours
after Belle's signing. During a
meeting that lasted only a little
more than two hours, 14 teams
changed their votes after an appeal from Selig, who refused to
take a position three weeks ago.
"Actually, it's good for the
White Sox because it dooms the
small-market teams," said Reinsdorf, one of the four votes against
the deal. "If anybody was for the
deal because of what happened
with Belle, 1 didn't hear it."
Reinsdorf, according to one
meeting participant who spoke on
the condition he not be identified,
questioned why owners were giving players more things like meal
money and moving allowances.
San Diego Padres president
Larry Lucchino and Mets president Fred Wilpon criticized
Reinsdorf during the meeting.
Lucchino, according to the
source, accused the White Sox
owner of leading teams astray
with his hard-line stance.
Cleveland, Kansas City and
Oakland also voted against the
five-year contract, which is retroactive to 1996 and runs
through 2000. Players have the
option of extending the agreement through 2001.
"We wish we would have gotten a better system, but you're
- not going to conquer the world in
one negotiation," Philadelphia
Phillies owner Bill Giles said.
Players and owners had battled
since Dec. 7, 1992, when teams
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Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
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NFL TEAM STATS
AVERAGE PER GAME
ANEFVCAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Yards Rush
Pass
Denver
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NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Yards Flush
Pass
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San Francisco
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Washington
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143 4 ¶873
Demon
342 3 117 3 224 9
Atlanta
352 7 119 9 232
Si Louts
354 4 ¶208 233 6
Washington
3886 139 0 247 8

Take a drive
to Lone Oak

was uncertain.
Stanford is hoping 7-foot-1
center Tim Young and star giard
Brevin Knight will carve their
way through the tournament field.
Young redshirted last season because of a back problem but he
flashed his potential two years
ago as a freshman, when he averaged 12.3 points and 8.6 rebounds and blocked a schoolrecord 43 shots. Knight averaged
15.5 points and a Pac-10-leading
7.3 assists per game last year.
The College of Charleston was
25-4 in the Trans America Athletic Conference last year and made
it to the second round of the National Invitational Tournament.
Charleston will be led by center
Thaddeous Delaney, who averaged 14.6 points and 11.4 rebounds last year.
Arizona State, coming off an
11-16 season, is hoping guard
Jeremy Veal shows some of the
talent that produced 18.9 points
per game last year.
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ern game to do that and after we
did that, it was like, 'OK, we've
done our deal.Perhaps a bigger reason for the
Racers' playoff letdown was pure
surprise. After going 4-7 and 5-6
in Nutt's first two years, the
OVC championship was a goal
that didn't seem real until a 34-0
win at Middle Tennessee in Week
4.
How could a team that lost 13
games in two years possibly have
their eyes on the national
playoffs?
"We really didn't have a lot of
goals, as far as how many games
we'd win or how far we'd go,"
said Johnson. "It was not something we thought about to tell you
the truth."
Some players said the playoffs
were just an added bonus, sort of
a reward for beating Eastern
Kentucky.
"When you have no established
goals, then all of a sudden you
get to a goal you never thought of
before, you're not prepared for
it," said Hutch.
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First Round of
the NCAA
Division I-AA
Football
Playoffs

Murray State vs.
Western Illinois
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"They really came out on the
first drive and drove the ball
down the field. They were ready
to play and we waited too long to
start playing."

Save Money With Us On All Your
Car & Home Stereos For Christmas.

eight quarters.
Clearly unhappy at being
benched, Smith hasn't spoken to
reporters since the Giants game.
But Dallas coaches maintain
Smith needs rest.
"We want to give him a
breather every now and then so
he can play another five years,"
Brodsky said. "But he can be
stubborn."
Smith, who has led the NFL in
rushing four times, has said he
doesn't object to be given some
brief relief. But he wants to be in
there in the fourth quarter when
the game is being decided.
"Maybe we can give him some
rest in the second or third quarters so he can be ready for the
fourth," Brodsky said. "I know
this: He's a competitor. He wants
to be there when the game is on
the line, no matter how much
he's hurt."
How much Smith will play will
be determined at game time on
Thursday when the Cowboys, 7-5
in the NFC East, take on the
division-leading Redskins (8-4).
Redskins coach Norv Turner, a
former Dallas offensive coordinator, said Smith looks fine to him.
"He looks the same to me in
the game films," Turner said. "I
saw Emmitt burst out of there for
a 25-yard run against Green Bay,
and it looked like Emmitt Smith
to me."

.
.

Said Johnson, "Last year we
really didn't know what to expect. It's a whole other level of
intensity. There's a lot more at
stake, it's do or die."
Happy to be in Murray for
Thanksgiving, with a new appreciation for playoff football, the
Racers will not walk into a mine
field this time around.
"We're much more prepared
for it this year. We're not going
to let that happen to us this year,"
said Hutch, referring to the many
distractions of playoff football.
"If we go down, we'll go down
with no excuses.
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UK Bar Stools
30" & 24"
Tail Gate Stools
Foot Stools

A,n.

"I was kind of taking Ntrnhern
Iowa for granted, they were
seeded 16th, coming to our
house, blah, blah, blah," Shepherd said of the Panthers, who
were making their sixth-straight
trip to the playoffs while the Racers were making their first in
nine seasons. "I was thinking of
what we did in the regular
season.

Maine's appearance at the
Shootout comes at the beginning
of John Giannini's career as
coach. The Black Bears are 1-1,
and are coming off a loss to Liberty University on Monday night.
Maine lost four of its five top
scorers last season and isn't expected to have a strong campaign
this year.
North Carolina-Greensboro,
coming off a 20-10 Season and a
Big South Conference title, will
look to guards Jeremy Davis and
Derrick Mix to survive the Shootout and tune up for conference
play.
Host Alaska-Anchorage, the
lone Division II school in the
Shootout, already is 4-0 this year
and was No. 7 in the NCAA Division II preseason poll. The Seawolves will start five seniors, all
accustomed to facing the nationally ranked teams the Shootout
draws.
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The strike was costly to both
sides. Attendance has dropped 15
percent from pre-strike levels,
players lost more than S350 million in salaries, and owners have
taken an S800 million hit over a
three-year span.

•Kentucky...
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nated many of its longtime fans

EXCLUSIVELY AT
SPIRIT SHOPPE!

Al the intersection of Lone.Oak Rd Kt lAkevicw Dr
in the Marketpline Sh..ppinF Center in tone 04.

some of whom sull haven't
back.
The 232-day strike that began
Aug 12, 1994, wiped out the last
7V-1 weeks of the 1994 regular
season and the first 3'A weeks of
the 1995 schedule.

come
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FAYETTEVILLE, Ark (AP)- The NCAA has notified the University of Arkansas of seven alleged violations in the men's program, including an accusation that it has operated without appropriate institutional control
The allegations involve summer jobs, improper certification of some junior
college athletes, giving prospective student-athletes tickets to various basketball tournaments, and help provided to some players by an academic counselor in violation of NCAA rules

voted to reopen the previous labor contract. The sides took their
fight to Congress, the courts and
even the White House.
But with the eighth work stoppage since 1972, baseball alie-

•Racers...

NCAA alleges violations at Arkansas
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MSU choir to help
reopen building
The Murray Stale University
Concert Choir has a reputation for
choral excellence throughout the
country. having recently toured England. Scotland and Wales and
rekased a compact disc recording.
During the celebration marking
the reopening of the Fine Arts
Building,the choir will sing another
world premiere with commissioned
worts by John Steffa and Paul
Shahan. In the spring of 1997, the
choir will present its third premiere
with a setof madrigalscomposed by
Joseph Saber, a composer at the
University of Kentucky.
The choir has just received an
invitation to sing for the Music
Educators National Conference
(MENC) Southern Division Con-

Smith appointed as
member of board

Pets of week featured

vention in Nashville. Tenn.. in
March 1997.The Southern Division
of MENC encompasses 11 states,
and the MSU Concert Choir was the
only university choir from Kentucky invited to sing. The choirs
will perform for an audience of
several thousand people at the
Opryland Hotel.
The MSU Concert Choir has
performed invitational concerts before the American Choral Directors
Association, the Kentucky Choral
Directors Association and the Kentucky Music Education Association. The choir also annually commissions new choral works including the 1995-96 work by Roland
Martin, "Requiem da Camera."

REPORT NOT AVAILABLE

IRISH STARR pho!os

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter features some of its many animals now available for adoption. They are, top photograph, kittens, six
weeks old, long haired, orange and black/brown tabbies; bottom left,
pot belly pig, male, adult named Stanley; bottom right, chocolate lab
mix, eight weeks old, tamale. Hours of the shelter are 1 to 5 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m., Saturday, and
closed on Wednesday and Sunday; however this week the shelter is
closed Wednesday, Thursday and Friday for the holidays. For more information call the shelter at 759-4141.

Bill Smith, a retired educator in
the Murray community, has been
appointed a member of the advisory
board of the Wrather West Kentucky Museum located on the campus of Murray State University.
A retired educator, Smith is a
graduate of Murray State with two
degrees — a bachelor of science
earned in 1954 and a master of arts
in education in 1958. Smith, who
taught geography at Murray State
for nine years. retired from Murray
High School in 1994 after a 19-year
teaching career there. He has also
taught at South Marshall High
School.
Smith, a member of the board of
the Murray Independent School
System, will serve on the museum
advisory group as a representative
of Calloway County. Also serving
on the board are representatives
from other western Kentucky coun-

•

BILL SMITH
ties including Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton,Graves, Hickman, Marshall and
McCracken.

Teens appear on
bomb threat charges

Deaths
matemantwervfmtwouset.
Jim (Kinks) Adams
The funeral for Jim (Kinks) Adams will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham
and the Rev. Billy Turner will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be David Boyd, Danny Flood. Teddy Beane, Franklin Rushing, Mitchell Black and Pat Adams, active; James Ray Barton,
Charlie Hoke, Jackie Hoke, Tom Lewis, Billy Hal Adams and Dalton
Darnell, honorary. Burial will follow in North Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Mr. Adams, 60, Mayfield, died Monday, Nov. 25, 1996, at 1:48
p.m. at Columbia Pinetake Medical Center, Mayfield.
• Survivors include one daughter, Amanda Jean Adams, Mayfield;
two sons, Rodney Adams and wife, Tina, Hazel, and Steven Adams
and wife, Evelyn, The Colony, Texas; three sisters, Mrs. Emma Rushing and husband, Franklin, Murray, Mrs. Anna Flood, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Betty Blackburn and husband, Greg, Springfield, Tenn.; four
brothers, Dwain Adams and wife, Linda, Benton, Hugh Adams and
wife, Arlene, Murray, Johnny Adams and wife, Georgia. Paducah, and
Bobby Adams and wife, Kathy, Kirksey; three grandchildren, Dustin,
Dillon, and Krista Adams.

Horesman's Club
to sponsor event

Joe W. Nolin
Services for Joe W. Nolin will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. David Key and the Rev.
Cary Puckett will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Dr. George Pickens, Tony Seavers, Jacob Seavers, Jerry McClain, and Jerry Snow. Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mr. Nolin, 61, Haven Road, Mayfield, died Monday, Nov. 25, 19%,
at 7 ant at his home.
Survivors include one daughter, Jana Nolin, and one son, Chad Nolin, Mayfield; his mother, Mrs. Nona Simpson Nolin, Sedalia; four
sisters, Mrs. Jolly Downs, Clarksville, Tenn., Mrs. Bonnie Kalama,
Columbus, Ga., Mrs. Jackie Snow, Sedalia, and Mrs. Loretta Logsdon,
Mayfield; two brothers, John Nolin, Murray, and Bob Nolin, Sedalia.

B.C. McNeely
Funeral rites for B.C. McNeely will be today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Gilbert Funeral Home, Marion. The Rev. Jack Ferguson will
officiate. Burial will follow in Mapleview Cemetery, Marion.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Agape Fund, c/o First
Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 235 W. Bellville, Marion, KY, or
the American Cancer Society.
Mr. McNeely, 78, Marion, died Monday, Nov. 25, 1996, at 5:30
a.m. at his home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Elizabeth McNeely; one daughter,
Mrs. Kathy Hodge and husband, Bud, Murray; three sisters, Mrs.
Rowena Pearl Bodenhamer, Unionville, Mo., Mrs. Virginia Lee Rice,
California, Mo., and Mrs. Sylvia Jean Buck, Independence, Mo.; two
brothers, Wilbur Cook McNeely, Kansas City, Mo., arid James Marcus
McNeely, Homeland, Calif.; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Mary N. Neff,
Corbin.

The Murray State University
Horseman's Club and -Riley Livestock Co. of Mayfield will sponsor
the sixth annual Team Sorting and
Penning, Dec. 7 at the West Kentucky Expo Center. Competition
begins at 1 p.m.
Dr. Jim Rudolph, professor and
coordinator of equine science, says
funds raised through the team penning will help support equine students as they compete in various
shows
intercollegiate
horse
throughout the region.
Classes include the following:
-Open Team Penning — $400
added money, 60 percent jackpot;
30 percent payback on first go, 30
percent payback in finals (top 15

return), 40 percent payback in the
average; $75 per team entry fee;
'
,Novice Team Penning — 50
percent jackpot; entrants must have
won less than $500 per team member; $30 per team entry fee;
-Open Team Sorting — $100
added money, 60 percent jackpot;
$45 per team entry fee.
The Expo Center is located on
College Farm Road approximately
one mile west of the main Murray
State campus.
For additional information call
Rudolph at (502) 753-8112; Riley
Livestock at 345-2303;'or Eric Rihl
at 753-0574.

PRESTONSBURG, Ky. (AP) Nov. 7. School had to be dis- •
— Three teen-agers appeared in missed or called off all together
court Monday on charges of on several occasions, including
phoning in a dozen bomb threats Friday.
to an eastern Kentucky school.
Prestonsburg Fire Marshal
Roy Thornsbury, IS, of Pre- Larry Adams said he believes up
stonsburg and two 16-year-old to 25 people are involved and exboys were arrested Friday on pects more arrests. He said he bemisdemeanor charges of terroris- lieves officials got the perpetratic threatening. Thornsbury tors on tape.
pleaded innocent Monday and
"I guess you might say there's
was released after posting
conspiracy here to disrupt the
a
$10,000 cash bond.
he said. "Someone is
school,"
A pretrial hearing was schekids do this and the
having
these
duled for Feb. 13. Information on
purpose
is to disrupt the
sole
the other two were not available
school."
because juvenile proceedings are
confidential.
The school has been-a source
The three are suspected in a of controversy for several years
string of bomb threats at Pre- because of a fight over whether
stonsburg High School since to renovate it or build a new one.

Regular, vigorous physical exercise, doctors say, helps your
heart because exercise may widen arteries so complete blockage,
such as by a clot, is much less likely.

American Heart
Association..
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The funeral for Mrs. Beulah I. Mathis will be today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Charles Westfall
and the Rev. Bert Owen Jr. will officiate. Burial will follow in Unity
Cemetery.
Mrs. Mathis, 89, Benton, died Monday, Nov. 25, 1996, at 4:30 a.m.
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include two sons, J.W. Mathis, Benton, and Joe L.
Mathis, Murray; two sisters, Mrs. Dessie Bollen and Mrs. Estel Townsend, and two brothers, Henry H. Watkins and Robert Earl Watkins,
all of Paducah; five grandchildren; five great-grandchildren; five
great-great-grandchildren.

Toy E. Edwards
Final rites for Toy E. Edwards were Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Charles Walker
officiated.
Pallbearers were Phil Hale, Joe Lynn Edwards, Tony Edwards, Ronald Jackson, Harold Hill, and Bobby Joe Nanney. Burial was in Haymes Cemetery in Marshall County.
Mr. Edwards, 68, Magness Road, Benton, died Saturday, Nov. 23,
1996, at 10:25 p.m. at his home.
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"A Murray Musical Christmas"
Every Friday & Saturday until Christmas,
local bands and choirs will be
performing throughout the day.
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The stories both told and enacted
will include favorites from Twain's
book "Roughing It" and from his
early short stories and popular
comic sketches. The program is
expected to lag about 75 minutes.
Valentine and his troupe admit
they are looking forward to the
chance to perform with Jones.
"What a thrill," Valentine said of
the opportunity. "She just agreed
this week to take part in the skit."
Valentine said he is still unsure of
what sketches she will be performing in and will not know until they
get the opportunity to rehearse with
her. He said he feels like it will be a
sketch from the "Diary of Adam and
Eve," possibly "Eve's Diary."
He also said if they have time
they are going to try to put her in
"Selling the Dog" which he describes as quite hilarious. The evening will begin with some of Twain's
earliest writings and progress to the
later stuff, he added.
"Everyone's heard of Twain, il
just for Tom Sawyer and he's the
greatest writer who ever lived,"
Valentine said of the American
author whom he has been portraying since 1973.
"For the past 22 years, I have

•
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•
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FOOD
STAMPS

traveled this show from California
to Florida. all the way up to Michigan and all points in between."
Valentine explained.
Valentine says his goal is to let
his audience feel what it may have
been like to hear the great author
speak in person.
"If they have a good time, they
might pick up a Twain book and
learn to appreciate hini even more.
Besides,there's no better writer than
an actor could ham"
So wide was Twain's writing that
Valentine can create a special program for almost any interest group.
He has prepared programs of
Twain's original wordsfor the Coast
Guard, medical groups, writers'
groups and literature timbers,engineers, political scientists and educators.
"Sadly, Twain is no longer with
us. Happily, Valentine is. Sometimes, it is hard to tell the difference," Jones said.
Touted a "very affordable evening," advance tickets are $4,student
tickets,$3 and at the door,$5. They
are available at Jack Jones Flowers,
McKenzie Banking Co. and the
Paris-Henry County Chamber of
Commerce.
_
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Hanging of the
Green set Dec. 8
Murray State University and the
department of music will present its
annual holiday program,the "Hanging of the Green," on Sunday, Dec.
8, in the CUITiS Center on campus.
The event will begin at 4 p.m. with a
reception and continue with the
formal program at 5 p.m. The
celebration will feature holiday
music and readings with a performance by the MSU Concert Choir.
The "Hanging of the Green" is a
medieval tradition during which the
castles of lords were decorated with
pine branches and garland for the
Christmas holidays. In medieval
England, the lord of the castle
would host huge dinners during the
12 days of Christmas. These dinners, in addition to being immense
feasts, would include a great deal of
music and celebration.
At MSU's "Hanging of the
Green," the dinner will be replaced
with the reception hosted by members of the MSU administration.
During the reception, Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia and Sigma Alpha Iota
professional music fraternities and
the Concert Choir will sing carols
from different locations throughout
the Curris Center.
The program will begin with
another English tradition, borrowed
from the service of "Lessons and
Carols" from King's College, Cambridge University. The choir will
process by candlelight into the hall
singing "Once in Royal David's
City."
Many familiar carols will be
performed by the choir during the
program including "Silent Night,"
"God'Rest You Merry Gentlemen,"
"The First Noel," "Lo, How a Rose
c'cr Blooming," "Sussex Carol" and
"Unto Us .a Child is Born."
The audience will be invited to
join the caroling for such standards
as "0 Come All Ye Faithful," "Joy
to the World" and "Hark! The
Herald Angels Sing."
Dr. Kern Alexander, president
and distinguished professor at Murray State, will lead the lighting of
the MSU Christmas tree. The program will conclude with the singing
of "We Wish You a Merry Christmas."
The "Hanging of the Green" is a
community-wide event. The public
is invited to both the reception and
the program.
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A Tony Award-winning actress
will be helping raise funds for the
Paris-Henry County Healthcare
Foundation, Inc.
Henry County native Cherry
Jones will be performing with
"Mark Twain & Friends" which is a
benefit for the Foundation.
The program, which features
Paris resident Bob Valentine as
Twain, is set for 7 p.m. Nov. 30 at
Grove School's Weston Hall auditorium.
The foundation will benefit from
the proceeds of the evening. Some
of the foundation's projects are
Hospice, nursing scholarships, the
purchasing of infant care seats and
portable defibrillators.
Jones was planning to be in Paris
during the Thanksgiving holidays
and has agreed to perform, according to her father Jack Jones, who
serves on the Foundation's board of
directors.
"Bob Valentine and Cherry are
old friends and when she found out
about the performance, she agreed
to help," he explained.
The performance which marks
the 22nd anniversary of this oneman show portraying the famous
author and humorist, is also the
premier of the multi-person evening
of comedy. The evening will consist
of Valentine and his friends performing a collection of works and
letters by the noted America author
and humorist.
The cast of five also consists of
two professional storytellers with
national reputations, Jay Overton
and Steve Ross and champion high
school storyteller, Matt Harris.
Overton,a native of Danville,Ill.,
is currently the senior master
storyteller with the National Scouting Museum, located in Murray, a
position he's held since 1990. He
recently returned from a European
tour and plans performances in
England this summer.
"We always enjoy telling
together," Valentine said, ,And this
seemed to be a great opportunity to
tell some of the finest, but rarely
heard stories in American history."
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O.J. steps down after two days of testimony
It has seven women and five
men. Five alternates remain.
On Monday, the judge said he
was going to excuse the juror because she was "unable to conduct herself properly as a juror."
He said the woman twice tried to
contact trial participants — attorneys and one of their employees.
Jamison told KABC-TV that
the closest she came to contact
was to make a comment about a
law clerk's tie. "I said I like his
tie," she said. "This is an absolutely ludicrous reason for being
dismissed. ... I was on my best
behavior and I was taking good
notes and I thought that I was a
good juror."
Sources who spoke on condition of anonymity said some fel=
low jurors complained about Jamison, who works in retail
jewelry sales. During jury selection she said she had no opinions
about the criminal case and didn't
pay much attention to it.
On Halloween, she marched
into the jury box wearing a
purple T-shirt with a bright orange message: "It's Halloween!
Care to Go Bump in the Night?"
Jamison is the fourth juror or
alternate to be dismissed. The
others were removed for drinking, sleeping in court and illness.
Fujisaki started today's session
by suggesting that sequestration
would be one way to deal with
the problem "but I don't think
that's appropriate in a civil
case."•The jury in the murder
case was sequestered nearly a

By MICHAEL FLEEMAN
Associated Press Writer

•

SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP)
— After two days of denials and
"I don't knows," 0.1. Simpson
stepped down from the witness
stand this morning without a
single question from his lawyer,
and a juror was dismissed after
being accused of trying to contact
attorneys in the case.
Defense attorney Robert Baker
promised to bring Simpson back
to testify when he presents his
case in the wrongful death lawsuit next month.
The decision by Baker not to
try to "rehabilitate" Simpson in
front of the jury means the panel
will have the six-day holiday to
consider only Simpson's answers
to more than two days of relentless questioning by attorneys for
the families of his slain ex-wife
and her friend.
Despite literally in-your-face
questioning from the plaintiffs'
side, Simpson never lost his temper as he insisted he was innocent
in the slayings of his ex-wife and
her friend. In telling his story for
the first time to a jury, Simpson
maintained he didn't know how
he cut his hands or how blood believed to be that of the victims
ended up in his Bronco and
mansion.
Baker announced the surprise
decision after two lawyers for the
plaintiffs subjected Simpson to a
brief round of questioning in
which he again denied killing Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald
Goldman.
"I'm sorry, your honor, I've
changed my mind," Baker said.
"I will put Mr. Simpson on, and
put on his side, in our case in
December."
With that, Judge Hiroshi Fujisaki sent home the newly constituted jury for'the Thanksgiving
holiday with a stern warning to
avoid being "grilled" by friends
and family.
Asked about his strategy after
the court session, Baker said:
"There's a lot of people ... who
think they can read the minds of
the jurors. We'll see what they
say."
Fujisaki's warning came less
than two hours after he dismissed
the 25-year-old juror who said all
she did was say she liked a law
clerk's tie.
In what's become a pattern in
the sensational case, the juror, aspiring actress Ann-Marie Jamison, already hired an agent and
was booked on a national morning talk show for Wednesday.
In removing Jamison, the judge
warned the remaining jurors that
"a jury is not a social club."
The juror chosen by lottery to
replace Jamison is white and in
her 20s, leaving the racial and
gender makeup of the jury unchanged. The new juror wrote on
her questionnaire that Simpson
was "secure, athletic and
wealthy."
The jury has nine whites, one
black, one Hispanic and one person of black and Asian ancestry.

&nee, from blood in his Bronco
to blood at the crime scene,
Simpson simply said he didn't
know how it got there.
"You have no explanation for
this jury?" asked plaintiff lawyer
Daniel Petrocelli, in one of many
questions about blood evidence.
"None," Simpson said.
He also denied he ever officially took a lie detector test. He
said he underwent only a practice
session and was unaware he had
scored a minus 22, which Petrocelli defined as "extreme
deception."
"They wired me up to something and they got to where they
explained to me how it works,"
Simpson said. "We went through
it once. We didn't take a lie de-

tector test. I was asking him how
it works and he gave me an
example."
Simpson said he couldn't explain in detail anything from the
location of any gloves he owned
to how he got cuts on his left
hand — crescent-shaped gouges
the plaintiffs say Ms. Simpson
and Goldman made with fingernails during a death struggle.
Simpson's demeanor was somber. He rarely raised his voice.
The judge had to tell him to
move the microphone closer so
people could hear him. His few
quips were generally greeted with
stares from the jury.
He never got angry, answering
Petrocelli's relentless questions
in calm, even tones. He never got

involved in the sharp exchanges
between Petrocelli and Simpson's
lawyer, who accused Petrocelli at
one point of "showboating."
Simpson was acquitted last
year in the June 12, 1994, stabbing deaths. Simpson did not testify during the criminal trial.
Relatives of the victims sued
Simpson for wrongful death,
forcing him to take the stand this
time. He cannot invoke his Fifth
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1996 Dodge Dakota Sport

24 Mo.
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•

During two days of relentless
questioning from the plaintiffs'
side, Simpson made no mention
of the theory that helped him win
acquittal in his criminal trial —
that he was the victim of a plot to
frame him involving racist detectives and nefarious lab
technicians.
Instead, when asked in the trial
to explain all the physical evi-
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Keep Murray Safe

year.

.9%_
1
2

Amendment protection against
self-incrimination because he was
cleared of the murder charges and
can't be retried.
And he denied he ever wore
Bruno Magli shoes like those he
is shown wearing in a 1993 photo
at a football gam,. The shoes are
the same kind that left bloody,
size 12 prints near the bodies. Of
the picture, Simpson said: "It's a
fraud."
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brings Internet access
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Calloway County Middle School seventh grader Michael Pritchard has
been named as a Student of the Wm*. His extracurricular activities include being a member of the Glendale Church of Christ youth group, a
member od the CCMS track team, Beta club, model cars club and the
Duke University Talent Search. Pritchard was nominated for the honor
by his World 7 teachers.
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CURRENT INVESTMENT RATES
CD Term

Annual
Peranitage Yield

Minimum
Balance

' 5.13%
6.03%

$500

18 Month.

5.687,.

$500

24 Month

5.78%

$500

30 Month

5.68%

$500 .

3 Year

5.78%

$500

9 Month
12 Month

$500

By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
former "Commander Zero" of
the Nicaraguan resistance told
Senate investigators Tuesday he
was unaware a financial backer
earned his money by selling
crack cocaine in California.
"Only when he was arrested in
San Diego" did he know, the
Contra leader, Eden Pastora, said
of Oscar Danilo Blandon, who
has acknowledged trafficking in
drugs..
Pastora and a comrade in the
- resistance, Adolfo Calero, dismissed rumors that the CIA had
supported or winked at drug trafficking as a Source of money to
finance the war against the leftleaning Nicaraguan government
in the 1980s.
"It is preposterous ... unfounded, - ridiculous, absurd,"
said Calero, a Notre Dame-

educated businessman who ran a
Coca-Cola bottling plant in Nicaragua before giving it up to become commander in chief of the
Contras.
Asked whether he knew of any
CIA involvement in drugs, Calero
replied: "Never. I have a very
high opinion of the CIA people I
dealt with. ... They seemed to be
God-fearing family men, dedicated to the cause."
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa.,
chairman of the Intelligence
Committee, convened the hearing
to examine reports in the San
Jose Mercuty News that the proliferation of crack cocaine in the
United States in the 1980s could
be traced to two Nicaraguan dealers who worked with the Contras.
Those stories have led to rumors, denied in Washington, that
the CIA either supported the drug
trafficking as a fund-raising mechanism for the Contras or did
-
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nothing to stop it. The rumors
gained special attention in black
communities, many of which
have been hit hard by crack use.
The depth of the feeling about
the reports was evident at the
hearing, which was interrupted
for several minutes when several
members of the audience accused
the panel of ignoring evidence or
refusing to call the right
witnesses.
"People are dying. ... We need
answers," shouted one man.
Specter would not allow police
to remove the protesters, who
eventually were quieted when he
permitted Rep. Maxine Waters,
D-Calif., newly elected chairman
of the Congressional Black Caucus, to question the witnesses.
Specter said one of the drug
dealers, Blandon, had told the
committee in a closed session
Monday that he was recruited in
1981 by Norwin Meneses to sell
cocaine in California in order to
raise money for the Contras.
"In response to direct questions from the committee, Mr.
Blandon stated that he,had never
had any contact with the CIA and
that the CIA was not involved in
his drug-trafficking business in
any way," Specter said.
"He also testified that the

Contra organization officials with
whom he met, such as Enrique
Bermudez-and Eden Pastora, had
no knowledge of his involvement
in drug trafficking and that he
never discussed with them the
idea of selling cocaine as-a way
to make money for the Contras,"
Specter said.
Pastora acknowledged having
met Blandon three or four times
in the 1980s and accepted $6,000
from Blandon for the Contras and
two used pickup trucks for his
personal use. Blandon, according
to Specter, also allowed Pastora
the use of a home in Costa Rica.
Did Pastora know Blandon was

PARIS, Ky. (AP) — Several
shallow graves have been found
in a Bourbon County cemetery
where a vault had to be
reinterred, a state agency announced Tuesday.
WLEX-TV of Lexington reported last week that one burial
vault in Evergreen Memory Gardens was covered with just three
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Our motto: Learn
about the customer
to really match
their needs. For
Virginia that turned
out to be a phone
she'd carry just to
Lit' prepared.

"BE THRIFTY BE PREPARED."
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SafetyPlus Plan.
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# ##

, with
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CELL PHONE OFFER.

Sept. 1o:
Called husband.
-Our wilderness
cooking badge
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go so well.
Could you swing
out with enough
hot dogs and
hamburgers for
twelve kids?"

Because we find the
right cellular plan,
people like Virginia
are discovering a
cellular phone makes
sense for the first
time. That's why it's
becoming the 'Way people
talk around here.

a drug dealer? Specter asked.
"I did not know he was a drug
trafficker, but I did know him as
a good friend," Pastora replied.
Pastora said he was unaware of
Meneses' reputation in Nicaragua
as a drug dealer because he had
left the country in 1967, was involved in two guerrilla conflicts
and only returned in 1990.
Calero said he never knew
Blandon and only met Meneses a
couple times in San Francisco. "I
had no idea he was engaged in
drug trafficking," Calero said of
Meneses. "He never gave a
cent" to the Contras.

State inspector reports
finding shallow graves
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Kill IV,

The Austin, Texas, resident
was in Louisville during the summer to visit his mother and stepfather, Dorothy and Leroy Scott,
who live in the Shawnee
neighborhood.
While out for a walk, Marshall
decided to visit the library he had
used from the time he was a firstgrader at Stephen Foster Elementary School in 1956 through graduation from Shawnee High
School in 1968.
"I attended the story hour, belonged to the library book club
and always had the library as a
resource in my life," Marshall
recalled in a interview from
Texas.
Marshall said the library made
a difference in his life, and he
wanted only to give something
back.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Because of a stranger's generosity, the Shawnee branch of the
Louisville Free Public Library is
the first in the system to offer Internet access to patrons.
Children's librarian Katy Grant
said a man walked in one day last
August and began talking about
how he had used the Shawnee
branch as a child. He asked about
plans for Internet access.
He was told there were plans
for Internet- access but that the
schedule was indefinite, pending
funding. So he offered to buy
what was needed — equipment
and software that cost more than
$4,000.
On Noy. 1, Shawnee got what
it needed from the benefactor,
James Marshall, senior counsel
for 3M Corp.
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inches of soil and sod.
The vault, containing the remains of Niles Buckingham, was
removed and reinterred Friday.
Yvonne Beam, a quality assurance representative from the Cabinet for Health Services' vital
statistics branch, observed the
reinterment with representatives
of the vault company and the
state Board of Embalmers and
Funeral Directors.
The minimum legal depth for
the grave site was two feet, Barbara White, manager of the vital
statistics branch, said.
Barbara Hadley Smith, spokeswoman for the cabinet, said
Beam found several shallow
graves in the cemetery.
Cabinet officials want to correct deficiencies in the cemetery
instead of going to court, and
managers of the cemetery indicated a willingness to cooperate,
Smith said.
Evergreen is owned by S.C.I.
of Houston, which also operates
cemeteries and funeral homes in
Louisville, Lexington and the Covington area.
Cemeteries are required by law
to file annual reports with the attorney general.
Jennifer Schaaf, spokeswoman
for Attorney General Ben Chandler, would not comment when
asked if Chandler's office was investigating Evergreen. Schaaf
said it was office policy to
neither confirm nor deny inquiries about investigations in most
cases.
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KACo cans administrator
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Trustees of a financially strapped
insurance program run by the
Kentucky Association of Counties voted to replace its administrator and attorney, it was
disclosed.
The shakeup occurred last
week in Lexington during the annual convention of the association, known as KACo, it was revealed Monday. It came at least
partly at the prodding of the
County Judge-Executives Association, according to some
participants.
The program, KACo All Lines
Fund, has been the subject of
controversy for much of 1996. Insurance Commissioner George
Nichols III declared it insolvent
in May because of a deficit. Auditors pegged the amount at $9.8

million.
Nichols last month signed an
agreement for a bailout: Local
governments that purchased liability coverage through the All
Lines Fund will pay an assessment of $4.8 million oSer three
years. Another association fund,
KACo Leasing Trust, will contribute $5 million.
Brent Caldwell, a former deputy attorney general now practicing law in Frankfort, said
Monday the All Lines Fund board
hired him last week and told him
to take steps to terminate the contract of Governmental Services
Inc., the fund's administrator.
• At the same time, the board
obtained the resignation of its
former counsel, Phil Williams of
Louisville. Williams said he resigned voluntarily and his firm,

Williams & Wagoner, was kept
on board to litigate claims.
Caldwell said termination of
the administrator's contract will
also end the law firm's involvement because Williams & Wagoner was hired by Governmental
Services, not by the All Lines
Fund board.
The fund's actuary and claims
administrator also were subcontractors, according to people familiar with the All Lines Fund.
The chairman of its board,
Christian County Attorney J. Michael Foster, did not immediately
return a call to his office in
Hopkinsville.
As Foster and other members
of the All Lines Fund board were
meeting at the civic center in
Lexington, about 40 judge-
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Open Saturdays Until Noon

executives also met in a nearby
room. Pike County JudgeExecutive Donna Damron said
the group passed a resolution that
urged Foster's board to immediately change administrators and
attorneys.
The judge-executives then
trooped to the AU Lines Fund
board meeting to present the demand. The changes were announced about an hour later,
Damron said.
KACo Executive Director John
Griggs was at a funeral and unavailable for comment Monday, a
KACo employee said.
Williams, the attorney, said his
firm remained as counsel to three
other KACo programs that handle
loans to counties, equipment
leases and workers' compensation insurance.
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Congratulations
Kathy Kopperud
for being named

1996
Realtor of the Year
by the Murray-Calloway
County Board of Realtors

Russian warhead deal won't hurt locally
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A 'chief executive officer William
five-year contract to accelerate "Nick" Timbers.
Accelerated purchases of Rusthe destruction of Russian nuclear
warheads will not affect jobs in sian uranium will not affect jobs
Paducah, the U.S. Enrichment at USEC's uranium enrichment
plants in Paducah and PortsCorp. has announced.
mouth, Ohio, the government
The deal calls for USEC to
corporation said.
take the highly enriched uranium
from 7,500 warheads and turn it
"This contract accelerates the
into nuclear fuel in the next five
deal, but it in no way changes
years.
any of the assurances Nick gave
A contract was signed in 1994
when he visited Paducah and
that called for annual renegotiaPortsmouth," said Charles Yultions on price, a move that al- ,ish, USEC vice president.
lowed the Russians to increase
Under the new deal, USEC will
their asking price each year.
buy 18 metric tons of the Russian
The new five-year deal will
uranium next year, 21 tons in
give USEC more price stability
1998 and 30 tons in each of the
and speed up the "megatons to
megawatts" deal, said USEC next three years, netting the Rus-

sians about $2 billion. The Russian uranium is about 90 percent
U-235, compared to the around 4
percent used in commercial
reactors.
Stabilizing the price for five
years also could remove some
lingering doubts about the privatization of USEC. Timbers said a
predictable price for the Russian
uranium could make USEC more
attractive to investors.
President Clinton has been
holding for nearly 18 months a
plan to sell USEC in a multibillion-dollar deal, but has not given his go-ahead. A bill aimed at
smoothing over the last objec-

drunken driving from .10 blood
alcohol level to .08 is a proven
way to reduce fatalities.
At a news conference, Chandler also outlined other initiatives
that will be studied:
—Color-coding of driver's
licenses for people under age 21.
Chandler said this would help deter the use of fake identification
cards that allow underage people
to buy alcoholic beverages.
—Interstate credit and identification for drunken driving convictions. Kentucky law now has
greater penalties for repeat DUI
offenses, but some convictions

I)
Main ErICRIID REALTY

tions to the sale passed Congress
in April and was signed by Clinton, but has since stalled.
The Russian uranium deal has
concerned union workers at the
enrichment plants, who fear
purchases of highly enriched uranium will reduce the demand for
their services in years ahead.
Timbers has said USEC had
enough contracts to keep the
plants running for at least another
seven years even with the
purchases.
Yulish declined to predict
whether the contract will speed
Clinton's approval of the privatization plan. He also declined to
predict when the go-ahead will
come through.

711

753-1222

A Holiday Tradition
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Gala Ckistmas Concerts
Saturday, Dec. 14 at 8:00 p.m.
and
Sunday, Dec. 15 at 3:00 p.m.

Helping
Right Here in
Our Community.

MADD wants tougher laws
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky has improved its efforts
to curb drunken driving, but more
is needed, including reducing the
legal blood-alcohol level for
DUI, Mothers Against Drunk
Driving officers said Tuesday.
MADD will join with Attorney
General Ben Chandler to study
enforcement and education programs against drunken driving and
make recommendations for
changes in the law to the 1998
General Assembly.
Paula Freeman, Kentucky executive director of MADD, said
reducing the legal definition of

From Me management & staff of...

kymns and po,pular scrngs o4s tke seascrn

Enjol qcrur favoItte carols -

from some other states are not
recognized.
—Creation of a new criminal
penalty for child endangerment.
Chandler said it would be an additional penalty for drunken driving if there is a child in the
vehicle.
Freeman said MADD also advocates more training for people
who serve alcoholic beverages,
revocation of driving privileges
for anyone under 21 who is convicted of any alcohol-related offense and a constitutional amendment to recognize the rights of
crime victims.

For tickets call 444-0065 or 1-800-738-3727. Adult
tickets start at $9.50 and student/child tickets at $7.00. The best
seating.is for the Sunday concert. Please call before 11 a.m.

THE BUCK
STARTS HERE.
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Come See What
Newspaper is usually the first
place people go when corutidering a
purchase Its their primary source of
advertising information.
And 62% of Kentucky's newspaper readers said they made a purchase
in the last month as a result of newspaper advertising.*
Newspaper helps spark the

local economy by putting dollars into
circulation. And that's good for everyone, not just the retailer.
Because a strong local economy
means lower property taxes, more jobs,
tax support for community services and
a better place to live.
Newspaper is more than just a
smart place to advertise.
It's an integral part of our lives.

101 Se. Srd St. • Murray
711141121
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Bingo operator held after report of threats
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (A.r.) — A
bingo operator convicted of gambling and money laundering will
remain in jail after a federal magistrate heard bizarre testimony
about alleged threats made toward people associated with the
cases.
According to testimony in a
daylong hearing Monday, bingo
operator Donald Ford drove to
Elizabethtown to see a juror in

his gambling case, threatened to
"blow the head off' a witness,
and told a police detective and a
federal agent "to be very careful
we didn't fall off tall buildings."
Ford claimed that his neighbors in an affluent Louisville
neighborhood had broken into his
house and stolen an incriminating
note he wrote that was later
found outside the U.S. attorney's
office, an FBI agent testified.

Louisville police Detective
Gayle Clemons, who was the lead
investigator in Ford's case, testified that Ford once parked and
waited outside Clemons' home.
Clemons said that when he confronted Ford, he told him he was
admiring flowers.
Also, prosecutors said the business of a witness who told the Internal Revenue Service where to
find more than $600,000 Ford

had stashed at casinos in Adantic
City, NJ., was "burned to the
ground" in an unsolved arson.
U.S. Magistrate Judge Cleve
Gambill ruled that because of
Ford's previous convictions and a
pending obstruction-of-justice
charge, he could find no reason
to release him now.
Ford was convicted Friday of
illegal gambling and money laundering in connection with his Ar-

cade Plaza bingo hall; he was
convicted in February of incometax fraud.
He also was charged Friday
with obstruction of justice for allegedly calling and visiting a
juror in the midst of his gambling
trial. The juror reported the contact to the court and was later
dismissed.
Ford appeared composed Friday when the jury convicted him

but became agitated Monday —
muttering and gesturing angrily
to his lawyers — when the judge
ruled that he must remain in jail.
Prosecutors argued that Ford
should be confined until he is
sentenced on Feb. 20. Ford faces
possible penalties of eight to 10
years in prison with no parole on
the tax, gambling and moneylaundering convictions. If convicted of obstruction of justice,
he could get 10 more years.
Ford's lawyer, John Cline,
argued against detaining Ford,
who is 70. Ford's family ties are
all in Louisville, he is elderly, he
has diabetes that requires regular
medical attention, and he has
shown up in court whenever required to, Cline said.
Testimony Gambill heard before the ruling included details of
Ford's admission to an FBI agent
that he wrote a note containing
personal information about the
trial judge in his case, one of the
prosecutors and the prosecutor's
father, retired U.S. Rep. Romano
Mazzoli.
FBI agent Ben P. Walker said
Ford admitted writing the note
but denied leaving it outside the
downtown Bank of Louisville
building, which houses the U.S.
attorney's office.
Ford said he copied the information out of the telephone directory, Parker said. However, the
address and phone number of a
Charles R. Simpson did not turn
out to be the one who is a federal
judge who heard Ford's case —
U.S. District Judge Charles R.
Simpson III.
Ford didn't say why he compiled the information, according
to Parker.
Gambill said he would be remiss in his duty if he released
someone charged with trying to
tamper with a jury.

"Year End Closeout Sale"
Up to 36 months financing •90 days same as cash
We have the largest stock in our 5 year history and it
must be sold immediately!
No Reasonable Offer Refused!

All 'Ices Sal' rificed for
Immediate And Qui
Merchandise Must Be Sold!

Five beheaded
for smuggling
in Saudi Arabia

Huge Selection In All Departments Including...
• Glider Rockers
• Sectionals
•Entertainment Centers
• Desks
• Roll Top Desks
• Computer Desks
• Wood & Metal Bunk Beds

• Living Room Suites
• Bedroom Suites
• Dining Room Suites
• Coffee & End Tables
• Daybeds
• Curios
• Recliners

JIDDAH, Saudi Arabia (AP)
— Five people, including two Pakistani women, were beheaded
Tuesday in this Red Sea port city
after being convicted of drug
smuggling, the Interior Ministry
said.
The ministry said the women,
Bakhtawar Ghazi Khan and Sabati Khatoun Maghrabi,
smuggled heroin into the kingdom and were met at the airport
by their Pakistani accomplices,
Mohammed Morsi Bakhsh and
Mohammed Ishaq Ali.
The fifth man, Moussa bin
Youssef Moussa of Nigeria,
smuggled heroin in his intestines,
the ministry statement said.
It did not say when the crimes
took place or when verdicts were
reached.
Saudi Arabia strictly interprets
Islamic law, executing convicted
murderers, rapists and drug traffickers. Sixty-one people have
been beheaded in the kingdom
this year. Last year, a record 192
people were beheaded.

• Great Selection of Serta & Southerland
Box Springs & Mattress Sets all at Close Out Prices
3-Piece Bedroom Suites
Starting at

Just Received

5-Piece

Childrens Recliners

Dining Room Suites
Starting at
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Entertainment Centers
Starting at

Recliners
$9901)

Curio Cabinets
Starting at

$14900

Glider Rockers Starting at

1-800-AHA-USA1
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Starting at

Woodmen offers a
wide variety of life
insurance plans which
provide flexibility on
insurance protection and
tax-deferred interest
features. To find the
plan that meets your
needs, contact:

$nnoo
77

BESTWAY
FURNITURE B MATTRESS
302 N. MAIN STREET•BENTON, KENTUCKY
PM"
527-2400
SO

Howard 0. Hugh*.
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple, Murray
753-4339

Woodmen
of the

World

life Insurance Society
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Reno's, said some customers
head to Lexington restaurants after they realize they can't have a
beer with their burgers.
"Of course it will have an impact on our business," Sherlin
said.
The July arrival of the Cincinnau Bengals training camp at
Georgetown College could also
mean more tourists coming to the
city. The camp could attract

in the city if alcohol sales were
allowed.
"1 think the impact would ultimately be negative," Mason said.
Some Georgetown restaurants
have said alcohol sales would
have an impact on their business.
Reno's Roadhouse, a steakhouse barely a mile off 1-75, has
a bar, but only serves nonalcoholic frozen margaritas.
Mark Sherlin, a manager at

locate here because they can't
sell alcohol," he said.
Opponents of going wet say
the increased number of drunken
driving cases would outweigh
any benefits.
Also, they say alcohol sales at
new businesses would hurt locally owned restaurants. Greg Mason, pastor of the First Church of
the Nazarene of Georgetown, said
some businesses would not locate

GEORGETOWN. Ky.(AP) — travelers
The only things the bypass
A sign on a brick building next to
area full-service hotel and
lacks
Georgetown City Hall provides a
restaurants. The lack of
sit-down
liquor
time
a
of
reminder
fading
was legally sold in Scott County. legal alcohol sales is the main
"Hickey Bros. Bar & Cafe," reason those types of businesses
proclaims the painted sign in aren't there, said John Cornett, a
white-on-black lettering. Hickey Georgetown lawyer who submitBrothers went out of business ted the petition.
"There are likely many bumore than 50 years ago, when
sinesses that are interested in
voters decided Scott County
but decided not to
Georgetown
dry.
go
should
But signs for modem bars may
go up next year after voters again
decide the issue Jan. 14. In the
past two weeks, a petition calling
for the vote was verified and the
county judge-executive set the
date for the referendum.
Supporters of the measure say
a yes vote would mean more economic opportunities for this
growing community north of
Lexington.
Opponents point out that Scott
County is doing fine economically without alcohol, with one of
the state's lowest unemployment
rates partly because of the Toyota
manufacturing plant.
January's vote is expected to
be just as much a decision on the
city's image and future as it will
be a decision on alcohol sales.
The completion of the Georgetown Bypass, a loop around the
city from 1-75 to U.S. 25, has
created an ideal spot for commercial development. Fast-food restaurants and shopping centers
dot the road, making the area a
significant exit for interstate

7,000 to 10,000 visitors.
William Gillespie, tostism
consultant for the Georgetown/
ScoU Tourism Commission, acknowledged that tourism could be
enhanced by a yes vote in
January.
"I think we could see a different son of development — perhaps upscale restaurants and larger hotels — if the city allowed
alcohol sales," he said.
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"Year End Closeout Sale"
We have the largest stock in our 5 year history
and it must be sold immediately
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Report: Fugitive
prosecutor kills
self near Vegas

•••••••-•

NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — A former prosecutor who became a fugitive shortly before he was to be
sentenced for fraud killed himself
as U.S. marshals tried to persuade
him to surrender, a television station reported today.
Former Somerset County Prosecutor Nicholas Bissell had been
missing since Nov. 18.
WP1X-TV in New York reported that killed himself in
Laughlin, Nev., a town near Las
Vegas. U.S. marshals were trying
to talk Bissell out of a room
when he put a gun to his head
and fired, the station reported.
Bissell fled house arrest just
two days before his scheduled
sentencing on corruption and
fraud charges.
Spokesmen for the U.S. auorney's office and U.S. Marshals
Service in Newark had no immediate comment but said statements would be issued later.
There was ne answer at Bissell's home in Montgomery
Township, and his attorney, Do"—mild R. Belsole, was unavailable
for comment, his office said.
Bissell had forfeited his
$300,000 bond, including his
mother's home, when he cut off
his electronic bracelet fled two
days before he was to be sentenced on tax fraud, perjury and
other federal charges.
An envelope containing a suicide note addressed to Belsole
was found with the cut bracelet
on a kitchen counter. Belsole requested the details not be made
public.
After 13 year as the prosecutor in fast-growing, affluent
Somerset County in central New
Jersey, Bissell was indicted in
September 1995 and fired the
next day.
He refused a plea bargain and
was convicted in May on all 30
counts of mail and tax fraud, perjury, obstruction of justice, abuse
of power and conspiracy. His
wife, Barbara, was convicted of
13 charges.
Prosecutors said Bissell and his
wife skimmed about $146,000
from a gasoline station business
from 1991-94 without knowledge
of their partners, spending the
money on a luxurious lifestyle
and gambling.
The abuse of power charges
against Bissell alleged he improperly hid his interest in two gasoline stations and had a business
relationship with an attorney for
criminal defendants in the
county.
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WE MAKE THE WORLD'S BEST MATTRESS . 1"
Just Reduced!

FIRM SPECIAL
AWARD

$39900

PILLOWTOP
ESCAPE

EXTRA FIRM
ARTIST

PILLOW SOFT
VIEW POINT

$59900

$49900

$499"

Full Set
Queen Set
King Set

*399

*4199
*599

Queen Set
'499
Full Set
$599
Queen Set
*699
King Set

BESTWAY
FURNITURE a MATTRESS

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

302 N. MAIN STREET• BENTON, KENTUCKY
527-2400
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Clinton's final margin
in Kentucky is 13,331
MURRAY FAMILY

MCA

209 N. 12th St. • 759-9622
1510 Chestnut St. • 753-4295

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
President Clinton's final victory
margin in Kentucky was a mere
13,331 votes out of a total of
1.388,707 ballots cast, according
to official figures approved by
the State Board of Elections.
Clinton received 636,614 votes
to 623,283 for Republican nominee Bob Dole, a 45.8 percent to
44.9 percent margin, according to
the final figures approved Monday. Reform Party candidate Ross
Perot received 120.396 votes, 8.7

ATLAS TRANSMISSION
The Professionals
Is your transmission leaking, slipping, making unusual noises?

Ask about our FREE 21 Point
Transmission Check-Up.
* NATIONWIDE WARRANTY *
TRANSMISSION
lint'-lip

Special
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Transmion
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percent of the total. Six other
candidates split the remaining
votes.
Republican Sen. Mitch
McConnell had a much easier
time in the other statewide race
and was the most popul candidate on the Nov. 5 ballot
McConnell received 724,794
votes, 55.4 percent, to 560,012
for Democrat Steve Beshear.
The biggest congressional winner with a race was 4th District
Republican incumbent Jim Bunning, who received 68.4 perient
of the vote against Denny Bowman, the Democratic mayor of
Covington.
The tightest race, as it was all
during the campaign, was in the
3rd District, where Republican
Anne Northup wound up ousting
Democratic incumbent Rep. Mike
Ward by 1,299 votes out of
251,951 cast. Northup received
126,625 votes, or 50.3 percent.
Republican Virgil Moore in the
5th District won the closest race
in the state Senate. Moore, the incumbent from Leitchfield, had an
810-vote margin over Meade
County Judge-Executive Joe Hager. Moore received 16,738 votes
to 15,928 for Hager, the Democrat. The district is made up of
Breckinridge, Grayson, Hart,
Meade and Ohio counties.
Marie Rader, a Republican
from McKee, defeated Democratic incumbent Jim Maggard of
Jackson in the closest House
race. Rader received 5,463 votes
in the 89th District of Breathitt,
Jackson, Laurel and Owsley
counties to 5,440 for Maggard, a
difference of 23 votes.
Some legislators and others
were given cause to pause to consider the outcome of the only
constitutional amendment on the
ballot. The amendment removes
the authorization for counties to
enact poll taxes — a common device to deter poor and minority
voters from casting ballots — and
deletes the requirement the state
maintain separate schools for
white and black children.

Band members selected
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GALLOWAY MIDDLE SCHCX?L photos

Auditions for the 1997 First District All-District Honors Band were held
Nov. 12 at Murray High School. Students from schools throughout the
region participated in the auditions. Twelve students from Calloway
County Middle School were selected. Named from the Seventh Grade
were, top photograph, Ashley Peters and Hilary Walters; and from the
Eighth Grade were, bottom photograph, from left, front row, Lisa Arnold, Kacey Stark, Tara Bogard, Adrienne Huffine, back row, Michael
Windsor, Justin Puce, Daniel Ball, Chelsea Stephenson, Amber Young,
and Kim Gay. Also from the Eighth Grade Band, Justin Price earned the
honor of being selects(' first chair tubs. The All-District Honors Band
will be Jan. 17 and 18, 1997.
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Gift Wrap! Bows!
Everything to wrap up
your perfect
Christmas gift!

Off

ALL KINDS OF FURNITURE TO
DECORATE YOUR HOME
FOR THE HOLIDAYS!

Great gifts for
men, women
and children!
Electronics!
Small Appliances!
Toys!

Hours.
M-F 9-8 p.m.
Sat. 9-6 p.m.
Sun. 12-5 p.m

$PR10E CATTERir)

Also Locations In:
Jackson, Dyersburg &
Memphis. Tn.

Salvage & Liquidation Center
650 N. 12:n St. • Murray • 759-5815
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'Honest Dick'disappearance a mystery

••

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State Treasurer James W. Tate
liked his nickname.
"Honest Dick" seemed appropriate for a man who was guardian of the public purse for more
than 20 years.
But there's not a single monument to Tate anywhere in Frankfort. That's because "Honest
Dick" embezzled as much as
$247,000 in state funds before
disappearing in 1888.
"Nobody ever found out what
became of him," said James
Klotter, state historian and director of the Kentucky Historical
Society. "It's one of the greatest
mysteries in Kentucky history."
The Tate affair was one of the
greatest scandals, too. A contemporary declared, "Such a flash of
a lightning, and a peel of thunder,
as was never before seen or heard
came out of a clear sky, and
rocked the state as nothing had
done since the (Civil) War."
In their book, "Kentucky: Decades of Discord, 1865-1900,"
Klotter and Hambleton Tapp
wrote, "The episode had been
like a nightmare...Almost overnight the people of the state
seemed to suspect and distrust
state officials and clamored for
circumspection of their powers."
Kentuckians got their wish in
the 1891 constitution, which limited treasurers and other elected
state officials to just one term in
office.
"Honest Dick' Tate cast a
pretty long shadow,— Klotter
said.
Few figures in Kentucky history are more shadowy than
James W. Tate, born near Frankfort in 1831. A Democrat, he was
elected state treasurer in 1867.

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
Almost routinely, voters returned
Tate to office every two years
through 1887.
"Because he had apparently
been such an outstanding treasurer, people started calling him
'Honest Dick," Klouer said.
Tate was last seen in the state
capital on March 14, 1888. He
had said he was going to Louisville on a short trip.
Klotter said "Honest Dick" allegedly spent two nights in
Louisville, where he supposedly
took in a stage show. Afterwards,
he reputedly left the state on a
train bound for Ohio.
Tate was never seen in Kentucky again. On March 20, an
embarrassed Gov. Simon Bolivar
Bucker, announced that "Honest
Dick" had been suspended from
office. It was also learned that
Tate's books didn't balance, not
by a long shot.
Through the years, Tate may
have pilfered as much as
$247,000. "But it is unknown
how much he took with him
when he fled the state," Klotter
said.
Klotter and Tapp wrote that a
clerk in Tate's office claimed that
he spied the treasurer on March
14 with a large roll of bills, a
coin purse, which he pocketed,
and "two tobacco sacks filled
with gold and silver coin."
Klotter guesses Tate made off
with about $100,000. "But it was
hard to tell because there had
been no real auditing of his office
for years. People simply trusted

him."
Investigators found that Tate
had mixed his and the state's money. "In the treasury vault were
found purses, beaded bags and
other family effects. A little
satchel purse, containing pieces
of silver and gold, which had belonged to a deceased child, was
discovered along with objects belonging to the state," Klotter and
Tapp wrote.
Tate also loaned state money
to important state officials. In
1872, he advanced Gov. Preston
H. Leslie $5,000, according to
Klotter and Tapp's book.
Ultimately, Tate was indicted
for embezzlement. "He evidently
used state money to speculate in
stocks and to buy land in other
states and coal mines in Kentucky," Klotter said.
Where Tate went from Ohio —
if he really got there — is unknown. But he did leave behind a
wife and daughter.
Supposedly, Tate was in Canada, then Japan and China. Allegedly, he returned from Asia
and California, then showed up in
South America. "He had written
his family," Klotter said. "But
the last letters came from
Brazil."
The letters stopped in 1890.
"Did he die?" Klotter wondered. "Did he quit writing because he was afraid he could be
traced through the letters? Or did
he slip back into the United
States under an assumed name?
Nobody knows."
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Man pleads guilty to stealing checks
LONDON, Ky. (AP) — An
eastern Kentucky man pleaded
guilty Monday to taking thousands of dollars worth of stolen
checks across state lines to deposit them.
Dennis Chestriia, 50, of Bar-

bourville pleaded guilty in U.S.
District Court at 'London to aiding and abetting the interstate
transportation of stolen securities
and monies. He is scheduled for
sentencing March 21 and faces
up to 10 years in prison.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Martin
Hatfield said Chestnut would take
checks drawn on Kentucky bank
accounts and deposit them in
banks in Tennessee and Virginia.
Hatfield would not say exactly
how much money was involved.

Donations to U of L exceed $25 million
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Donations to the University of
Louisville amounted to more than
$25 million during 1995-96, the
largest annual total in the
school's history.
The figure, which includes
gifts and endowments, represents
a PS percent increase over the
1994-95 total of $21.6 million.
Over the past three years, private
donations have grown by 47
percent.
Margaret Bromley, spokeswoman for the development office,

said publicity about the university's accomplishments has
helped. "The university has been
getting a lot more recognition
within the academic community
and the medical community,"
and that tends to make alumni
and other donors more openhanded, she said.
According to the Council for
Aid to Education, more than
13,800 UofL alumni — 19.4 percent of the total number — gave
to the 'school in 1994-95. The
alumni giving rates for the Uni-

versity of Kentucky and Indiana
University in that year were 16.4
percent and 12.3 percent,
respectively.
UofL ranked 107th among all
U.S. colleges and universities in
the amount of private gifts received during 1994-95, according
to the Chronicle of Philanthropy.
UK ranked 65th and IU 14th.
Terry Mobley, UK's chief development officer, said private
gifts to his school came_to $37
million in 1994-95 and $39 million in 1995-96.

Family pleads innocent to locking up retarded woman
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The parents and brother of a
mentally retarded woman pleaded
innocent Monday to felony
charges filed after authorities said
they discovered the woman may
have been locked in her bedroom
for up to a year.
Authorities believe Robin Appleby, 30, died Nov. 5. When the
family reported her death Nov. 9,
police said they found evidence
that the family tried to conceal
the conditions under which Robin
lived. The woman weighed about
70 pounds at her death and had
not been provided with bathroom
facilities while she was locked in
the room, authorities have said.
A public defender, Michael
Rudicil, said after the brief proceeding Monday that Billy Ray
Appleby, Louise Appleby and

Billy Ray Appleby II did not
wish to make any statement.
Billy Ray Sr., 56, and Louise
Appleby, 59, are charged with
first-degree criminal abuse, firstdegree unlawful imprisonment

and tampering with evidence. The
son, 32, is charged with tampering with physical evidence.
Jefferson Circuit Judge Ken
Corey set a pretrial hearing for
Jan. 3.

Every Friday Night
E.irly Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)

* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

New D.E.S.-Rescue Unit phone number — 753-9111

Install
Now.

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

$3.60 lb.
Tues.-Sat. 11-8
Sun. 11-3
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With Approved Credit And
EZ Payment Plan Only

* 91,000 Letter H
—430 calls or less)
9500 Jackpot Every Week

Whole Smoked Hams
$5000
. each
Whole Smoked Turkeys
$3.00 per lb.
Whole Shoulders

-
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Everyone's favorite
holiday dish is
the one you don't
have to buy.
With PRI11EST412
.
, you can give your family up to 95
channels in digital picture and sound. And you don't have
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641 North • Murray
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to buy the dish. Because* PRIMESTAR is a service, there's
no equipment to buy. And It
starts at about a dollar a day!
So give them PRIMESTAR, and have
the most wonderful holiday ever.

The best value In Satellite TV
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Order
PRIMESTAR now
and when you sign up
for MilltiChannel HBO,
Cinemax or STARZ! and
the Encore Multiplex,
you'll get the first
month upgrade free.

Murray Art Guild schedules
Christmas Open House Dec.8

Murray Civic Music Association
38th Concert Season
February 9, 1997 — Trumpeter and vocalist Byron Striplin
g
February 23, 1997 --, Celtic ensemble Kiltarten Road performing
the
musical drama,"In the Deep Heart's Core," based on the poetry of
Irish poet W.B. Yeats
March 23, 1997 — The International Trio
April 13, 1997 — The Nashville Symphony, conducted by
Kenneth
Schermerhorn

Holiday concert combines
MSU,Paducah ensembles
The Murray State University
Wind Ensemble and the Paducah
Concert Band will combine forces
for a special Christmas Concert on
Thursday, Dec. 5 at 8 p.m. in the
Loveu Auditorium on campus. Also
featured will be the MSU Trombone
Choir and Brass Quintet.
"This will be the third year we
have presented this holiday concert," said Director of. Bands at
MSU Dennis L.Johnson."However
this marks the first year we have
presented it in Murray. It has been
very successful and appreciated in
Paducah and this yew- we thought
Murray residents might enjoy the
event as well."
Although the concert is free,
donations at the door go towards the
John Pay nter Scholarship to benefit
some student in their musical pursuits at Murray State. The idea for
the joint concert and scholarship is
the brainchild of the board of the
Paducah Concert Band. Now in its
-Montt year-of-existence-,
regularly performs in the Paducah
area.
"We wanted to do something
more than just play concerts," said
director of the band Doug VanFlect.
"We felt this was one way we could
put our talents to good use and also
support a student in their. musical
tudies.
"It is our hope that through the-•
generosity of both communitieS'this
year that we'll have enough funds
accrued ID make the initial award to
a student catering Murray State this
coining fall."
The endowed scholarship is
named after famed music educator
John Payntcr who passed away this
past January. •
"Since John served both as Director of Bands at Northwestern University and the Northshore Community Concert Band, he embodies
what our efforts arc all about,"
Johnson said. "John was excited
about this scholarship and even
donated his services in conducting
the wind ensemble in the spring of
1995 to'make it a reality."
''It is our hope that this lasting
memory to a giant in our profession
will provide help to many future
students," noted Vanneet.
The concert begins with the Paducah Concert Band performing the
exciting "Procession of the Nobles"
by Rimsky-Korsakov and "Canadian Brass Christmas" — settings of
popular Christmas carols as originally presented by the internationally famous brass quintet.
The MSU Wind Ensemble performs next with a new arrangement
• of some favorite holiday tunes.
"Rhapsody on Christmas Carols"
was written originally for the United
States Marine Band by Claude
Smith and is a lighthearted romp
through some well known carols of
the season.
•
The hauntingly beautiful "Ave
Maria" by Joseph Seib! is next and
features the ensemble in a vocal as
well as instrumental setting. The
wind ensemble concludes their portion of the program with "The
Second Suite in F" by Gustav Hoist.
This classic in the band repertoire
features four diverse movements
based on English folk songs.
The Trombone Choir and brass
quintet will perform special arrangements of holiday classics
while the stage is being reset to
accommodate the combining of
both the wind ensemble and the
concert band.
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The combined bands will perform two selections by Leroy Anderson."A Christmas Festival" and
the ever popular "Sleigh Ride."
A special reception follows and
the bands invite the audience to join
them on stage for some holiday
cookies and punch.
"We hope to sec lots of Murrayans out to support this worthy cause
and to enjoy some great holiday
mnsiC," said Johnson.

Allssa Volp Is one Of the many
dancers dancing In the West Kentucky Ballet Company's performance
of The Nutcracker Suite at Robert
Johnson Theatre on Saturday, Dec.7
at 8 p.m.and Sunday,Dec.8 at 2 p.m.
Call Brenda Volp at 753-4153 for
ticket Information.

WKMS begins special series
of holiday programs Sunday
91.3's annual series of special piece of the broadcast is "Playin
g
programs featuring the music, stoWith Fire" by Cullum and classical
ries and merriment of the season, composer Frank Ticheli. This innocalled "Company for the Holidays." vative and complex composition
Reps-Mt Sunday; Dec.-I-with mvjudcn strainvremimseent
of varMusic for Advent on "With Heart ious styles and blues themes from
and Voice" at 8 a.m. The program
spirituals to swing,'defined in an
will feature outstanding choral electrifying interplay between
the
works and organ pieces for the jazz band orchestra. •
Advent season. Through New
At 5 p.m. a month long series of
Year'S' Day, WKMS will broadcast old time radio Christmas special
s
over 40 season specials.
beings. The first programs are "The
Sunday at 2 p.m. "Rivenvalk" Falcon and The Six Shooter," starpresents a"Jazz Holiday Special for ring James Stewart.
Thanksgiving Weekend." The Jim
Wrapping up the first evening of
Cullum Jazz Band and the San Jose "Company for the Holidays" progSymphony perform in concert at ramming at 7 p.m., "Rabbit Ears
Stanford University. The center- Radio" presents the story
of

Art uuna,both to see the house and
the members' show. The Guild is
located at 103 N. Sixth Street.
Regular hours we Tuesday, Wed-

or the Holidays
•Fall Pillows
• Christmas Items on the Shelf

toe S. 4th St.

753-1462

Bob Dunn, R.P12.

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE
Worry Free Service

Since 1949

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available

Lease Tanks Available: There is also a limited number
of
lease tanks available for qualified customers.

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
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I'm Not Rally Here

by Tien Allen
In his number one New York Times bestseller, Dal
Steed Too Close to•Naked Man,Tim Allen regaled us
web tales from the male-fanate boat Now,in fte NO4
Rainy Hem be takes•look at mat in matte end
their relainnahip to wives, childrem friends, the
universe. God. and why ifs so tough to get • good
night's steep.
The hook opens with Tan suddenly welting from $
strange dram. He's been reeding late into the nisht
about todels bet scientific topic--quantuni pbys
s—and what he's learned about the canoe of reality
really disturbs him. Fortunately, he's got piety of time
to mull it ova. Tim's wife mod daughter are going away
one camping up,sod Tin is left at home with their dog,
Spot At first has mita at die opportunity to eat what
he wants(bologna and potato chip sandwiches), watch
the act-f, videos be lova, and finish die 1946 Ford hes
bast restoring so he can deliver it to a car show on
Monday. Unfortunately. he can't find the final part.: a
one-of a kind hood ornament He encounters very
strange miocidenont, moos people he doesn't know
who seem to know too much about him,sod wooden if
ha hfe is half full or half empty
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With Any Hallmark Purchase!
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Sy uanto and the First Thanksgiving
told by Graham Greene.
"Company for the Holidays" is
presented with the underwriting
support of the area businesses and
service organization including Bernard Lewis and Company Fine
Jewelers, Paducah; the Episcopal
churches of Western Kentucky and
Hoffman's Nursery, Murray.
91.3 WKMS is the public radio
service of Murray State University
broadcasting to the four rivers area
and surrounding states. Programming includes National Public Radio and regional news, classical
music jazz, blues and folks and
bluegrass.
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The Murray Art Guild's annual
Christmas Open House will be
Sunday,Dec.8 from 1 to 3 p.m. The
Open House also incorporates the
annual members' show, when all
members may show one or more
pieces of their work.
The Guild will celebrate its 30th
anniversary in 1997. The Guild was
founded in 1967 to give local artists
a place to meet, paint, display their
work, have classes and be open to
the public.
Since 1971 the Guild has been
housed in the Will Linn House,
which is a Kentucky Landmark and
is listed on the National Register of
Historic Places by the U.S. Department of the Interior. The house is an
excellent location for the Guild,
since it is a work of art in itself.
There are few houses in Murray its
age (1900) and listed on the National Register.
The public is invited to visit the

• With Approved Credit
and $500 Minrnturn purchase

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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Equine facility started at MSU

ONE GALLON HOLIDAY TINS
Filled With
Caramel Corn
or
4 Lbs. of Popping Corn

while
supplies
last

amount wagered in Kentucky shall
be deducted from the pari-mutuel
tax and deposited in a trust and
revolving fund to be used for the
construction, expansion, or renovation of facilities Of the purchase of
equipment for equine programs at
state universities. Close to $600,000
for this project has been deposited
into the fund, with the Council on
Higher Education directed to serve
as the administrative agent.
"Jim Rudolph is one heck of a
trouper, and doesn't give up," said
Rep. Freed Curd, who saipt he was
intrigued when Rudolph first introduced the idea of the bill to him.
Curd and former senate majority
leader Joe Wright supported the bill
and were responsible for introducing it on the house and senate floors.
"Freed has helped us tirelessly,"
said President Dr. Kern Alexander.
Students from almost every state
in the nation have attended MSU to
participate in the equine program
and Alexander cited it as "an integral part of the university recruiting
process."
"It is no secret at MSU that equine
education is important and that we
are nationally ranked and looked

new era for MSU's equine instruction program.
"Equine instruction and related
activities have a proud history and
are very important components of
the comprehensive agriculture
program at MSU," he said.
Total funding for the project is
being provided from the Higher
Education Equine Trust and Revolving Fund. The program was
established in 1992 when the Kentucky General Assembly enacted
House Bill 450 in recognition of the
equine industry's support of higher
education. The law states that onetenth of one percent of the total

A vision held for several years by
Dr. Jim Rudolph, professor and
coordinator of equine science, is
now much closer to reality as
ground was broken Oct.4 for a new
equine instructional facility at Murray State University. The new facility will be constructed without
using state tax dollars or university
budgeted funds and will provide
welcome relief to Murray State's
rapidly expanding equine program.
Dr. Tony Brannon. interim chairman for the MSU department of
agriculture,told those who gathered
for the groundbreaking that the
event signified the dawning of a

•

Don't be fooled by imitations...
buy the best!

ENGLISH FARMSTm
SPECIALTY FOODS

Great Price! Great Selection! Great Tires!

Arcadia & 10th • Murray • 753-0921

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING

Holiday Hours: M-F 9-6 p.m. • Sat. 10-4 p.m. • Sun. 1-5 p.m.

Open Mon Fri
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%Ior RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER. NMI
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7 5, Sat 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE

(Cooper

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

BEST BUY
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Tips offered for
mailing packages
Tips for mailing Christmas packages have been summarized by
Postmaster Mark Kennedy.
"The busiest time of the year is
coming up and were anxious to help
our customers get their mail and
packages ready and mailed in the
best ways available," he said.
"Print addresses clearly and use
smudge-proof ink.
-Always include the apartment or
suite number in address and use
directional N. W. SW., etc. as well
as Ave., Blvd., St., etc.
"Never guess a ZIP code. Call the
post office for assistance.
"Use filament tape to seal packages.
"Protect gifts with bubble wrap,
balled newpaper or popped popcorn.
"Only the "to and from address"
should be on the outside of package.
"Put a return address on inside of
package, also.
For last minute shoppers,the Post
Office offers "Priority Mail Service" which delivers packages in
two to three days to major cities.
Express Mail Service guarantees
overnight delivery.
"It is our goal to help Calloway
Countians get their mail to the right
place, on time, in good shape, and
with as few hassles as possible,"
Kennedy said.

*FACTORY RELOCATION*
Restonlc has merged two mattress factories Into one location.
They have reduced prices to help clear out huge Inventories.
We're passing on tremendous savings to you on all Restonic
s rin s!
mallresses and box
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upon nationally as having one of the
best programs," said Alexander.
"Intended exclusively for equine
instructional activity, this facility
will further our tradition of excellence in the equine insUucUonal
program and will provide yearround accommodations for all aspects of our equine program."
Designed with growth in mind,
Rudolph says the first phase of the
new 180 by 240-foot facility will
feature a 100 by 200-foot riding
arena. Horse preparation areas and
tack rooms arc planned for the
initial phase. Eventually, as additional funding is available through
the equine trust, things like classrooms, administrative and storage
space will be added.
MSU offers three academic options that arc designed 10 give
students a strong foundation in
horsemanship through practical experience. Students with a primary
interest in equine select the bachelor
of science degree with an area in
animal technology and an option in
animal/equine science. Another option available is a bachelor of
science degree with a major in
agricultural science and a minor in
equine science.
Students enrolled in the horsemanship program may use their own
horses in the classes. Barn facilities
are available on the University Farm
for the boarding of student-owned
horses. Murray State furnishes
horses for class work to- students
who do not bring their own horses.
Many of the students enrolled in
the equine program also compete on
the MSU Equestrian Team, which
has brought pride to the university
for many years_by producing a
number of regional and national
titles.
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MSU's Farley
named state's
educator of year

ea. PC.

$189 Full Set
$229 Queen Set
$319 King Set

Sue Farley, coordinator of the
college study skills program at
Murray State University, has been
named the Outstanding Educator of
the Year by the Kentucky Association for Developmental Education.
Farley received the award at the
1996 KADE conference held in
Lexington earlier this month.
"I didn't even know I was being
considered," she said. "Doris Cella
nominated me for my work with a
pilot program that combines an IDC
class and REA 120."
While at the conference, she
received a grant for her program.
She will discuss the program at the
National Association for Development Education conference.
Farley, who is a resident of
Murray, has been employed at MSU
for seven years. She received a
master's degree from MSU in 1988.

$219 Full ea. pc.
$529 Queen Set
$689 King Set
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27, 1996
USDA Select
Boneless

Murray

•

131991Y Round Steak
wiggly

•

Prices good thru December 3.

VALUE PRICED GROCERIES

QUALITY MEATS
Armour —1 Lb. Pkg.

USDA Select — Chef's Choice

Cocktail Smokies

T-Bone Steak

Whole Kernel Corn

Cak
Superitfist

Lb.

Field Kentuckian or Ernge El Carve W or Half A A9 Eckrich — 1 Lb. Pkg.

A

AA

Boneless Ham Lb.Z.V Jumbo Franks.,ZFOR rti
Delta Pride — Fresh

Betty Crocker — 18 oz. Box

3.99

1.99
AA

Green Giant —15 oz. Car Sol Peas, Greer Bears or *kw Cream Slyie or

Eckrich — 1 Lb. Pkg. Regular or Thick A

AA

Catfish Nuggets 1IVV Sliced Bologna ZFOR rd

Eagle Brand —14oz.Can Sweetened

Condensed Milk
PeteRitz —2 Pack Deep Dish

Nestle Morsels — 12 oz. Bag

Baking Chips

790

1.7jig,Coconut 9900
1.1V Stuffing Mix 99
i 59 PotatoOZChips 2Folf5

Kraft — 32 oz. Jar

Pet — 12 oz. Can

Sliced Bacon

Smoked Sausage

Miracle Whip

Evaporated Milk

Boneless — Beef Roast or

en

Rump Roast

2
Lunch Makers
4.99
Pizza
Armour — 9.5 oz. Max Pack

$3

FOR

Mama Rosa — 3 Pack

Grogan's — 1 Lb. Roll

Pork Sausage
"Small & Lean"

Spare Ribs
0 Lb.
Pork Chitterlings

Bucket

1.99
iLb 99
4.99

sp

Lay's — 6.Bag

Eckrich — 1 Lb. Roll Smoked, Beef or Polish

1.59

Pc

Stove Top — 6 oz. Box

Armour —12 oz. Package

1.89

<•••.,
Miracle
Whip

Todd
Nortl
moni
Murr
State

Baker's — 14 oz. Bag Angel Flake

A

Pie Shells

Mix

.vApoRow
MILK
-

FVAPORATED
MILK

NE'
persor
fire tl
used
killini
officik.
The
Hamil
out ar
was b
two hi
"A
floor
actual
cense
caugh
Semi
Mo
living
place(
ment
Offi

FOR 1

Cheese Singles 1.59
79
A
89
Whipped Topping'
" Snack Crackers 2Foit4
9
2
4
sff
I&OR
Pizza
Ice Cream
Kraft — 12 oz.

Piggly Wiggly — Dozen

Brown & Serve Rolls

Cool Whip — 8 oz. Container

Nabisco — 6.751O oz

Prairie Farms Old Recipe — 1/2 Gallon

No*-

:nycr• Sicc•Ooct;T^Hreat

F

S.

THRIFTY SAVERS

FRESH PRODUCE
"Great for Casseroles" — US #1

California Sweet —8 Lb. Bag Seedless Navel

Sweet Potatoes

Orangs

3.49
California — Garden Fresh

Broccoli

990 Tossed Salad 1.1V
ok

1 Lb. Ready Pack

Premium — Fresh 12 oz.

A

o‘o%

Cranberries590
1.0V
z
e
h
r
y
a
C
n,a.r
i
1.99

5 Lb. Bag — Red

Grapefruit

Kleenex Cottonelle —4Pack WIHoue-13oz Can(Excluding Ciecat)

Bath Tissue
With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

Hudson

Pumpkin Pie

Turkey Breast

2FOR4" Lb.2.79
3,79

Piggly Wiggly — Single Roll

Paper Towels

290

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

Pecan Pie

Kitchen Fresh — Cranberry

Bakery Fresh

Apple Salad

Lb.

Our Special Touch — 32 Count

—

28 oz.

1.59 Orange Juice Cake
Kelsor -12 ca. S1E,Pan *re. WIor Girele *Olt.

1.89 Cheese Ball

Dinner Rolls

"Win Cash" Winners
TheseWIN
are our latestCASH!
cr

No Winner
Be sure to have your card punched
at our store weekly
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mountain
Dew or Diet Mountain Dew
12 Pack —12 oz. Cans(Limit 4)

••

Our Special Touch — 26 oz.

Virginia Ham

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

1.19

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

BEVERAGES

26 oz.

Lb3159

1.59

Vegetable Oil

••1•01.-

DELI FAVORITES

Wilson Continental

Coffee

Wesson — 48 oz.

199gg
FOR

2FoRs5
09
2 Liter

,Aco2

El

•

I. •

"Some Of My Biggest Joys
Come From Helping
Little Ones."
Lori Murdock, RN. with HomeCare Servirrs patient Benjamin Waiters
ofHazel, Ky.

Lofi

Murdock,a registered nurse at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, is dedicated to helping patients like
Benjamin Walters recover at. home.
And for Benjamin's
_
parents, that commitment to tender care is just one more
reason why HomeCare Services of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital was the right choice.
Thousands of others
. in.Calloway and Marshall Counties
have also made HomeCare Services their choice. With HomeCare
Services, patients find they receive superior care, family-like
compassion from experienced medical professionals,and a wide
variety of in-home care including:•Skilled Nursing Care •Private Duty
Nursing •HomeCare Aide •Homemaker and Respite Care •Repiratory Care
•Physical Therapy •Speech Therapy •Nutrition Counseling •MedicalSocial
Service •Pharmacy Service.

Todd Eanvood, left, and Kevin Crouch unload food collected in the
North American Food Drive by Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity earlier this
month for Need Line. The fraternity collected 8,040 pounds of food. The
Murray State University chapter had the 19th highest total in the United
States and Canada.

Police: Burning incense
sparked New York blaze
NEW YORK (AP) — A blind
person using incense started a
fire that swept through a hotel
used to house homeless people,
killing three and injuring 33, fire
officials said.
The three-alarm blaze in the
Hamilton Hotel in Harlem broke
out around 3:45 a.m. Monday and
was brought u-nder control within
two hours.
"A blind person on the fourth
floor was using incense, and he
actually attached a piece of incense to the molding, and it
caught fire," Firefighter George
Semidey said.
More than half of the people
living in the hotel had been
placed there by the city Department of Homeless Services.
Officials estimated that the fire

displaced at least 200 people. The
victims were staying in an
elementary school gymnasium
while officials searched for temporary housing.
The, Fire Department said all
three of the dead were found inside the building.

MURRAY
CALLOWW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

I )on't Put Your
I icalth
On 'The [inc.

•

HOME CARE
SERVICES

Benum Offu:e: 207 Ash Street • Benton, Ky. 42025 •(502)527-2325 • 1-800-455-2316
Murray(Off: 903 Poplar Street • Murray, Ky. 42071 •(502)762-1537 • 1-800-82-1840

Get Prenatal Care Early
Call I •f400-1 I 1-2224
Confidential

TO SUBSCRIBE CALL 753-1916

NOVEMBER 27, 29 & 30 ONLY.
You only have 3 days
to stop time., For that
short time United States
Cellular ° is giving you 500 LOCAL

500

BONUS MINUTES.

bonus minutes

That's an even better

local

UNITED STATES

Phones as

offer when you realize

=

low as

that United States

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

$9.95

Cellular takes the time
to get to know you.

The way people talk
around here.'

Waived
activation

So instead of just
peddling the latest
high-tech bells and
whistles, we find the

THE
CLOCK
WON'T
TICK ON
YOUR
FIRST
500 TALK
MINUTES.

calling plan and
phone that makes sense
for you.

1..

One year serwce agreement reguirid. SOO local bonus minutes on rate plans ol $35 00 or more. 250 bonus minutes on rate plans of $34 StIX below. Bonus mamas must be used
by Ma,ch 31. 1997 Roaming charges, taxes. toNs and network surcharges may apply. Other restrictions and charges may apply. See store tot details. Na veld with any other diets.
Otter expires November 30, 1996.
Madisonville
30 North Main Street
821-1111

Pad ucsh
1733 Kentw ky A•1I,,

444 0081
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323 East Main
522.8401

Advanced Cellular
Paging
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Minesale Electronics
5th and Adams Street
333-5581

Porter Communications
480 US Hwy. 62 E
388-7070

Custom Audio
405 E. Canters
825-8328
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LIMITED QUANTITIES WHILE SUPPLIES
LAST!

At the most recent meeting of
the Murray Independent School
District, Foundation for Excellence in Public Education, the 13
trustees of the organization pve
out nearly $5,000 to teachers
through its teacher Mini-Grant
Propam.
The Foundation, probably best
known for having the longest
name of any Murray organization, was founded 10 years ago to
support the services and programs of the Murray City Schools.
In other words, it raises money, and its trustees decide where
that money should be spent, quite er
independently of federal or state
department of education
directives.
The purpose of the mini-grant
program, explains Foundation
Fourth grade teachers at Murray Middle School receiving mini-grants
chairman Krista Thompson, is to
from Murray Independent School District Foundation for Excellence In
support education in the city
Public Education were, from left, Nancy Thurman, Sandy Cantrell, Kim
schools by encouraging and reBaust and Sherry Elazzell.
warding imaginative teaching.
"So many teachers have really
creative ideas that tax money just
can't pay for," she said,
"Through the Foundation, they
can put their long-cherished ideas
into practice."
It is a highly competitive program. Teachers must complete an
application, specifying how they
plan to spend the money and how
their project relates to the
school's educational plan. The
grants can be used to pay for materials, transportation, printing,
and similar costs — but no
stipends for teachers.
In the last 10 years, the Foundation has funded over a hundred
teacher-initiated projects, for a
total of over $50,000.
A Foundation grant covers the
Seventh grade teachers at Murray Middle School receiving minl-grants
costs of printing Scribbles, Murfrom
Murray independent School District Foundation for Excellence In
ray Elementary School's celebraEducation were, from left, Greg Glerhart, Judy Tucker and Mike
Public
tion of student writing and art,
Epperson.
now in its 10th year. Foundation
grants have paid for "hands-on"
on CD-ROMS in their classroom;
Mike Epperson, Judy Tucker,
learning materials (long before
and fourth grade students will be
Beth Stribling, Kim Baust, Sherry
KERA made them commonpable to borrow portable compuBazzell, Nancy Thurman, Sandy
lace), multiple copies of classic
ters over the weekend to finish
Cantrell,
Debbie Bell, Lanettc
novels, field trips and speakers,
their homework.
Hunt,
and
Carolyn Shown; and
and all kinds of computer
At Murray Elementary School,
from Murray High School, Jane
software.
the Foundation is supporting Tina
Blankenship, Brenda Maddox,
As the schools across the state
Dunn's year-long storytelling
Melanie Dawson, Wayne Jackgrapple with acquiring basic techproject by paying for computer
son, and Rusty Back.
nology, the Foundation helps the
Murray schools go beyond the software, puppets and a puppet
Officers of the Foundation for
theater, performances by the
basics. This year, as soon as
1996-97 arc Krista Thompson,
teachers can order the materials, Spinners Storytelling7‘, Troupe and
president; Richard Blalock, vice
the Market House Theater, and
high school math students will be
president; W.A. Franklin, secretfield trips to local nursing homes ary; and Jeanne Clark, treasurer.
using "graph-line" software to
to perform skits the children
create entries for their math portTrustees are Richard Blalock,
write themselves. Also planned is
Ruth Pickens, Walt Apperson,
folios; seventh grade social stua Fairy Tale Fashion Show, Tara Dennison, Kelly Doran, Bill
dies students will be looking up
where the children come dressed
details about ancient civilizations
Hewlett, Bob Hughes, Clara
as their favorite book characters, Humphrey, Denny Lane, Greg
and a' Language Fair, with
McNutt, Belinda Peebles, Robin
student-constructed exhibits cele- Dean, and Karen Jackson.
brating favorite stories.
Applications for the miniTo Subscribe
Other recipients of Foundation grants far exceed the FoundaTo The
grants for the Fall 1996 Grant tiAn's ability to fund them. IndiProgram
are, from Murray
viduals and businesses wishing to
Ledgef & Times
Elementary School, Lashlee Fos- support the program are invited
753-1916
Call
ter and Marcy Back; from Murray to contact Krist Thompsona t
Middle School, Greg Gicrhart, 753-6277.
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EMERSON
COLOR TM.

KROGER COUPON

(025D-451

EMERSON
COLOR T.V.

WITH REMOTE -13 INCH

WITH REMOTE CONTROL
— 13 INCH —

each
REGULAR
RETAIL

$14999

WITH COUPON
& *50"
ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE

each

LIMITED QUANTITIES WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
With this coupon end $50.00 additional
purchase While supplies last, limit one
television per coupon, per customer, per
visit Sul:Oct to applicable taxes.
GOOD FRI., NOV. MN a SAT.,
NOV. 30TH. f996 DAM
L
(S50.00 VALUE)

i

WEEKLY SPECIALS
GOOD THRU

TUES., DEC. 3RD

SANDWICH
BREAD
COLONIAL KING THIN

COCA
COLA
Reg., Diet or Caffeine Free,

2 liter
bottle
UNIT SIX BOTTLES, PLEASE
WITH $IO ADDITIONAL PURCHASE

BUY 1, GET 1

BIN"

mardis

L

or Diet & Reg. SPRITE

LIMIT 3 LOAVES, PLEASE

Murray teachers receive nearly
$5,000 from mini-grant program

.4111117.11

BUY 1, GET 1

FREE FRE

LETTUCE PORK SAUSAGE
6W1014E ICEBERG
BRYAN Pampered
CELLO-WRAPPED

meg

BUY 1, GET 1

(Large Head)
SAVE 990

(1 lb. roll)
SAVE $2.89

BUY 1, GET 1

BUY 1, GET 1

FREE FREE FREE

277a TV

elAte4

with

Sentry2

NATURALLY FRESH DRESSING MARIE CALLENDAR'S CROUTONS OSCAR-MAYER BOLOGNA
Assorted Varieties
(12 to 16 oz. jar)
SAVE $2.49

BUY 1, GET 1

Assorted Varieties
(5 oz. pkg.)
SAVE $1.99

BUY 1, GET 1

Red Rind
(12 oz. pkg.)
SAVE $2.19

Night Vision Universal
Remote

BUY 1, GET 1

FREE FREE FREE
JOHN MORRELL
(1 lb. pkg.)

Sliced
(12 oz. pkg.)

SAVE $2.99

SAVE $1.49

SAVE $2.69

11101PH10111Ct lAY

0 ISMrrvri WIMP ill
Doily MOUND
PG 13j,elne.

U Dia. I

with
Advanced Video
Al Imaging-

INDEPENDENCE DAY

1
11111

1011

'14"

•Slim-Profiem Cabinet
.0elta 77 Projection Lens System
•Surround Sound Capes*
'MIS Stereo with Spatial Equalization
(SEq) IS Was Audio System
.New Icon Menu System
-Channel Labeling
.14sw Parental Coward
.2 RF, III-Jack Rear AudioNideo Jack Panel
includina &Video
"OPhonel Snap-On Screen Protector

PYR4660VK

ON

/
rN

The Quality Goes In Before The Name Goes On.

Tucker TV Sales 6 Service
Fr** Delivery
In Homo Service

1230 State Route 121 N.
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MARZETTI'S VEGETABLE DIP JUMBO FRANKS REELFOOT BACON
Assorted Varieties
(13 to 15.5 oz. tub)

SEQ

•ZDG High Contrast
Picture Tube
• New Surf's Up',s' Favorite I
,Channel Selection
• New SoundRiteTM Volume
Control
• New ICON Trilingual On-Screen
Menu Displays
• Multi-Purpose Timer
• Slate Color Finish
• Optional Custom Stand
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Filmmaker tells her past
BOSTON (AP) — A public
television producer is the subject
of a new documentary telling of
her sad past as the "secret
daughter" of a white mother and
a black father.
June Cross was born in New
York City 42 years ago. When
she was 4, her mother and Jimmy
Cross, who was half of the Stump
and Stumpy vaudev ilk act, split
up. Her mother gave Cross away
to be raised by black friends.
Cross, a producer for the
Boston based "Frontline" series,
confronts her mother, Norma
Storch, and tells their story in the
documentary "Secret Daughter,"
which airs tonight.
Mrs. Storch feared that her
black daughter would be destroyed if raised in a white world.
But she also admits that she had

problems with the color of her
daughter's skin.
When she married "F Troop"
actor Larry Storch, she was afraid
that her daughter would ruin his
career. She loved the girl, but
June was an obstacle to Mrs.
Starch's acceptance among her
rich, white California friends.

cially divided esatirtalaimot busi-

Globe. "I remember coming
back, and I said, 'I want to do a
film about the kind of privileges
that accrue because of your skin
that you don't really deserve one
way or the other.'
The show also examines the ra-

Cross was brought up in Atlantic City, NJ., by a black couple
who loved her, Peggy and Paul
Bush. She would see her white
Hollywood family during

ness of the 195(s.
Cross manages to stay cow
posed daring the docantratary —
eves when she asks bee soothe( it
she considered as abortion, and
Mn. Stara saswees Yes.

BIG SAVINGS!
Year-End
Inventory Reduction!

summers.

Cross developed the idea for
her autobiography while working
on a "Frontline" documentary
about Haiti in 1993.
"In Haiti, they don't have a
race problem, they have a color
problem," she told The Boston

••••

Worker's wink to
officer ends holdup
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A
restaurant employee winked at a
police officer to let him know everything wasn't really OK and
helped end an armed robbery
Monday. Frankfort police said.
Police surrounded the restaurant where three gunmen had
forced two employees into a
freezer and warned them they
would be killed, police said.
None of the employees was
harmed.
Police were called at about 7
a.m. EST to Wendy's, police
spokesman Steve Spilman said. A
manager who was on the phone
to the store at the time heard the
robbery in progress and called
police.
"The assistant manager had
called the manager at home to
ask a business question," Spilman said. "When he put the
phone down to go look for something, the manager heard the
robbery."
An officer arrived and ap-

Look At
This
Selection!

proached a person through the
drive-thru and was told that everything was OK. He asked the
person to leave the restaurant,
and the person did, with an employee the officer knows.
The employee also answered
that everything was fine but
winked at the officer, police said.
The officer arrested the suspect, and after a 30-minute standoff, the three people inside surrendered, police said.
Police recovered a handgun
and a shotgun and an undetermined amount of cash near the
restaurant's door.
Donald Hulker, 22, of Louisville, was being held at the
Franklin County Regional Jail.
Three juveniles, ages 15 and 16,
were being held at an undisclosed
location.
All four were charged with
first-degree robbery.
The name of the restaurant employee wasn't available, police
said.

1984 Chevrolet Corvette

1990 Ford Bronco 4x4 Eddie Bauer Edition

Auto., local trade-in, only 73iom miles.

Red, new truck trade-in.

1986 Ford Crown Victoria

1992 Ford Explorer XLT

4 door, gray, local trade-in, only 152m miles.

White, local trade-in.

1989 Cadillac Sedan Deville

1992 _Jeep Cherokee Laredo

White, local one owner, nice.

Green, new truck trade-in.

1991 Cadillac Coupe Devine

1992 Ford Aerostar XLT

Red, local trade-in, extra clean, 4iXXX miles.

Silver/gray, local trade-in, quad captain chairs, hi-cap, air, loaded.

1993 Pontiac Trans Sport

GL

1992 Ford Tempo
6 cyl., auto., red, 4 door.

White, local trade-in, power windows & locks.

1992 Honda Accord EX

1993 Ford Ranger Splash

4 door, black, power windows, speed control, moonroof.

White, new truck trade-in.

1993 Ford Mustang

1993 Ford Ranger XLT

Red, auto., air, power windows, power locks, local trade-in.

White, new truck trade-in, only 19xxx miles.

1993 Ford Mustang
White, auto., air, loaded, only 23Ecx miles, local trade-in.

1993 GMC Sierra SLE Stipereab

1993 Ford Taurus GL

1993 Ford Explorer 4x4 Limited

Blue, local trade-in.

4 door, white, local trade-in.

Dark green, one owner, extra nice, 40Etx miles.

1993 Ford Escort LX

1993 Chevrolet S10 Pickup

4 door, red, automatic, 30m miles.

Blue, local trade-in.

1993 Lincoln Town
White, local trade-in, loaded.

Cronkite: It's too bad
Brinkley apologized
NEW YORK (AP) — Walter
Cronkite said Monday he's disappointed that his fellow broadcast
veteran David Brinkley apologized for calling President Clinton "a bore."
As a commentator, Brinkley is
entitled to express his opinions,
Cronkite said. Rather than apologize, he should have put Clinton on the spot.
"Why shouldn't he have an
opinion if he thinks the president
is boring?" asked Cronkite, who
retired in 1981 as the "CBS
Evening News" anchor, in an interview with The Associated
Press.
"If he's not going to apologize, then the nice thing would
have been if he had said, "Mr.
President, you know now that I
think you're boring. You've got
10 minutes to prove me wrong,"
he said.
Brinkley, who said late on
Election Night that Clinton was a
bore who would spread "goddamn nonsense" for four more
years, made amends during an interview with Clinton for his final
"This Week with David Brinkley" show.

TRUCKS

CARS

1994 Ford F150 XLT

Car Signature Series

White, extra nice, loaded.

1994 Ford Ranger XLT

1993 Mercury Grand Marquis LS

The 80-year-old Cronkite,
whose memoirs are being published next month, said his former competitor had forgotten one
of the first rules of broadcast
journalism: always assume the
microphone is on.
"I can understand in a euphoria of retirement that you're
not thinking of the old rules any
longer," he said. "It's kind of
like retreating in a war. When
you go into combat, you're ducking and dodging ... When you're
retreating, you stand up and just
go. You get shot in the back very

Blue, loaded, new car trade-in, only 33)mt miles.

Red, new truck trade-in, one owner.

1994 Chrysler Concord

1994 Mercury Villager GS

4 door, green, one owner, loaded.

White, local one owner, only 27xxx

1994 Lincoln Continental

1994 Ford Explorer 4x4 Eddie Bauer Edition

4 door, white, loaded, moonroof, only 215ioa miles.

Green, local trade-in.

1994 Lincoln Continental

1994 Chevrolet C10 Silverado Pickup
Red, new car trade-in.

4 door, blue, local trade-in.

1995 Mercury Villager LS

Honda Accord EX

1994
4 door, new car trade-in, auto., speed control.

Green/champagne, local one owner, extra nice, only 27ica miles.

1995 Ford F150 Supercab Eddie Bauer Edition 4x4

1994 Ford Taurus LX
4 door, green, one owner, nice.

Black, extra sharp, loaded.

1994 Lincoln Town Car Signature Series

1995 Ford F150 XLT Short Bed

Blue, local trade-in, loaded.

Red, new truck trade-in, only 20xxx miles.

1994 Mercury Grand Marquis LS

1995 Ford Bronco 4x4 Eddie Bauer Edition

White, local trade-in, nice.

Green, local one owner.

1994 Mercury Sable

1995 Ford Explorer 4x4 Eddie Bauer Edition

4 door, red, extra nice, local trade-in.

One owner, leather trim, loaded.

1994 Ford Taurus GL Station Wagon

1995 Ford Explorer 4x4 Eddie Bauer Edition
Green, loaded, one owner, only 10xxx. miles.

White, nice, 30icioc miles.

easily."

1995 Ford Explorer XLT

1995 Ford Probe SE

Red, spoiler, power windows, power locks, speed control.

Green, local, one owner, loaded, 19lom miles.

1995 Ford Thunderbird

Green, local one owner, loaded, extra nice, 24ioa miles.

1995 Chevrolet C25 Supercab

1995 Mercury Tracer LX

1995 Ford F150 Supercab Eddie Bauer Edition

4 door, white, one owner, new car trade-in only, 4mot miles.

Dark green, new truck trade-in.

1995 Lincoln Town Car Cartier
Silver, loaded, new car trade-in, 27ioa miles.

1995 Ford F150 Pickup
Two-tone red/white.

1995 Lincoln Town Car

1995 E250 Super Cargo Van

Champagne, loaded, only 22.ioat miles.

Most children will have a full
set of 20 teeth by the age of
three years.

-

Red, new truck trade-in, local.

White, auto., air.

1995 Lincoln Town Car Signature Series

1995 Ford Windstar LX

Green, new car trade-in, loaded.

Red/champagne, local trade-in, loaded.

1995 Mercury Grand Marquis IS

SUBSCRIBE J

Champagne, extra nice, only 19xxx miles, loaded.

1995 Ford Windstar LX

1996 Mercury Grand Marquis

Champagne/green, quad captain chairs, loaded, only 21m miles.

White, power windows, locks, speed control, one owner, only 10xicc miles.

1995 Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4

1996 Mercury Grand Marquis IS

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

Charcoal/gold, local trade-in, only 19m miles.

White, local new car trade-in, only 15inoi miles.

White, new truck trade-in, only 151uoi miles, extra sharp.

Red, auto., power windows, power locks, speed control.

1996 Ford Explorer 4x4 XLT

1996 Lincoln Town Car

Dark green, loaded, 17ioa miles.

White, leaded, 4 to choose from.

1996 Lincoln Town Car
Blue, loaded, 3 to choose from.

1996 E150 Club Wagon XLT

1996 Lincoln Town Car

Red/silver, extra sharp, loaded, must see.

Green, loaded, lilxxx miles.

1996 Ford F150

1996 Lincoln Town Car

V-8, auto., air, nice, only 8,3m miles.

Silver, loaded, 2 to choose from.

1996 Ford Ranger XLT

1996 Lincoln Town Car

Red, local one owner, only 6imt miles.

Black, loaded, extra sharp.

1996 Ford Windstar GL

1996 Lincoln Town Car

•
•
•
•
•

City & County Coverage
Farm Owner
Home Owner
Auto
Life

Green, auto., air, speed control, power windows & locks.

1996 Ford Contour GL

1997 Ford F150 XLT Supercab

• Blue Cross
• Retirement
• Business

MERCURY

• Long Term Care

LINCOLN

•

• Jr

'•
.

Parker Ford Lincoln•Mercury

rialySt.
ai
MN r
701:

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

•

Like new, one owner, only 9xxx miles.

Plus..Many More To
Choose From!

FORD

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison

17534703

Champagne, loaded, 4 to choose from.
Gold, 4 door, auto., power windows, power locks, speed control.

L-R: Martha Broach, Hilda Jo Roger., Aleeia Irvin,
Vicky Lambert, Julie Holt

"Since 1928"

753-5273
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1996 Ford F150 Supercab Eddie Bauer Edition

1996 Mercury Mystique GS
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'Welcomes You
South 12th St. (Hwy. 641 South • Murray)

CENTER

14
Part Palac
For all your holiday party needs
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 759-0200

Wishing You A Very
Happy Thanksgiving
from all of us at...
cal;?" gZAZI/
759-4979
(S. 12th) Bel-Air Shopping Center - Murray

strain
Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0448

SANTA CLASS
Come in and
sign up for the
handcrafted
Santa Class.

Gobblin' Good Deals

TOLE GATE

Prices Good Thrls December 3, 1996

Leather Palm
Work Gloves

BUDGET BARN
FREE 100 Mile
Delivery & Set Up
Single 4. wide door

•Powerful 1.7 Amp. motor
•All ball bearing
•Easy mount clamp system
allows fast paper changes
•Dust sealed rocker switch for
long life
-Compact one-handed design
with flush sanding on three
sides
•114 sheet size sanding paper

8 x 8
8 x 12
8 x 16
64 sq. ft. 96 sq. ft. 128 sq. ft.

Palm Grip
Sander MODEL 7272

750 '950 '1,150
*Kentucky Sales Tax Now Included*

Treas Lumber Do-it Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray, KY
759-1390
- Your Home Investment Company Since 1884 Monday-Friday 7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.; Saturday 8 a.m.-4 p.m. Closed Sunday
Sale Prima Good at Murray Store Only! • Other Locations: Benton & Lake City

Shopping Ctr
Murray, Ky.
753-2310

Chdifina)
,i,11
Gingher
Scissors
Grabbit
Pin Cushion
Gift Certificates
Olfa
Mat & Cutter
Singer Sewing
Machines & Semler
Fabric & Notions
Patterns

Murray Sewing Center
Bel-Air Shopping Center

Owned &
Operated By
Opal Hart

SEARS

Friday

3 Hours Only!!!

These 3 items are on sale 7-10 a.m.
Limit one per customer. While quantities last
WO
°

isow°4°.
CRAFTSMAN

CRAFTSMAN

HOLIDAY FAB
SALE

1
..-0."

Clottairoun picric ccirry-on
with 4 skimps modulo. 66307

Enter To Win A $100 Shopping Spree November 29, 7-10 a.m.!

753-5323
Visa MC Discover

•
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Elizabeth Dole to run in 2000?
By SANDRA SOBIERAJ
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
Bob and Elizabeth Dole swept
1,11t0 a small cocktail party of conservatives last week, the room
buzzed with whispers of another
Dole race in 2000.
But this one would be HER
turn.
"There was a lot of talk about
that — Dole again, Elizabeth
Dole, at the top of the ticket,"
said Bill Bennett, co-founder of
the Empower America think tank
that hosted the Doles at one of
their first post-election outings.
Added California GOP strategist Ken Khachigian: "I don't
think there's any question if she
doesn't run for president in 2000,
she'll be Number 1 in line for
vice president."
For the record, Mrs. Dole is
having none of it. "I have no
plans to run. None at all," she
said on election night. Already,
she's begun shipping file boxes
to the American Red Cross,
where, after a year off to help
with her husband's run for the
White House, she will resume the
helm by year's end.
But from her corner office
there, only a tree line obscures
her view of the White House and
a "draft Liddy" undercurrent —
whether post-election musing or
serious prognosticating — has
begun to tug.
Dole himself has said this
would have been Mrs. Dole's
year as a running mate if he
hadn't been the nominee. As it
was, his campaign half-seriously
floated her name in private polling on vice presidential possibilities. She proved popular even as
voters flinched at a husband-andwife team.
Florida Rep. Tillie Fowler, a
friend for 30 years, says Mrs
Dole never expressed any private
interest in running. But, Fowler
added, "Who knows? 2000 is a
long time from now and she
would be fabulous. She might be
convinced."
"The party would be lucky to
have her," said Khachigian, a top
consultant to Dole. "She's
proven herself."
Indeed, Mrs. Dole, commanding a staff of 30, ran a relentless
campaign against Clinton that, in
its discipline, consistency and
polish, outperformed her husband's efforts. An unconventional
address to the Republican National Convention made her a star
and by campaign's end, she went
solo in Dole's television ads and
weekly radio broadcast.
Loyal to her party and home
state, the former two-time Cabinet secretary also stumped for
North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms
in the last days of his close reelection race. State officials there
tried twice before to recruit Mrs.

Dole for her own Senate or
gubernatorial race.
Hardly fading in the shadow of
her husband's defeat, the
Harvard-trained lawyer is being
featured next month with actor
Tom Cruise in Barbara Walters'
ABC special, —The Ten Most
Fascinating People in America."
And given her previous tenure at
the Red Cross, Mrs. Dole is certain to maintain the high profile.
In 3A years as president of the
relief organization, she made
more than 200 trips around the
Country, often to publicity hot
spots like Southern California after the Northridge earthquake and
coastal Florida to help with the
ravages of Hurricane Andrew.
On the campaign trail, Republican audiences — particularly
Christian conservatives —
gushed over the spiritual ring she
gave to the Dole-Kemp agenda
for family tax cuts, smaller government, a

balanced budget and a
strict abortion ban.
"She has a leader's view of
the big picture that's inspiring
and motivating," said Mary Ann
Henry, a 54-year-old business
manager, after Mrs. Dole spoke
at a Kentucky Christian college.
Well-known and well-liked, at
least superficially, among the Republican activists who dominate
primary voting, Mrs. Dole has already "moved pretty high up the
list of potential candidates for
2000," said GOP pollster Linda
DiVall. "And anybody who dismisses her would be seriously
underestimating her appeal, particularly among women and older
voters."
Not that the Republican nomination would be Mrs. Dole's for
the asking.
A Washington Post-ABC News
survey before the Nov. 5 balloting found that only 33 percent of
respondents were more likely to
support Mrs. Dole for president
some day based on her performance this year; 45 percent were
less likely to support her.

nia in 1997 or compete against
North Carolina GOP Sen. Lauch
Faircloth in 1998.
"Though everybody would
perceive her to be qualified, there
are serious obstacles," DiVall
said.
Among them, a field likely to
be crowded by already-popular
Republicans who would dull Mrs.
Dole's luster: retired Gen. Colin
Powell, who surpasses her in star
power; former Vice President
Dan Quayle, also a darling

7C•
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among conservatives; and New
Jersey Gov. Christine Todd Whitman, a formidable drain on Mrs.
Dole's appeal among women.
Bennett, who campaigned extensively with Bob Dole this year
and is mentioned as a possible
2000 contender, sounded certain
Mrs. Dole would be drafted.
"She's a star," he said, nodding.
"Can you imagine? We could finally give the Democrats their
nightmare ticket — DolePowell."
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See Our Selection of Double Wades & Triple Wides

Drink

*2.99

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.

1ti

- Serving Ribs Daily —
Mon.-Sat. 11-8:30, Sunday 11-2:00
753-3985
1617 Hwy. 121 Bypass

Having never run for political
office (the last elective post she
held was as Duke University student government president in
1957), Mrs. Dole remains substantively unknown with views
that have not stood the scrutiny
of a campaign. Yet her only
choice in aiming for the White
House would be to jump directly
into the 2000 mix.
If Mrs. Dole took time to condition herself with an interim Senate or governor's race, she
would be 68 by the 2004 presidential election. Squeezing in a
race before 2000 would mean establishing residency outside the
District of Columbia. Nearby Virginia or North Carolina would be
her most likely bases, where she
could run for governor in Virgi-

*I

DOWN PAYMENT with Approved Credit

•

1.

Price Includes: Delivery/Setup
*Storm Windows "Ceiling Fan
.4
1
"Upgrade Insulation "Garden Tub r
44
•Il
*Stove "Refrigerator

(901)644-0012

Open 7 Days a Week
Hwy. 79 N., Pans, TN

BUY ONE
FOR
GET ONE
FREE

$499

••••••,,
I•••••:,

1-800-533-3568

$199
for

bj

Calloway County post offices announce
expanded hours during holiday season

4

All employees in the Murray and
five Calloway County post offices
are preparing for the Christmas
rush. This begins each year immediately after Thanksgiving.
The office windows will be open
for expanded hours. Postmaster
Mark Kennedy announces the Murray hours beginning Monday, Dec.
2nd will be from 8:45 a.m. until 6
p.m. Monday through Friday. Saturday hours will be from 10 a.m. until
4 p.m. This will continue through
Dec. 23.
Calloway County post offices
will follow the following schedule:
Almo: Saturday hours on Dec. 7,
14, and 21 from 7:30 a.m. until
12:30 p.m.
Dexter Monday through Friday,
Dec. 7-21 from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.;

Saturdays, Dec. 7-14-21 from 8
a.m. to noon.
Hazel: Monday through Friday,
Dec. 7-21 from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. Saturdays, Dec. 7-14-21 from
8 a.m. to noon.
Kirksey: Monday through Friday, Dec. 16-20, 7 am. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays, Dec. 14 and 21 from
7:30 a.m. to noon.
New Concord: Monday through
Friday, Dec. 16-20 from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturdays, Dec. 7-14-21 from
7:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
"We have a very professional
staff of clerks and carriers who will
suggest quick and easy holiday
mailing tips and who will assist you
in any way to get the mail and
packages to their destinations for
Christmas," Kennedy stated.

_FREE
INTEREST*
FOR 1
FULL YEAR

SHOP EARLY
FOR BEST
SELECTIONS
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Does Santa Need Help?

Leather
Recliners

Rocker Recliners

Buy One
for

2for

ThenL
Call

$799

Title Loans

Get One
*Unlimited tickling Period
* Up To $200.00
* No Credit Chttk

* Any MakelModel
*You keep Car

* Up To $1,000.00
Call
Today

FirstPa

42143
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GALLERIES

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

"Furniture That Lasts"

VISA-MC
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
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Elderly, women suffer from budget cuts

soo,
•v." '
• o•

•

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Spouse-abuse shelters, familypreservation programs and home
care for the elderly will all be hit
by federal budget cuts, prompting
some to question whether the
state should try to make up the
difference.
"We ought to be strengthening
the programs that protect families," said Adriel Woodman, who
heads a community action agency
in Richmond. "We ought to be
committed to a basic safety net."
The S2.4 million in cuts hit
programs providing home care
for the elderly the hardest. Those
programs, which will lose $1.25
million, send nurses, aides and
'others to the elderly's homes to
assist them with basic living
needs.
- Family-preservation programs,
which link social workers or therapists with families where there
is suspected abuse or neglect,
will lose $238,435.
Other programs for women and
the elderly also are affected.
The details of the budget cuts
were discussed Friday by 'Families and Children Secretary Viola
Miller in a meeting with representatives of organizations that
provide services to the elderly,
neglected children and abused
won,re
The state is reducing the
amount it distributes to these

groups from a federal social services block grant by 8 percent,
effective Jan. 1. Miller said the
state thought that was the fairest
method to handle the cuts.
"This is a very difficult thing
to do," she said.
The Department for Social Services is facing a $27 million
shortfall because of the reduced
federal funding and because of
higher-than-projected expenses.

With the cuts and other costsaving efforts, the shortfall will
be reduced to $10.8 million,
Miller said.
Among programs affected by
the cuts is another serving senior
citizens, adult day care. The
program, which allows elderly
people to stay at a senior-citizen
center so their family members
can work during the day, will
lose $231,612.

The Kentuckiarta Regional
Planning and Development
Agency, which serves Jefferson
and six surrounding counties, will
lose $314,488 for home care and
adult day care.
"It's going to cost the state ...
a lot more" to place elderly people in nursing homes. said Priscilla Rao, executive director of
Senior Citizens East, a Jefferson
County senior-citizen service pro-

by the

agency, said he was concerned
that the cuts were coming at the
same time as welfare reform,
which could mean a reduction in
food stamps and other benefits
He thinks the state should be
more flexible about replacing the
lost money.
Miller, however, said budgets
for all other state agencies were
already determined, and her
agency had no money left

SEARS
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Free cedar trees
available at LBL
Free cedar Christmas trees will be
available again this year at TVA's
Land Between The Lakes from Dec.
1-24. An LBL Christmas tree permit
entitles a family to cut one cedar
tree.
"Allyriiiii6e4I.S•fi Chrisitnas trer
permit. a saw,a strong back. and an
adventurous spirit tb find the right
tree," said LBL Forestry Aide Mau
Peterson.,
Whether you cut or purchase
your tree, please follow these safety
guidelines when using a cut tree in
your home at ('hristmas. '
1) Choose a fresh tree. If the
needles are brown and fall off
easily, the ere is dry and dangerous.
21 When erecting a tree in your
home, cut the base all two inches
above the original cut to help the
tree absorb more water.
3) Place the tree in a stable upproof container and water daily.
4)Place the tree away from heat
sources such as heating vents or
wood stoves.
5) Be sure decorative lights are
tit. approved and in good condition.
Never leave tree lights on when you
arc asleep or away trom home.
6)Discard the tree when it begins
to show signs of drying such as
brown or yellow color and e seessive needle dropping.
Cedar trees may be cut anywhere
in LBL except in areas within sight
of U.S. highway 68 or The Trace:.
cemeteries, the Flo'ironmenul Fdu
cation Area, family campgarends,
lawns, or other mowed areas.
Permits, maps. and cutting guidelines can be obtained at the Golden
Pond Visitor Center, open daily 9
am. to 5 p.m. (('SF). For more
information, call (502) 924-2065
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4
p.m. (CST).

vider that offers home care.
Spouse-abuse shelters will lose
$294,806. The shelter serving the
Louisville area, the Center for
Women and Families, will lose
$42,815. The center hopes to be
able to find more money from
other programs, but the cut will
create a hardship, center spokesman John Vezeau said.
Woodman, of the Kentucky
River Foothills community action

Human
Calloway Co
We've just had
old man winter ...
have your wood i
ready. But is your
cold dayishead?
important remi
winter is,thut if y
outdoor dog, you
careful to protect
radical tempera'
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RCA

119"

Reg 14999

Craftsman 8-pc. combination
wrench set. Std. or metric 4412518

Save '30

Craftsman plastic carry-all
with 4 storage modules. 65307

RCA VCR. On-screen display with
remote control. 55218(M; 9VR339A)

Craftsman-America's #1 brand!

111

5999

4999

specied machos?
Craftsmarr ly2-HP router
with case. 25,000 RPM
no-load speed. Built-in
worklight. zero reset.

Sears low price
Weider Ab Shaper fe
padded head rest to
support and reduce
and bock strain. Fol
for storage and tray
foam podded mat I(
tort. 28075

17575

12999
Spec oat purc has*

Craftsman 13.2-volt cordless drill
kit includes two batteries, charger
and case. 24-position clutch.
keyless chuck. Variable speed:
0-350 and 0-1200 no-load RPM.

Santa's mailbox at
post office Dec. 2-23

27157

The mail box with a direct connection to Santa Claus will be ready
and in place in the lobby of the
Murray Post Office on Dm. 2 and
will remain available there through
Dec. 23, according to Postmaster
Mark Kennedy.
All children in tho-Murray 42071
Zip Code should getIttisy, write
their letters being sure that their
name and return address is on their
letter. Each child will receive a
handwritten card from Santa.
"It's hard work to get your lists
together and your letter writren."
Kennedy said, "but Santa wants to
hear from you."
He urged the children to have
their parents bring them by the post
office to mail their letters in Santa's
box.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.
753-4461

CRAFTSMAN
CRAFTSMAN

A

CRAFTSMAN

N44,

your choice
1999
Specks' purchase

•••.

I

8

3999

Each

Special purchase

foal SPecial purchase

A. Craftsman

19-pc screwdriver set
includes slotted, Phillips and Torx styles. 41598
B. Craftsman 2-pc adiustable wrench set
includes 6-in. and 10-1n. sizes 44619

Craftsman 3/8-in portable drill includes a 9-pc
drill bit set 1/3-HP, 3-amp motor develops up to
1300 RPM Reverses to back out bits 10172

your choice

A. Craftsman 2-pc. adjusta
socket set 8-in. and 10-in. slz
Croftsmon 2-pc. Robo-Gr
set with 7-in, straight jaw a
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Humanely Speaking
bY ttle

Calloway Co. Humane Society
We've just had the first taste of
old man winter... brr! You probably
have your wood in or your furnace
ready. But is your dog ready for the
cold days ahead? Probably the most
important reminder in the early
winter is,that if you have an indoor/
outdoor dog, you must be especially
careful to protect it against sudden
radical temperature changes. Listen

down comfortably. Houses which
are too large do not allow the dog's
body heat to keep him warm. It
should also have shingles to shed
wetness from the house, and no
doghouse should sit directly on wet
or muddy ground.
The house can be constructed to
baffle the wind so that it cannot
blow directly on the animal, or you
can tack up a piece of blanket or a
towel over the opening of the house
on very bluer nights. Bedding such
as straw is warm and easily replaced
when it gets dirty. Doghouses
should face away from the north or
west winds and should not be made
of metal. The metal barrel which

IN+ ea hifries~e'

to the forecasts,and don't leave your
best mend outside if a distinct
weather change is about to occur.
Puppies and very old dogs are very
suscepubk to cold and wet weather,
as well.
If your dog spends all its time
outdoors, he or she is probably well
into growing a good winter coat
which will help to protect it from the

shivering outside. So when the
temperature dips to the teens, the
kindest and safest thing to do for
your dog is to let him into a garage,
basement or shed where he can be
warm and dry and out of the wind.
Be= yet, bring him in the house to
spend some time with you and the
family, where you can all be warm
and dry together.

some folks use as a doghouse may
provide shelter from rain and snow,
but it acts man oven in summer and
a refngeraUx in winter, literally
pulling body heat out and away
from the dog.
its hard to have a lovely time by a
crackling fire on a cold winter night
with thoughts of Prince or Precious

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916
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Kenmore

Panasonic

Whirlpool
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cold. Many people believe that
animals with fur coats need no other
protecnon from cold. This is not
true. A pet cat or dog which spends
any time indoors will have adapted
to that comfortable environment,
and is subject to illness, even death,
if left out in excessively cold (or
hot) weather. Even a strictly outdoor dog needs a warm shelter out
of the icy winds and off damp
ground in winter, and you arc the
only one who can provide it.
If your dog has no indoor shelter.
he must have a doghouse. The best
sort of doghouse is one which is just
slightly larger than the animal — he
should be able to turn around and lie

:
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Kenmore"

39999
9:isec ember IA
9C
R
Throur

Save $110
UltraWash" dishwasher
features 3-level wash
pots/pans cycle and
delay start option Quiet
Guard' Plus sound
insulation 16765

Kenmore'

1 39999

Through Decer it Reg. 4S9419

Save s

Kenmore

13999

'

$40
Save
5 cu.

Through December 14 Reg 339

;t microwave features
1
1.000 watts of power, auto
defrost and quick-on key. 66490

Save $20
Super capacity dryer features
6 cycles. 3 temperatures. Wrinkle
Guard I. end-of-cycle signal
66702

.
10eiderr
"
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America's
fitness store!

fina
e appliances and
for 3 months o
home electronics priced $399 and higher!

99
199
Sears low iixic•

not available at outlet stores
Offer ends November 30 See below for Important 0% finance charge details Offer

Lifestyler CardloFit- 2
dual-action glider
combines aerobic
conditioning and
strength training all In
one! 2-position handlebar, Quick Dial
adjustable resistance.

•

28773

RCA
A

44999

Through November 30 Reg 54999

Save $100
VHS-C camcorder with Hilx variable
speed zoom lens, auto head cleaner
and scene select auto exposure.
55506 (Mfr ttCC631)

07.--"Pf

7

36999

SONY

.449

Through December 28 Reg 39999

Save $30

Through November 30 Reg 54999

27-in TV with stereo receiver/
monitor, tri-lingual menu, sleep
timer, auto channel program
and A/V input jack

Save '100
8mm camcorder with 12x zoom
lens and remote Less than 1-lux
low-light sensitivity. 55806 (Mtr 41R54)

K it ctio

011

It

November 29 ,
from
10 AM
enter to7,
win
sho"Ping a '100
spree!

your choice

3999

Choose f
form and rom
drop itanything
in the in our store'
on
Just fill
Noverrit)er 29 Seeentry box
out /he
°flick',
wilt
compieteDrawing
details on be heid of 10entry
05 AM
bolOorn left
corner

"The store yon
know is nolo close
to home"

Each $o.c,o purchase

A. Craftsman 2-pc adjustable pocket
socket set 8-in and 10-in sizes 43379

8. Craftsman 2-pc Robo-Grip* professional pliers
set With 7-in, straight jaw and 9-in curved jaw 45019

millieemmommeme11111111MI
lion-• W4 rmicaum cnirchoiw rewired lo open 0

•

43642 (Mtr NSY2765S)

CRAFTSMAN

Own, al mod rooger stores Outlet stores occluded

t.

319

Through December IA Reg 17999

miu/Lar
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Super capacity wait*/
a 2-speed motor, 3
3 water levels ond 8

Each of these c•dvertlsod iterns us readily available for solo as (Aver
fluid Most lerger items inventoried in warehouses Allow reasonable
time for delivery Some mator appliances and electronics available by
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"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
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Holiday Sale
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$60.Peg.$75. Child's Twist Poposon with
Safari Pad.

SANTA SIZE SAVINGS!
•

$20. Reg $25. Child's Poposon Footstool
with Safciri Pad. Other pad colors available. also on sole.
Plus.. Full Size
$991
Papason w/Pad

75°/o OFF

!
If(

Throughout The Store
(Sale Starts Fri., Nov. 29)
FREE
GIFT
WRAPPING!

SAVE 20% OR MORE

All Decorative Brass cind Metalware Gilded
Eucalyptus Wreaths and Noel Pillows... PLIik LOTS MORE
PEA
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)
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...where holiday spirits soar
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DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

Tea years as.
Pictured is retired Calloway
Coanty Circuit Court Judge
James M. Lassiter administering
the oath of office to David Bucknigham, newly-elected judge of
42nd Judicial District fat' Calloway and Marshall Counties at the
Miller Courthouse Annex,
Murray.
Original drawings and paintings by Cromwell Hauge, a member of Murray Art Guild, are on
display at Calloway County
Public Library.
Shirley Chisholm,. former U.S.
Representative, urged people to
become involved during a lecture
at Murray State University, sponsored by University Center
Board.
Mr. and Mrs. William T. Gibson were married 50 years Nov.
26.
Twenty years ago
Prentice H. Colson, 66, died
yesterday from injuries sustained
in a fall from the back of pickup
truck loaded with burley tobacco.
He apparently lost his balance
and fell off of the truck on Highway 94 East.
Construction is continuing on
the South Manor Branch of the
Bank of Murray.
Calloway County will be receiving more money from
Washington, D.C., during the
next four years via revenuesharing than it has in the immediate past, officials said.
Clara Eagle presented a program on "Jewels and Gems" at a
meeting of Delta Department of

11C
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Murray Woman's Club.
Thirty years ago
Robert Edward (Ted) Coleman,
46, died early this morning in a
fire which consumed his mobile
home located on the shores of
Kentucky Lake.
Bill Furgerson has been named
as head football coach at Murray
State University. He succeeds
Don Shelton.
Mrs. Stanley Letterman, Mrs.
Homer Fred Williams and Mrs.
Ned Coleman presented a program on "Others" at a meeting of
WSCS of Coles Camp Ground
Methodist Church at the home of
Mrs. Fred Lovett.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Billington,
Nov. 18.
Forty years ago
The home of Joe Winchester,
about two miles east of Hazel,
was destroyed by fire on Nov. 26.
A Fiddlers' Contest will be
Nov. 30 at Faxon School.
Jerry Buchanan and Wells Purdom Jr. of Murray High School
were named to the 1956 Western
Kentucky All-Conference football
team.
Mrs. A.V. Reeves presented a
lesson on "Safety and Civil Defense" at a meeting of Dexter
Homemakers Club held at the
home of Mrs. Stafford Curd.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Eurie Garland.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Hale and
daughter, Vivian, have returned r,
from a 10-day vacation in various
points of Florida.

DEAR ABBY: A letter recently
By The Associated Press
appeared in your column from a
Today is Wednesday. Nov. 27. the 332nd day of 1996. There we 34
mother who was upset because the
days left in the year.
birth mother of her adopted daughHistory:
Today's Highlight in
ter had written to her requesting to
On Nov. 27, 1978, San Francisco Mayor George Moscone and City
meet the girl.
Supervisor Harvey Milk, a gay-rights activist, ewe shot to death inI am an adoptee who is actively
involved in helping other adopters
side City Hall by former supervisor Dan White.
and birth mothers with their
On this date:
searches.
I believe you replied corfounded
in
Association
was
In 1839, the American Statistical
rectly in advising the mother to tell
Boston.
her daughter about the letter she
In 1901, Army War College was established in Washington. D.C.
received. However, I think your
In 1910, New York's Pennsylvania Station opened.
advice should have included, in
In 1942, during World War II, the French navy at Toulon scuttled
addition, a message about the
its ships and submarines to keep them out of the hands of the Nazis.
importance of knowing about the
medical history and the current
In 1953, playwright Eugene O'Neill died in Boston at age 65.
medical condition of the birth mothIn 1970, Pope Paul VI, visiting the Philippines, was slightly
er.
If the girl still does not wish to
Bolivian
painter
wounded at the Manila airport by a dagger-wielding
meet her birth mother, that's fine.
disguised as a priest.
But the adoptive mother and the
In 1973, the U.S. Senate voted 92-to-3 to conium Gerald R. Ford as
birth mother should remain in convice president, succeeding Spiro T. Agnew, who had resigned.
tact with each other so that if a
In 1983, 183 people were killed when a Colombian Avianca Airmedical necessity should arise, or
should the girl change her mind,
lines Boeing 747 crashed near Madrid's Bark* airport.
contact could be made.
In 1985, the British House of Commons approved the Anglo-Irish
The need to know about our bioaccord giving Dublin a consultative role in the governing of Britishlogical
roots varies among adoptees
Ireland.
ruled Northern
and surfaces at different times in
In 1989, 107 people were killed when a bomb blamed on drug trafour lives. But it will eventually
fickers destroyed a Colombian jetliner.
become an issue. No matter how
Ten years ago: Published reports said the FBI was investigating
good our relationship with our parents, or how much we are loved,
whether fired National Security Council aide Oliver L. North had dethere's a basic need in all adoptees
stroyed papers from his personal tiles as the Iran-Contra affair began
to know who we are, who we look
to unravel.
like and the circumstances behind
Five years ago: Israel signaled its anger with what it regarded as the - our
relinquishment.
highhandedness of the United States by rejecting an invitation to atIt usually has no reflection on
tend Mideast peace talks in Washington on Dec. 4. The U.N. Security
how we were raised, and a child's
Council unanimously adopted a resolution paving the way for the esfinding a birth parent is not to be
feared as many adoptive parents
tablishment of a U.N. peacekeeping operation in war-ravaged
believe. No one will ever take the
Yugoslavia.
place of Mom and Dad. If a "find"
One year ago: President Clinton presented his case for sending
results in a relationship, then all
Bosnia,
saying
in
a
peacekeeping
mission
to
20,000 U.S. troops on a
the better. Often there are other.
prime-time address that "in the choice between peace and war, siblings to be gained, or at least
America must choose peace." House Speaker Newt Gingrich ruled
half-brothers or sisters, and there is
out a 1996 presidential run.
always enough love to go around.
This has always been a sensitive
Today's Birthdays: Broadway producer David Merrick is 84.

DAILY COMICS

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

Tug of War

SE CoIREPut_ wirk TkiS BOWL OF
--4
Ckii..1, THE CHEF MADE IT
EXTRA HOT. TODAY
'------.4.,..bi - ----- ,..,. •

KNOW-I KNOW,

issue and one that we are Just
beginning to learn how to deal with.
You may use my name.
GARY STRODE,TULSA' , OKLA.
DEAR GARY: There are
many sound reasons for encouraging and facilitating reuiriimui
between birth parents and their
children. An opportunity for•
them to meet should be made
available if both parties are
willing. The secrecy that once
shrouded adoption is no longer
necessary now that society has
come to understand that a pregnancy outside of marriage is not
an unforgivable crime.
*••

DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to a letter you published from
Bothered Brother, about the Wily
his brother "Mike" treats the em
ployees at their small firm.
Just because Mike is the boss
doesn't mean he can be a bully The
highest incidence of workers' coin
pensation lawsuits currently ander
litigation are: I ) intentional tort. 21
stress, embarrassment, humilia•
tion; 3) violence in the workplace
Since "tort" is defined as damage.
injury or a wrongful act done %k ill
fully or negligently, the No. 1 rl';1
son applies to Mike. Strt•ss, embar
rassment and humiliation are a
given in this case.
If a supervisor has or physicall%
abuses an employee, the super.isor
the
and the company can be sued
employee. In this case, %%orkers'
compensation insurance would not
protect the company or the I iwner,,
It is "Bothered Brother's- responsi
bility to keep his brother in check
because it is his company. too And
all three reasons could be used h a
sharp -attorney to convince om• of
the employees to take the compan
to court. Since Mike throws his
tantrums in front of the entire
workforce. there are manN N1 it IICSS
es — most of whom have prlikibi
been yelled at themselves and 111111
might want to retaliate.
I'm not an attorne, but am 1
supervisor of eight people. ;Old I
would be fired on the spot if I acted
that way at our company.
U.S 13(155

South dealer.
matically acquire a trump trick in
North-South vulnerable.
the process.
NORTH
West cooperates by ruffing the
*9852
third club with the five, and if de,
\,.
J1032
clarer makes the mistake of
• K82
overrun-mg in dummy, he eventu+Q6
ally goes down one, losing both a
WEST
EAST
trump trick and a diamond.
+J1063
4 Q 74
But ifSouth is on his toes,he does By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
5
K 98
not allow himselfto be yanked out of
• 10
•QJ7653
- position by this attack on his trumps. , DEAR DR. GOTT. My :to year old
+32
+AKJ1098 Instead ofovertrumping West'sfive, husband has been diagnosed with
SOUTH
which seems the natural thing to do, Epstein-Barr virus and chronic
46 A K
South discardsthe deuce ofdiamonds fatigue syndrome. He had a tilt-table
CATHY
test that confirmed a drop in his blood
A Q 76 4
from dummy.
SORR4. NO BM5 OUT- (
GRANDMA'S'
pressure. He has had no relief from
IF YOU'RE GOOD AT GRAND- N rff0 YAPPING, NO SLOB8ERING:1 tIAP
•
A
for
declarer
to
9
4
It
is
not
difficult
PATHY FROM ME.
remedies, psy
BRIBED
No JUirPiNG, NO CREWING.. SLOBBER ma MONSTER
MA'S HOUSE I'LL GIVE YOU
+754
diagnose East's purpose in leading a acupuncture, herbal
SHE BOUGHT /AV
different prescrip
IN THE
IS HERE, AND I
39
and
... SHOW GRANDMA WHAT
chotherapy,
THIS BISCUIT, ELECTRA
ZLIMP
The bidding:
third round ofclubs,especially after
BAKED A NICE I fiRsT TWO SILENCE WITH A
GOOD MANNERS YOU HAVE
also given Ritalin tor
CHEW
South
West
North
East
West ruffs with the five. Further- tions. He was
Of
LOAF
HOMEFRESH BATCH Of ' SECONDS
AND THIS GREAT. BIG DOG
deficit disorder and that
attention
VIP
34
more,since declarer has a sure dia- helped. Is this medicine safe?
Pass
2V
MADE NUT BREAD. 1,
COOKIES FOR VOW Of THE
BISCUIT IS ALL YOURS!'
4V
mond loser in any case, he realizes
VISIT
DEAR READER: Once considered
Opening lead — three of clubs.
he is better off to concede it at once
be a fad ("designer diagnosis"),
to
Bridge is occasionally like a tug of without in any way weakening chronic fatigue syndrome may be
war, with each side trying to yank dummy's trump holding.
coming into its own. There appear to
the other out of position. For exWhatever West returns, South be many causes for it, including
ample, take this deal where West winds up winning the tug of war. He Epstein-Barr virus ("chronic mononuleads a club against four hearts. enters dummy with the king of dia- cleosis").
Eastcashes two club tricks and plays monds,leads the jack of hearts and
During experiments conducted at
a third round of clubs, hoping West finesses, then repeats the finesse to Johns Hopkins Hospital, doctors diswill be able to ruff and force declarer trap East's king. Declarer loses the covered that patients with CFS show
to overruff with dummy'sten orjack. first three tricks, but wins all the inappropriate fluctuations in blood
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
pressure (luting changes in position
If East's plan succeeds, he will auto- rest.
When tilted (on a special table) to an
I poi41SORE!PUT oN Pi BLACK
e;ESIDeS,I THINK poRpLE.
Tomorrow: An unfortunate choice.
angle of 70 degrees for an hour, such
WHITT eeiNG
TuftThe NECK,AND YoU'L.L.
HFitR LOoKS SoRT OF
MAP V.I0OLD 00,
patients experienced abnormally low
LoOK LIKE A RoCK STAR!
HoNEy
blood pressures and pulse rates. fol
WHAT'S ,
lowed by lethargy and tiredness that
poNe 1((
lasted several days.
IS
These findings suggested to the
VotslE_.
researchers that patients with CFS
APsuffer from an imbalance of the autonomic nervous system, those nerves
not under conscious control.
Although more work needs to be
31 At ease
ACROSS
done in verifying these findings, the
34 Stove
Answer to Previous Puzzle
conclusions are provocative: Perhaps.
c, 35 Phoebe —
1 Cut of beef
36 Exist
(hyph. wd.)
SKATE
UNFIT after decades of neglect, patients with
37 Ethiopian
6 — bear
TIRADE CLOMIDY CFS have a treatable physical disortitle
11 Swimming
GARFIELD
EM ONEROLES ER der. The Baltimore doctors recom38 Phase
- strokes
39 College deg.
LOU ARWMA T AA mended increasing salt in the diet (to
12 Lingerie
40 Loggia ID
I'LL BE. GLAD WHEN TOMATOES
14 Abhor
ANTE
ORE 0E1 Ea raise blood pressure) and using beta 41 Jack
blocking drugs, such as Inderal, to
ARE BACK IN SEA5ON
15 Campsite
OTTJ YUPPII
Tripper's
shelters
stabilize nerve impulses
EON W PURI
landlord
17 Behold!
I am not aware that Ritalin, a pre42 Bank
18 Exclamation
ORNATE GAIT
scription
stimulant, is recommended
transaction
of disgust
PRES ATA HOME therapy for CFS. It has a high poten43 Seinfeld's
19 Indian tent
RAD TITLE NIA tial for abuse and can cause jitterifriend
20 Engine
45 Fruits of the
I L BONEDRY NS ness and other side effects. No one
speed meas.
oak
21 Roman 51
ELDERS OLDAGE knows the consequences of its long47 1923 Nobel
22 Soupy — .
RYDER
ElSSES term use. Perhaps your husband
Prize winner
23 Composition
ask his doctor about a trial of
for
in verse
11-27 C 1996 United Feature Syndicate should
beta-blockers; this is, in my opinion,
literature
24 Imitable
an appropriate option to explore
48 Pried
10 Uttered a
5
She
26 Pronunsharp, shrill
plays
ciation mark
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband and
DOWN
Roseanne's
cry
27 "Let — —"
I have three wonderful children, at
NIALLARD FILLMORE
TV mother
11 — Vista, CA least two of which are "diaphragm
28 Viva — (by
1 Disastrous
6 Melodies
13 French river babies." Despite exercising prudent
••••••••
word of
2 Washing of
7 Grafted
16 Fencer's
mouth)
precautions, I became pregnant while
the body
(heraldry)
sword
29 NBC
using a diaphragm. The fear of preg3 Part of IOU
8 Dentist's deg.
19 Striped cat
morning
4 Lear ID
9 Roman gods
20 Watch name nancy has altered the joy and sponshow
22 Devil
taneity of our love-making. I don't
23 Type
want to use birth-control pills, and
measures
condoms don't appeal to us. We are
25 "The Prince
considering either tubal ligation or
of -vasectomy. Are there dangers in
26 Rental sign
these procedures?
(2 yids.)
DEAR READER: When a woman's
28 Experienced
person
Fallopian tubes are cut and tied, eggs
29 Yankees
cannot reach the uterus; therefore,
manager
fertilization
cannot occur. Each
30 In oblong
month, when the woman ovulates, the
fashion
tiny egg is simply absorbed.
31 Speed
PF,ANurs
When a man has a vasectomy, the
contest
32 — — flow
tubes that carry sperm are also cut
33 Actor Cain,
and clipped. He becomes infertile, and
et al.
THEN YOU SHOULD 60 UP TO THEIR
THAT'S THE LITTLE
WHO'S THAT IN THE
the unused sperm are, like the female
35
Sleeveless
HOUSE, AND 5AY,'HI,6RANNY:HOW
RED-HAIRED GIRL'S
WINDOW WAVING AT
egg,absorbed.
cloaks
ABOUT INTRODUCING ME TO YOUR
GRANDMOTHER SHE
§
38 Receptacle'
YOU, CHARLIE DROWN?
Both surgical procedures are simfor holy water ple. But, for technical reasons, a
ALWAYS WAVES AT ME
CUTE LITTLE OUT-OFTHIS-WORLP
39 Additional
WHEN I WALK BY..
RED-kAIRED GRANDDAUGHTER?'
vasectomy is even simpler. Therefore,
41 Inlet
from the standpoint of safety and
42—Angels.
expense, I recommend that your hus44 Ekberg ID
band consider vasectomy.
46 With (mt.)
tike a tubal ligation; this procedure
ordinarily is free of complicationc—
risks and health hazards.
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

CALL

$45.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(40.14da WE An WA*•00,Poled)
$200 per column inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Guide).

ANNOUNCE/ANIS
Lego Notice
Notice
Personas
Cara of Mantis
in Memory
Lost &
na

iO
020
025
Reader Adl
030
300 1:14/r woad...COO rnialmum 040
lit day.be per word per day for 050
each odcktIonal consecutive
day. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.
370

•: •

FARMERS MARKET
Form EcauiPmer,1
livestock & Supplas
Poultry & Suppas
Procuce
peed & Seec

390
400
make
to
required
be
will
tee
$2.00
A
any changes to od otter deadline. 550

larsilalci2.222_11PClia

010

010

1996 at 2:00 p.m.

Invitation to Bid
Mobile Home Building
The Murray Board of Education is now
accepting sealed bids for the design, construction, and erection of a Mobile Building
for a 28' x 56' Head Start Center to be placed
at Farley Elementary School,(McCracken
County), 1250 Husbands Road, Paducah,
Ky. 42001.
Bids will be accepted until 12 Noon on
December 2, 1996. Interested bidders may
obtain the necessary form at the Superintendent's Office, Murray Board ofEducation
Independent School District,208 South 13th
Street, Murray, Ky.(phone: 502-753-4363;
fax: 502-759-4906). The Murray Board of
Education reserves the right to reject any
and all bids.
020
Nolte

Node*

The Calloway County Sheriff's office will be closed November 28th
and 29th for the Thanksgiving
Holiday. We will accept the discount amount on Monday,December 2nd.
Stan Scott
20/20 WITHOUT GLASSES'-Safe, rapid, nonsurgical, permanent restoration 6 8 weeks Airline
pilot developed Doctor approved Free information by
mail 800 422-7320, ext
213 406-961-5570, fax
406 96 1 5 5 7 7
http /Wive visionfreedom
Satisfaction
corn
guaranteed

Guaranteed 5 years

reinsured'

Substantial penalty
for early withdrawal

4 Drawer Cheat &45
McConnell
Insurance
Large Armoires
Starting At $189

Murray, KY

753-4199

Layaway Now for
Christmas!

TRANSPORIADON
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Ports
Used Cots
Vons
Used Trucks
Campers
Boo's & Motors

PURDOM

ENJOY a massage and re
Neve pain, release stress,
Furniture& Mattress
relax mind and body Call
Downtown Murray • 753.872 Dave or Tern at Massage
To You, 7 days, 10a-10P,
753-3801 Housecalls
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's Available'
See 8 Sew 753-6981
MURRAY Sewing Center
FREE Pregnancy Tests Machine quilbng,$31 50 in
Lifehouse 753 0700
dixling batting 753 5323

5.

41.
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Seveng Machines
Heavy
Firewood
Musc a
kesceloneous
TV & Radio
Pen & Supplies

MasterCard

270
365
470
430
435
440
4:50
400

410
540
560
570

MISCELLANEOUS
Pubc Soie
For Trooe
Free Colornr
Won'ea

McConnell
Insurance Agency
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SAWMI
Saws lc
planks t
peaty B
anywheri
Don Non
Corrwrigt
herst,
800 578

on.-Fit 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday Closed

SE CT IC
kitchen t
room tal
chairs Li
kitchen
759 2546

• Doodle's' aro 2 dap
in astrafismi

100

SEE us to
metal i
Cover's
colors E
Supply C

SANTA'S COMING
TO YOUR TOWN!

Business
Opportunity
BE YOUR OWN BOSSLarge profit potential processing insurance claims
and billing for healthcare
providers Software purchase required No experience necessary Financing
available
http//www samsi com/
800-722-SAMS
LOG
HOME
DEALERSHIPS Unlimited
earning potential' Part or
full time Protected marketing area & leads Log packages from $12,000 For information call Brentwood
Log Homes, 800-264-5647
ext CP18
UNLIMITED opportunity for
persons to own their own
home based business Experience in the medical
field not a must, but a plus
For appointment call
901-759-2781

Murray - Benton
Mayfield • Paducah

4
,74

Book now through Christmas Day
for Businesses, Private Parties,
Churches or Home.
Call for reservations now!

STEEL
$5,000+
$4,603 4
50 *60/i
50x 100)
60x80x
60x 100)
Quality ss
chures S
800 327(
79

767-0924

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173

STEEL B
sale 2,
58X 108,
thousands

with this 2x2

WASHER
electric t
436 2326

consistency ad in classifieds every
day for a month - including

WEIGHT t
cise bike,
Fosgate
and Alpha
woofer am
753 7195

Shopper for only $195.
Call

753-1916

For Details

120

WELL hou
watt thorn
heat $181
ware, dos'
the squarc

Computers
COMPUTER CLASSES
NOW BEING HELD DAYS
AND EVENINGS FOR
WINDOWS 95, INTERNET, MS OFFICE AND
OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
753-7001 TODAY.

laPCOVERING
CARPET &Fi
Doing it right the first dm* costs
km. than doing it over.
First Quality carpet, hardwood, tile & vinyl
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years Experience

Want
To Buy

salsa a Installation i,„ io,„ Rd uu""
Jay Knight
Mach Knight
Knghts
Hwy 641 - 1 112 Miles South of Murray to
Hazel, KY
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards.

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
Or: night

Beasley Antenna Service

WOLFF Ti
Tan at he
and save'
home unit
Low mon'
Free color
day 800 8-,

Jim Knight

753-7728

140

ANTIQUES. Entire estates
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days, 753-1418
evenings
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
or new 753-7185
CASH paid for good, used
Mies, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

901-642-4077
nr

Surrounding

ornitirc

1

SII1Ce 1949.

Towers, antennas, rotors & amplifiers. We install,
repair & sell quality Channel Master parts. 40'
tower, antenna, rotor, amplifier & coax run for 1
TV $65000, 18" Echostar satellite system w/1 yr.
of America's top 40 programming +30 CD
channels(A $300 value)only $499! After 1st year,keep 40 channels for $19.99 or pick 10 channels
for $IO per month. Financing available with no
down payment!

150
AeSclee
For $ale
1987 BUCCANEER
14X70, 2br, 2 bath
489-2308
1996 HOLIDAY Barbie,
$100 Call 489-6085, after
6Pni
300-400 USED concrete
blocks, long wheel base
Leer fiberglass camper topper Call 436-5692, after
5Pm
ASHLEY wood stove for
sale, $150 436-5907 after
54)m
ATTENTION BARBIE
COLLECTORS! Barbies,
1996 Valentine 1st Edition,
1996 Holiday, 1996 Winter
Fantasy, 1995 Holiday
Memories- Hallmark 2nd
Edition, $40-$85. Barbee
Ornaments, 94-96 Holiday
Barbies, 1996 Springtime
Easter Barbie, 2nd Edition,
$30-$45 759-0152 after
5PmBOOKS,$61dz, Puzzeis
price! Sega S-NES, CD's,
tapes, movies Buy 3, Get 1
Free! Booktrader, opposite
Penneys. Mayfield.
251-3233
CHILDS truck bed w/
mattress, $100 753-8778
CHRISTMAS gifts Beaubful executive desk, solid
b4ack walnut, 3ftX6ft, plus
desk top accessories
$1,250 firm! 436-5959
CLOCKS Sessions mantel
dock. adamenbne, original
kitchen, Alaron, German
anniversary 759-1322
COMMERCIAL tanning
bed, 44 bulb, stand up unit10-15 sessions 489-2116

GAS heaters, unvented,
12,000 btu, $162 99,
18,000 btu $178 99,28,000
btu $18900 Wallin Hardware, downtown Paris on
the square
00 carts and mini bikes by
Manoo Ideal Christmas
gifts Now at Lambs Small
Engine, 101 Industrial Rd
753-2925

TRACTOR TRAILER DRIVER
Rollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc. has
an immediate opening for DOT qualified
tractor trailer drivers with a least 2 years
experience. Work is primarily over the road;
steady; home each week. You will earn
excellent wages and a full benefits package
incuding major medical, vision, dental, prescription,retirement program and much more.
For further details, call 753-1156. Must pass
DOT physical examination and drug screen.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
ADMINISTRATIVE OPPORTUNITY PRINCIPAL
The Paducah Area Technology Center operated by
the Workforce Development Cabinet, Kentucky
Tech West Region is seeking a dynamic team
leader with hands-on expertise in communications,
computers, budget management and administration. Duties and responsibilities include supervision and operation of the center which serves
secondary and post-secondary students.
Must hold one of die following:
(1) KY Dept. of Education Voc/fech School
Certificate in Administration, supervision and
coordination supplemented by 3 years of experience working with vocational education programs.
Graduate study will substitute for the required
experience on a year-for-year basis.
(2) KY Dept. of Education Vocational Principal's
Certificate
(3) KY Dept. of Education Secondary Principal's
Certificate
(4) KY Statement of Eligibility For Vocational
School Principal supplemented by 2 years of
experience working with vocational education
programs.(Graduate study in vocational education
will substitute for one year of the required
experience.)
Minimum entry level salary is $30,923 with
additional salary based on degree and years of
appropriate work experience.
For those interested in a challenging career, call
502-824-7546 or write KY Tech West, 100 School
Avenue, Madisonville, KY 42431 for an employment application. Applications must be received
by close of business 12-06-96. Resumes alone lire
not ar.cepuble.
"An Equal Opportunity Employer APED"
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Office Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

Articles For Sole
Appliances
Home Furrienings

HOUSE of Clothes, now ATTN EXPERIENCED DRIVER No money down, IF YOUR HEART IS IN
TRUCKING, CALL US Coopen Mon Sat.9 to 5, Sun 1 TRUCK DRIVERS DRIVE no credit check lease op
variant Transport, average
to 5 Nice consignment do TO OWN 1 $0 down/78c all Don plus imited time men
1850 miles coast to coast
thing $1 00 Buys mens, miles Ownership possible bye with $1,000 for 50106
women, children leans, in 18 months Avg 10,000. $2,000 for teams $500 for runs Weekend recruiters
available Experienced
sweaters, sweat shirts, miles a month Company 2nd seat drivers Prime
dresses 13 Miles from &Nem newer equipment Free training available! drivers 800-441-4394
Graduate students
Murray on Hwy 464 Call Competitive pay and bone 800 224 4585
hts Call New Apple Lines DRIVERS CDL A with haz. 800 338-6428
489-2243 or 753 6981
or
800 8 4 3 8308
INTERNATIONAL
THANKSGIVING 800 843 3384 Madison, Challenger Motor Freight
EXCHANGE/ STUDENT
Start at 28 54 a mile solo
Weekend Sale at the Hitch
Can
PM
5
8
Fri
SD Mon
Start 31 5e a mile team. COORDINATOR Bring
ing Post Gifts in Aurora
tral Call'
401(K), health, dental, and global education to your
Discounts to 40% Friday
11/29, Saturday 11/30, a ATLAS Transmission is lite Call 800-777-0585, 7 community Promote cultural exchange for high
Sunday 12/1 Store hours now looking for exper days for an interview
lOarn 5prn 474 2266
ienced automotive me DRIVERS Exp 0/0 recent school students from 45
chanic Apply in person or school grads Builders countries Work with stu050
call 759 5000 ask for Paul Transport is now hiring in dents, host parents,
Last
schools and your communCHILD CARE WORKERS your area for our van, ity leaders Promote, or
And Found
fleets
dedicated
&
Flatbed
NEEDED full-time, pan
ganize, supervise and
FOUND Golden Retriever time, and substitutes Mini- Call today 800-762-1819
make a difference' Comat MSU, N 16th St
mum requirements 18yrs DRIVERS EXPERIENCED pensation and exciting
11/22/96 Collar, no tags
old, high school graduate, OR INEXPERIENCED
travel incentives Contact
Call 753-1164 to identify
must be available to work Earn $600 ot $800 a week
Glenda 1 800 859-7759
6 30am 5 30pm at least 3 Get your CDL for as little as
060
days/wk Early childhood $100 down Trainers earn MANAGER NEEDED
Hein
LOCALLY- For business
education and experience
over $1000 a week
Wanted
consultant Career minded
preferred Call Tonya at 800 4.67-3806
mature, honest depend
ATLAS Transmission has PLAY Academy, 762-0090
DRIVERS OTR One year+ able No selling high in
tai
manager
for
opening
COMPUTER Users experience, up to 30c per come Will train, Call
nee Excellent opportunity Needed Work own hours
or
mile, weekly pay, iristrance 847-884-1072
for the right person, good 201<
to $50 X/yr
furnished, 401K, assigned 630-415-0655
benefits Apply in person or 1 800 38 7186 X 486
tractors, CDL Awith Haz
call 759-5000, ask for Paul
OTR DRIVERS'- We are
Mat required Call Pat,
is
experience
Sales
seeking drivers to
Landair Transport, Inc , currently
run from our Columbus, OH
necessary
DRIVER, GUARANTEED 800 593 8111
terminal. Great pay and
HOME TIME'S OUR
DRIVER Earn more with PRIORTY1 Company and DRIVERS, OTR For benefits, qualify home time,
Celadon's new pay pack- team, exceptional miles, mainly midwest, southeast, rider/No Handling" policy
Schugel
age Over 80% drop n- Freightliner Convenbonals, south, No NYC, home of- J& R
hook freight, 1994 or newer no touch freight, starting ten, no unloading, paid 800-359-0101.
assigned conventionals, solo pay up to 31c a mile weekly all miles new equip- OVER THE ROAD- Flatbed
ment, 2 years OTR
weekly pay and plenty of Buske Lines, Inc
drivers, $300 sign-on bo800 896-8118 Ohaha, NE
800-BUSKE (862-8753)
miles 800 729-9770
nus 264 per mile (empty
DRIVERS START AT and loaded), with yearly
27e 32e A MILE Raises tc increases, home most
36c a mile Home every weekends, paid vacation,
9-12 days with assigned health & life insurance,
tractor Medical, dental and must be at least 22 years
retiement $1,000 tarp, old with 1 year experience
and good driving record,
$500 safety bonus Hor
nady Truck Line training program available
800-648-9664 ext SW-2
for driving school graduNow Going On At
ates, our drivers last year
FOREMAN/PRESSMAN
averaged over $3700000
at Murray State Univer- Dallas & Mavis, Springfield,
sity. Full-time position TN. 800-245-2442
with benefits. High
2 miles North of Murray On The
school graduate or equi- POSTAL JOBS Start
4-Lane Across From Memorial Gardens
valent with ability to use $12 68/hr, plus benefits
mathematics In print- re- For application arid exam
E-L Terms Free Delivery 753-4566
lated situations required. info. Call 1-800 299 2470.
Experience should in- Ext KY107, 7arn 8pm, 7
clude flve years as a pro- days
fessional offset printer,
PEOPLE
familiarity with Heidel- SALES
berg press operation, NEEDED- For fastest
successful history of 4- growing mini dish comPLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
process printing, pany Great commissions,
color
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
of paper or- excellent opportunity for
knowledge
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
dering, and general bonuses All areas needed
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
understanding of print Call 800-356-4364 for
according to Federal Law, they are all guaranshop equipment and pro- details
teed issue regardless of health.
cedures. Supervisory ex- VENDING service position,
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
perience preferred. Sal- 60 year old company, exconsideration now should be:
ary $9.50 per hour. Re- cellent benefits, competi1. Price 2. Company stability. 3. Service
quest application by tive salary, mechanical apcalling (502)762-2147 or titude required Apply at
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
apply In person to: Hu- Pepsi-Cola, 1531 Hwy 641
companies to give you the best possible rates
man Resources, Sparks N, Benton, KY
and service. We may be able to save you
Murray State Unlver
Hall,
several hundred dollars per year. We have
*Hy, PO Box 9, Murray, WANTED waitresses &
been serving West Ky. for over 30 years and
KY 42071-0009. Applica- dancers at Foxy Lady in
would like to be your Agent.
tion must include resume Paris Please call Jeri or
and printing samples. An Charlie, 901-644-0301 or
EEO, M/F/D, AA 901-644-0107
employer.
WILDLIFE/
JOBS
CONSERVATION
ASSIGNMENT
GENERAL
REPORTER Needed at Now hiring Game Warprogressive weekly news- dens, Security, Mainte905 Sycamore
paper Writing and photo nance, Park Rangers No
Murray, KY 753-4199
Exp necessary For appliskills needed Send re
Nationwide toll free:
sume to Reporter Position, cation and info call
KY 111
Mt Sterling Advocate, Mt 800-299-2470, ext
1-800-455-4199
Sterling, KY 40353 No C, 7am to flpm, 7 days
calls please
070
Dom*
HAROLD IVES TRUCKChlidwr.
ING HIRING DRIVERS
Free driver training if you CLEANING houses is my
qualify Students welcome
business Reliable Call
Experience pay up to 28c Unda 759-9553
per mile Excellent benefits
HOME and office cleaning
BOO 842-0853
New construction, -daily,
Apply at weekly, special cleaning.
HELP wanted
Essenhaus
Dutch
References Ph Valerie,
Cafeteria 753-2334
436-5914
HOME EVERY WEEKEND HOME cleaning reliable,
AND ONE NIGHT IN THE reasonable rates
WEEK OTR regional dm
901-247-5929
ers class A CDL, one year
recent OTR exp Earn up to IN home lea/need day care
294 per mile plus benefit has opening for 2yrs old to
Call school age 489 2050
package
800 399-3901
WILLING to babystt in my
HVAC SUPERVISOR (Ky Kirksey home Monday Friday CaN 489 2997
State HVAC License re
tweed) needed (Super
vise sell and install) Call
100
Lexington 800 829 6609
Iluelnese
OPPoWliodlY
POSTAL JOBS Perma
nent, full time. $13/hr with
government benefits Apply MAKE $1,000 a day from
today for clerk/ carrier Ap- your home with an ad fike
plication info. Call this CaN (330)505 0266.
24hrs, ext 107
219-791-1191 ext P-23

The City Clerk's office will be closed November 28,
1996 in observance of Thanksgiving Day, The office
will be open Friday. November 29 and Saturday,
November 30 for property tax collections. A 10%
penalty will be applied to all unpaid tax statements on
December 1, 1996. Payments by mail must be postmarked no later than November 30, 1996 in order to
avoid the 10% penalty.

.
Pte

For Sole or Trade

thlp
Wood

Help
Wanted

1996 Tax Notice
•r

120
130
140
150
155
160
165
170
190
195
230
210
220
240
260
390

nsn

060

TURNING AGE 65?

Monthly income
available'

grade assets'

5 Drawer Chest $55

470
490
485
490
495
500
510
520

Wiggins Furniture

100% investment

Feature Of The Week

280
285
333
310
320
330
340
360

REAL ESIA1E REN1AL
Mobile Homes for Pent
Mobile Home Lots rof Rent
Buaness Rentals
Wont To Pent
Apartments For Pent
Rooms For Dent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

UNHEARD OF PRICES AT
STOREWIDE REMODELING SALE

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

100%

inSITLiCtiOn

insurance
E earminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

Ikea

Murray State University has declared the
following equipment surplus to their needs:
office furniture, office equipment, shop
equipment, audio-visual, etc. May be seen
between hours of 9:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. on
December 4 and 6, 1996 at the General
Service Building on Murray State's Campus. Bid forms available at the site. For
additional information call Elvis Green;
(602) 762-4436. Bid opens December 10,

420

110

080
230
250
290
530

020
Legal
Notice

Legal
Notice

(360
070
090
100

NEW 6
diamore
Never Ix
437 443:

Advertised are isquested to
Ineethan ot
check the
thee a*tot any aro& Moray
Ledger a Mown veil be respond* kw only one Incorrect losedion. My error
should be repoded earneddefy ao camtaboas can be
macto.

REAL ISIATE SALES
Mobile Homes For Sole
For Sole or Lease
NOrTte Loans
Peal ES/010
Lake PlOPer`Y
Lots For Sole
Forms For So,e
Homes For Sole

MERCHANDISE

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chmocore
Snuonon Wonted
Businen OppOft..initV

AIIII/S1MM

753-1916
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TO PLACE
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WEDNESDAY

13C

NOVEMBER 27, t9945

270
Nam
Funislige
IGUANA Custom built
cage all accessories Will
sell
separate
502 227 4963

4PC bedroom set mattress
& box springs included like
new & couch with reclining
ends CaN 7532145

NEW 65 carat marquise
diamond solitaire ring
Never been worn $1 100
437 4432

170

Wows
Clement
RAINBOW Vacuums New
used rebuilt repossessed
Also Repair & Supplies
502 759 2454

RED metal bunk bed $75
Trombone
$100
489 2308
SAWMILL $3 795 00
Saws logs into boards
planks beams Large ca
pacity Best sawmill value
anywhere Free informa
Don Norwood Sawmills 90
Curtwrpht Drive *3 Am
herst, NY
14221
&X 578 1363

190
Fans
EquiPlowd
1945 50 RED Betty tractor
recent overall 1993 Razor
back bushhog 1994 Ra
zorback post hole digger 2
breaking plows 1 disk All
in excellent condition Must
sell $7500iall 492 8397

SECTIONAL sofa oak
kitchen table oak dining
room table with padded
chairs Little Tykes 3 piece
kitchen with dishes
759 2546

200
Sports
Equipetwd

SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489 2722

BHB Firearms has moved
to town, 767 9744 Pistols
rifles, shotguns hunting
supplies
GUNS, buy, sell
436-5650

trade

SKI MACHINE Call after 6
759 9839

STEEL BUILDINGS
$5.000. sizes 30x40x10,
$4,603, 40x60x14, $8,336,
50x60x14
$9,657;
50x 100x 16, $14756,
60x80x14. $13.455,
60x100x16 $16,785
Duality service Free brochures Sentinel Buildings,
800 327 0790, extension
79
STEEL Buildings Factory
sale 24X34. 36X48
58X108, 72X144 Save
thousandsl 502 653 2504

Mobilo
Hoene For Geis

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667
FIREWOOD for sale
759 9244 before 8am &
after 5pm
FIREWOOD for sale Will
delrver 436 2779

7PC Powerboat drum se
with seat. red Complete
$350 Will store until Christ
mas Call 7538623. after
4pm

WELL house heaters 450
watt thermostat controlled
heat $18 99 Wallin Hardware, downtown Paris on
the square

A BEAUTIFUL CHRISTIAN
MARRIAGE Gatlinburg's
Onginal Wedding Chapeis
(since 1980) Photography
music, flowers limos el
CAJZZIS suites fireplaces
Weddings for any budget
Rev
Ed
Taylor
800-3462779
ABSOLUTELY FREE
WEDDING PACKET'Complete off season pack
ages during fourteen
million-light"Winterfest" at
terrific prices in prizewinning chapel Chapel in
the Valley Gatlinburg,
Tenn 800 922 4573

AN AFFORDABLE AND
ROMANTIC WEDDING IN
THE
SMOKY
MOUNTAINS Several
wedding packages to
choose from Beautiful hon
eymoon suites in Gatlin
burg No waiting, ordained
minister 800 619 3397

Illsceaarwous

TROPICAL WINTER
PARADISE Desen or Ft
Walton Beach Gulf front
rentals from $695 a month
Condos townhouses
beach cottages DEP Re
airy Inc 800 336 9669
tc Free information
800-262 5683

MOBILE HOME LOANS
5% down refinancing
equity loan Free sellers
package land or home
ioans Green Tree Finer)
cial 800 895 1900 Na
eon s leading mobile home
lender

280
NoblW
Howse For ReW
2 OR 38R gas or electric
central tva Edge of city
limits 753 5209

2.1iS
Hews Lots For Rent
ACRE lot
753 6012

$75/mo

260
T.V.
Radio

300
Business
Rentals
COMMERCIAL building or
storage warehouse
33'X51 with 10X10 over
head door Now open' For
more info call Rogers En
terprises, 753-5140
FOR rent 3 bay garage On
mwor highway Natural gas
heating, office, water turn'shoo Working floor lift with
new compressor $450/mo
759 5096 or 759 9046
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753 8302 or 753 9621

Mobile
Homes For Sale
1650SO tt, Doublewide.
3br, 2 bath on 2 45 acres in
Almo Must sell, $63,000
759-2310

New Buildings

All Sizes Available

DOUBLEWIDE house
trailer 3br with walk-in
closets Huge living room &
fireplace House roofing &
siding, central h/a Must be
moved 7539274
EXTRA nice 3br. 2 bath
mobile home, set-up in
Four Star Mobile Home
Park, in Hazel, KY Call
1-800-642-4891

28R nice dupiex central
tva appliances furnished
Coleman RE 753 9898
AVAILABLE IMMEDI
ATELY 1,2 & 38R apartments Mur Cal Apartments. 902 Northwood Dr.
Murray KY 759-4984
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
BRAND new, 2br, 1A bath
townhouse, appliances
plus .fed furnished $500
per month lyr lease Imo
deposit No pets Call
753-2905 or 753-7536
COME see all the changes
that we taking place here at
Hillciale We now have 2br
wits available central hie
lots of closet space, carpet
ing appilances, furnished,
added security handicap
accessible Stop by our of
floe to fill out an application
or call 437-4113 for dorm
Dons Office hours, Mon
Fri, 7 30-3 30 Equal Hous
ing Opportunity TOD*
1-800-545-1833 ext 287
EXTRA large & extra nice
2br duplex 2 full baths & 2
'A baths all appliances
furnished No step en
trances, all doors 3' wide,
covered carport & 20'X30'
storage building in the rear
References required No
pets 753-3018

HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
KY now taking applications
You must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Hand
'capped accessible Equal
Housing Opportunity
TOD* 1-800-247-2510
527-8574 or 492-8721

753-3853

1977 ALL electric, 2br, I
bath, 12X54, central air
$4,000
Must sell'
753 7975

(2) 281R dupleas. stove. refrigeralcx arid hook-up,
storage Puryear, nice
area $380/mo and
$400emo plus deposit of
$3 50
No
pets
(901)7823496

120

1BR apartment, 505 Vine,
gas heat 492-8225
1BR new apartment available now on Diuguid Dr
Appliances furnished including w,/d, $325/mo No
pets
Coleman RE
753-9898

KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment utilities in
chided, rent based on in
come 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

NICE, clean 2br No pets
641 South 492-8634

NEW large 2br. 2 bath apt
Appliances furnished,
washer & dryer hook ups,
low utilises Near Aurae on
Hwy 68 $425 mo Call
474 2774 or 354 8824

Visa and Master Card

VERY nice 2br 2 bath, with
garage appliances turn
ished $550mo One
month deposit one year
lease No pets 753 2905 or
753-7536

753-1916

Cull Us Tudtk.!

* UNDERPINNING *
(Skirling)

VERY nice air 2 bath du
pies with garage Ap
pittances plus w d turn
ished Central gas h'a
3mos old Lease plus depo
sit No pets $575 mo
753 3119

LIFETIME WARRANTY
White, Grey. Tan & Beige

FALL SALE — FALL SALE
14x70 - 24" Avg Height $305
Complete Material

FOUR STAR

330
Rooms
For Real

Mobile Horne Parts & Service

492-8488

Sentry; N= A. I Aar

1614 OLIVE gas heat all
utilities furnished Coleman
RE 7539898

Toon

co IC

•4.115

*

PARADISE RESORT
Lakesuite, CopdoS & Cottages
tiwAiless Traveler Rates

2BR 2 bath central Ka
appliances furnished Also
2-3br duplex Coleman RE
753 9898

$39-$59 tier

night.

Fireplaces Available
Satellite TV

Whirlpools &

2f3R, 5 miles West of Murray Deposit required
753-4010

.

502-436-2767

. .•

•

2BR gas heat, $325/mo
Lease & references re
quired 753 9826
2BR in Hazel, deposit &
lease required 492 8526
after 7pm

EXTRA nice 2br duplex,
gas heat, appliances, deck
1815 Ridgewood, lease
No pets $425/mo
753-7457

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

16x80, 1994 ATLANTIC,
very nice on rental lot
759-9600

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
WEDDING IN THE MARRY
ON
A
SMOKY MOUNTAINS
MOUNTAIN Be married in
Gatlinburg's Little Log our magnificent mountain
Chapel Charming, roman; 'top chapel surrounded by
tic Borders national park A trees & awesome views of
dream wedding to fit your the
SmokiesI Pigeon
budget 800 554-1451
Forge' For reservations
SCP
800-729-4365

WOLFF TANNING BEDSTan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial or
home unitc from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call to
day 800 842 1305

SMOKY MOUNTAINS
Lifetime of memories Ex
penence the beauty and
romance of a mountain
wedding in Gatlinburg Or
clamed ministers, no blood
test or waiting Honeymoon
Lodging 800 258 6797

270

GET MARRIED, SMOKY
MOUNTAINS Areas most
beautiful chapels, elegant
white or cedar mountain top
chapel, gazebo Christian
services, complete arrangements, cabins No
tests or waiting
800-893 7274

2•10

ROMANTIC WEDDINGS
IN GATLINBURG AREA
Simple yet elegant Christian weddings starting at
$129 Flowers photo
graphs lodging available
888 428 9996 toll free

ECHOSTAR
II
SATELUTE- Systems now
available Call & find out
what the competitor doesn't
want you to know' Dish
network standard system.
$19900 when you subscribe for 1 year to
America's top 50 & 40 cd's
for $300, total of $499 Call
your independent rep
resentitives for more info at
436 2976 or 436 2777

AFFORDABLE AND
BEAUTIFUL WEDDINGS'
Smoky Mountain Wedding
Chapels Rustic log, eleg
ant contemporary Formal
wear, honeymoon rentals
Photos video music, etc
Free
information
800-262-5683

DON'T WEIGHT to make
your New Year's RESOLUTION, Lose weight now &
keep it off' Call by December 31st & receive a 15%
discount 1 800 310 3914

WASHER & dryer, recliner,
electric typewriter Call
436 2326
WEIGHT bench. $50 Exercise bike, $40 Rockford
Fosgate (Mosfet) punch 45
and Alphasonik 100w sub
woofer amp $50 each Call
753 7195 after 6pm

A
BEAUTIFUL
CANDLELIGHT -OLD
FASHIONED WEDDING
Smoky Mountains near
Gatlinburg overlooking
river, horse-drawn car
nage, cabins escuzzi, or
domed ministers No test or
waiting
Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS)

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

igIV
'...•:;11111.eatiNtsdi.oaddeotafteeemaLoa.

2 OR 3br house gas heat
$395/mo & deposit
492 8225

Wondeifuf Address

-

3BR appliances with
washer & dryer furnished
1310 Sycamore Lease &
deposit required No pets
753 0932. 753 5898

—

Lynn Grove Rd., Murray, KY
Lots starting at $l8,000. Great location
for now and the future.
Call 502-435-4487 or 904-673-0040
on

3BR, no pets 753 3300
4BR, It, kitchen, central
heat & air, closed in breeze
way, garage & bath with a
possible shower, on quiet
street near the university
Ideal for family or 4 college
students Call 759 1070 or
753 8565

Prestige Homes
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.

LARGE 3br. 3 bath, in Martin Heights, single family
subdivision. $700=mo
753 5.344

We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home
should be built with PRESTIGEll

SMALL house 7 miles East
of Murray Call Linzy
Beane 436 2582

753-5628

GARY'S DISCOUNT CENTER

OPEN
THANKSGIVING
BIG 8 HOUR SALE 1:0DAY
p.m. til
0
Drawing Each Day
44
9:00 p.m.

197 Memorial Drive • 901-644-3821 • Paris, TN (Old Wal-Mart Shopping Center)

411,

Atis\

of the Big 4 Day Sale

490

Each

Christmas Mugs
Men's Caps

Windsocks 9R%
Wrigley's

Brown

59c

Jersey Gloves
Coloring Books

8 Pk Box

Earrings Reg. $1.99 & $2.99

Thur., Nov. 28 Drawings
450 Cash *Christmas Tree
*5 - Santas
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Get 1 Free
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Porcelain House
Buy One at
Reg. Price

Sat., Nov. 30 Drawings
*1 Christmas Tree *5-Santas
62-$50 Cash Drawings
61-Wrench Set
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Sun., Dec. 1 Drawings
05450 Cash Drawings
05-Santas 62-Socket Sets
01-Christmas Tree

CHRISTMAS HEADQUARTERS

• •

I

.•

Each (Repeats What You Say)

Christmas Tree For

select
Group

Open Friday, Nov. 29,7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Open Saturday, Nov. 30,7 a.m.-10 p.m.
Open Sunday,Dec. 1, 12:30 p.m.-7 p.m.

Fri., Nov. 29 Drawings
•1 Paint Gun *5-Santas
•2-$50 Cash Drawings
*1 Porcelain Doll

Free Christmas Ornament To
First 100 People

Now

1 c Each

GARY'S DISCOUNT - YOUR 1
CHRISTMAS HEADQUARTERS

Open Thanksgiving Day
1:00 p.m. til 9:00 p.m.

399

AS LONG AS IT LASTS

BOWS

•==.- • • e.

-•••-•r-

*.-=-1-*•,=lk

r

Get 1 Free

Stick Candy

Wreaths, Garlands & Trees

99e

••.•

Talk Back Birds

1 299

All Kinds of

Grape Cluster Berries

Reg 59,95,

Gifts

Indoor &
Outdoor

One style

Gel Free

Porcelain House
Electric Porpourri Pot

Musical
Water Balls

Pair

Special Prices Throughout The Store

g. e•

P111f

Gift
Bags

Christmas Ornaments
of All Kinds

Also

The Most
Unusual Store
You Have Ever
Seen!

Christmas
Cards

Buy 1 at Reg.
Price 99c

sPe Buy 1 at
Reg. Price 99c

Windchime
Dept.

Each

29c Box
Now

Knife
Dept.

Brass
Dept.

Candle
Dept.

Crayons

29c Each

cial

pot New Toy Dept.

Each

Select Group

Select Group

Tool
Dept.

Each

Grc)LIP

Angel Dept.

New

Each

Packs

Rope Garland
Artificial Fruit

•

Each

P1 00
990
990

Ft

Select

Coke
Car & Truck New Porcelain
Collectibles Collectibles
Doll Dept.

Now99°Each

ChG
ew
uning

SPECIAL DEALS
special Wooden Ornaments

Nev4
eigge
& r Christmas Dept.

Each

99C
99°
990

Holly Bushes

25

%)

Poinsettia Bushes

se\ec
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(ovIP

Free Christmas Ornaments To The
First 100 People Each Day Of The Sale

ne

'Jingle Bell Necklaces

Thanksgiving Day
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 27, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

FULLY furnished 2br brick
wcarport 2 hall bedroom
sets Irving room set re
cottee table end tables &
lamps 2 Living room
chairs 25 inch console
color tv dinette set stove
ref miceawave ved brand
new ac Apprx 2 blocks
from USU. $465/mo abso
lea* no pets 753 1970 6
Months lease available
mid Dec

a0
Hesse
For kis

Moving
Sale

4BR 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights Reasonably pr
759 4703 or
iced
753-7688

Frt. & Sat.
All Day
Nov. 29 & 30
413 King Richard
Dr.
Sherwood Forest
Tons of Stuff!
Good Stun!

ON KY Lake. 2br furnished,
available December 1st
$300ano Deposit & refer
times 436 5459

BY Owner Hwy 121 South
2000 • sq ft 5 3 acres in
90s For appointment caN
436-2832

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
753 2905 Of
able
753 7536

CASH FOR HOME
OWNERS Credit prob
lems understood No appli
cation fee As low as
$10,000 for $95 a month,
$25 000 for $239 a month
$40.000 for $382 a month
Fixed rates 800 669 8957
CASH NOW! We purchase
mortgages aTITIUMBOS, and
business notes Since 1984
highest paid Free esti
mates prompt professional
service Colonial Financial
800 969 1200 ext 58

LARGE tobacco barn for
sale or rent Coldwater
489 2116 leave message

livestock
Supplies
TWO AOHA granddaughters of World champion sire
Barpasser Solid black
coming 2yr old will go West
ern or English Coming 3yr
old sorrel' with blaze face
has lots of muscle Both
have professional training
and are good haulers Their
championship bloodlines
are a good mixture of per
formance pleasure, 'run
ring and cowhorse Call
767 1351 days or
435-4289 evbnings and
weekends If no answer,
please leave message

10x10 6FT high chain link
dog pen $200 436 2794
2FT long Green Iguana.
needs good home w
spacious cage Lizard is in
good health w'hardy appe
tee, $50 firm 762 0256

AKC German Shepherd
black' tan adult female Ex
callow guard dog $75,
382 2485

2 STORY waterfront on Ky
Lake in Panorama Shores
Walkout basement, 4br. 4
baths, 2 kitchens 2 dining
rooms 2 living rooms, 2 car
garage Vinyl & brick,
$150,000 502-436 5674

GREAT pair of Pyrenees
AKC puce m f, ew. beaut
t uI
$ 2 25 $ 2 50
901 692 3640
SMOOTH hair Fox Ternor,
lyr old male neutered
°georgette indoor pet Price
,negobable Home without
young children 753 8788
alter 5pm

& brakes
436 5787

ABSOLU1E AUCTION
62,000 square feet manufacturing facility. Adairville,
Kentucky Friday Decerri
ber 6 at 1 00pm 16+ acres
extra lot For color bro
chure call Layne Auction
eers 502 586 7171

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

S

NO MONEY DOWN

mb Brothers

Tree Service
74411
50.2-4,30-5
.
2
20
8-5.
-800-541,1
2.

Tree Trimming
Free Estimates LICENSED- & LNSURED
Tree Remota/
24 Hr Service
Operated
Nned
&
Snunp Reinoi al
Gutter(
-leaning&
Cleanup
St' l'Are
BY
Mukh Hauling
Light Hauling. Etc.
Landscaping
TIM LAMB
Full Line a
Fledge Trimming
Equipment
-Quality Service"
Tree Spraying

BACKHOE SERVICE
RH. Vsbitt
Laser Leveling
Candled Septic Installer
Backhoe Trucking

Construction
Masonry
Concrete
Complete Foundations

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516
Booking masonry work for
Dec. thru March

$900 obo
Boats

Merairy. Great condition,
must sell 767-9231.

530

1991 MERCURY Tracer,
4dr, $3,700 obo 753-0393

4BR 2 bath beiutiful older
bock home with garage &
fireplace. $90's Coleman
RE. 753 9898

1994 GEO Tracker, 5sp,
22x xx miles, black soft top
$7503 Call 759 4100 after
5pm

*

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 30 AT 10 A.M.

*

Antique Guns - Old Toys - Coins- Singer Machine - Lots of New
Merchandise - Christmas Toys - Dolls - B.B. Guns - New Tools Lots of Horse and Mule Related Items - Saddles - Bridles - Parade
Harnesses - Furniture - Hunting Equipment - Household Items Trailer Axles - High Litt Hay Spear - Lots of Building Materials,
8x12 Storage Building. 12x16 Storage Building - A new supplier
has furnished us a large quantity of doors, windows,carpet & vinyl,
any bid accepted Lots and Lots of Items Not Mentioned. Lots of
Surprises! Auctioneers Comments: Lots of Good Merchandise,
regardless of what you want. Come on out for a fun time. Bring the
kids! Santa will be here
Marry, Marry Christmas from

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*** Bogard Realty & Auction Co. ***

All Types Of:

Services
Mead

•

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading gutter
cleaning Licensed & in
sured Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262.

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

1

,

ATTENTION
Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing

I.

Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

•

Phone 436-2667
111 IN NI
I
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING has served Murray for
25 years All new equipment cleans deep, dries
fast Free Estimates
753-5827

Experienced
Drywall Finishing
& Texturing
New Hants of
R•rnxi•ls

MACHINING moldmakirai
& casting services available JIRAK CASTING
753 4554

753-2627

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl siding, homes mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured, Completely tvio
bile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502 853 1108

B R Roofing
492-8884
CARPORTS for airs and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEANING yards, barns
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb 436-5950
COMPLETE residential
construction New hornet
add-ons, garages & remod
eling. Free estimates Call
753-7091

Need An Air
or Water
Purifier?
Want The Best?
(502)753-7994

CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR Free estimates
Remodeling,fencing, decking, plumbing & electrical
489 2832
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
436-5560

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

ELECTRICAL services by
R&R electric Does your.
home/ business need attention? Call us for all your
electrical problems
Murray
762-0001
Cellular 519 1592

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Licensed & In
surest Local and Out of
Stafb Moving Phone
767-9630
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates
502 437 4545

BLONDIE

kEY, DON'T YOU I-IA

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc 25yrs
experience 10% Discount/
Senior Citizens Mowing &
Yard Maintenance
474 0107

MiXEC

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
SHREDDED mulch for

EMERGENCY WATER sale. Will also remove
REMOVAL LEE'S CAR- leaves. 753-6226,
PET
CLEANING. 753-4168.
753-5827.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removed Insured with full
line of equipment Free esPlumbing
repairs
G & E
timates Day or night,
Free estimates 492 8680
753-5484
or 759-5613
TELEPHONE JACKS INHANDYWORK/odd Jobs
STALLED, 835.00 Cable
wanted No job too small
jacks added, moved BusiJust give us a call
ness telephone systems
759-1184
sold and installed Custom
HEATING Ron Hall Heat- home electronics sales and
inte& Cooling We service service Murray Telephone
all major brands Complete and Electronics 753-7X7
installation & unit replace- Prompt Reliable Service
ments 435-4699
THE Gutter Co Seamless
HOMETOWN Building and aluminum gutters, variety
Remodeling We do it all of colors Licensed, inLicensed, Insured to sured Estimate available
$300,000 Fred Osborne, 759-4690
474-8621
WANTED Odd Jobs LandKITCHEN CABINET RE- scaping, mulching, clean
FACING Make your old gutters, tree removal, trim
new again with Formica All shrubs, hauling, leaf cleanup, aerating, fertilizing, etc
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray, For free estimate call
753-9048 Leave message
KY 436-5560
Have references,
LAMB Brother Home Im- experienced
provements, remodeling,
additions, roofing siding, WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microfree estimates 436-2269
waves. Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
ConLAMB'S Painting and
Free estimates Visa/MC
tractors No fob too large or accepted 753-0530
Residential
small
Sandblasting Spray Painting 436-5950
LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

CATHY

rtIOU'RE THRILLED TO
DAD AND itlE FOR THJ
OWING, BUT PART (
WONDERS IF VOU'LL.
FEEL. LIKE A &ROW&
°
LARIAT ?? HO

0.vom9

Val
A
.„of

4..4024

FOR BETTE
GO VOO DO IT! -V
LvEv yo

ITS
S'IRDSED TO Be
f3lXiGURIN

GARFIELD
FREE to good home puppies & kittens 436-2953

ID LIKE TO A5K F
FRONI THE AI

• Drop by and see our showroom
402 SUNBURY

MURRAY lEtetturul Bunny Broad.
753 5940

11_1_11 L1_1_1.1

s,„y HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
1171111LIZI=7.11-

HEY!!!
OWN YOUR OWN WICK BUILDING
FOR AS LITTLE AS $500.00 DOWN

A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal, tree spray
ing, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492 8737

This incentive is for buildings to be erected
between Jan. 15, 1997 and Apr. 30, 1997

Call
Fax: 502-753-0816
Bus: 502-753-0834
Wick Buildings...Strong Buildings.

A & A Lawn Care Leaf
mulching, raking & funk
hauling Tree trimming
Mark Lamb 436-5791

K.B. & ASSOCIATES, INC.

Wick

A brand new roof will add
value to your home. quality
Owen s Corning Shingles
New roods. re-roots & tear
offs 100% satisfaction
guaranteed
901 644 9948

Custom
CABINETS
8 WOODWORKING

ALL around hauling. junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds'gutters Leaf mulching tree work Free esti
mates Joe 436-2867

Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidew
elks driveways buildings.
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489 2214

OLD

GE

Estate Auction

imprporm

Saturday, November 30 1996 • 10 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr.Leo Alexander 1412 Dudley,

7721>dyfr5 file.cy,;
hdo Coi•ere.c.
fbe /76,./72•15:

just off of South 16th St., Murray, KY. Watch for
Auction signs.

Buildings'

502-759-9672
GEO N 4t1, Si (Next to 1.•1•11. Master) • Murray
A DIVISION 01' SOL:111112N WAI.I. SYSTEMS. INC

beautiful wood dining table w/6 chairs and beautiful china cabinet - 2 nice sofa's
- matching odd chairs - other chairs - recliner - 2 nice coffee and end tables other lamp tables - lamps - some fine pictures & frames - breakfast set - like new
auto washer;Kenmore 800 auto dryer - Zenith color TV - elec. sewing machine
- odd bed - nice chest freezer - bedspreads, blankets, linens 'vacuum cleaner radio - Bruce Ruggin print - nice scanner - stereo and L.P.'s - luggage - books Christmas decorations - hand painted pieces - nice set of pottery Wild Rose by
Stargle • set of American Gardens dinnerware - other dishes - cookie jars canister set - Corning Ware - mantle vases - spice rack & tins - nice large punch
bowl - old castiron poker - pots & pans - flatware - small kitchen appliances new ceiling tile - curtain rods - walking cane - kitchen cabinets - step ladder elec. edger - elec. line trimmer - gas line trinuner - like new 5 h.p. lawn mower metal clothes cabinet - carpenter tools - hand & garden tools - riding lawn
mower - 1984 Pontiac Fiero - 1973 Dodge Cornett - These cars need some repair
and will be sold as is. And much more.
Auction held rain or shuts Not responsible for accidents Lunch available
For

*
*

ALLEN CONSTRUCTION
building
remodeling No
job too small Phone
753 4873

Classifieds
Office Open

*
*
Tn. Lic. #548 - Ott. Lic. #415 - Ky. Lic. #37058
*
*
.
************************************

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair 8 custom
woodworking 758056

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday

411 Highway 79, Dover, TN 37068
615-232-5150

I MMINNI-I1 I

DEER PROCESSING- You
skin them & we'll professionally custom cut, grind &
wrap for your freezer Call
Olde Tyme Meat Shoppe,
Dixieland Center, Murray
753 MEAT

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7880

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

1988 PONTIAC Trans Am
GTA white with tan interior,
power, 350 TPI 59,XXX
miles $7,500 437-4432

BOGARD AUCTION CENTER

*
*

flat-roofs
a problem?
We specialize
In rubber
roofing!
Give us a call...

21FT Check Mate, 200hp
1985 CHEVROLET Cele
bray. 94xxx miles, $1500
firm Call 753-7455

* Only 7 miles from Dover and 25 miles from *
*
*
Clarksve
ill on U.S. Highway
h
79.
*
*
*
*

No NIoNEY DoWN

1992 DODGE Dakota, V-6,
5sp, mint condition
42,XXX miles $8,300 firm
753-6068

....................................
.
.
*
.
AUCTION
.
.
*
*
*

Call Tim Kinsey
527-8671 • 800-457-4866
104 W. 5th Street • Benton, KY
Automated Loans
1-800-748-8353 Open 24 Hours

& Motors

3600S0 ft brick home, new
carpet and paint, upstairs
which includes 3br, 2 bath,
den. formal living & dining
w gas fireplace Downstairs
includes 2br. 1 bath.
kitchen wed hookup and
gas fireplace 1412 Dudley
Ph after 5pm 759-9736

Publ
Salo

COUNTRY CHEVROLET - ,

aU.

520

2YR old home,4 miles from
town 3br, 2 full baths 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras 753 4761

410

Bankrupt? Slow Pay? Credit Problem

1977 NOVA, restored, new
paint, 350, 60 over 105
comp New best of every- 1995 CHEVROLET S-10
thing Positive rear In
ext cab, black, custom
vested $5,000 For more wheels, factory lift, Limited
into call 4,37-4582 No calls Edition, 29xxx miles,
after 6pm. $3,500 obo
$16,900 obo
Call
1982 AMC Eagle new tires 759-5661 after 5pm

Minas
For Sate

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858,

AUTO FINANCING

1992 FORD Ranger, red
with gray intoner, low mileage Must sell! Call
753-5798

/160

NO NIoNFI DOWN • '50 510N,FX IHMN

a..

1991 CHEVY S-10 blazerauto, p/s, p/b, stereo a/c,
4 3 v-6 White on blue
Looks and runs greatl
Clean! $4,650 00 Phone
502 875-4050 Dealer

1997 HARLEY Davidson
Sportster, extras, $9,000
759-9732 or 753 9257, ask
for Mike

BUY LAND) 106 wooded
acres also 3 acres, good
location near Ky Lake &
New Concord Easy terms
753 9302

aAKC German Shepherd
puppies black tan & silver
Shots & wormed
382 2485

Are your

1990 SILVERADO, 58,000
miles great condition Iwb
753-9558

Motorcycles

ACREAGE 1A to 275A
Coldwater area owner fi
nancing 502 759 4713

AKC Miniature Schnauzer
female puppy First shots &
wormed 6wks old on
1214'96 Will hold until
Christmas if need $250
753 8743

CARPET CLEANING
Emergency water removal
Expert furniture cleaning
Pet odor removal Free Estimates LEE'S 753-5827

Discount On All Roofing

1990 GMC Stepside, burgundy w/burgundy interior. loaded, 15" aluminum
wheels, 74xxx. SHARP!
$9500 753-4264 after
5pm

470

BUSHHOGGING
box
blade front end loader, 52"
tiller for garden & yards
Landscaping, yards
mowed & weed eated
Snow removal, free estimates Call Gary 753 0912
or Pop 492-8530

Nov. thru Feb.

1989 DODGE Ram pickup 1977 Ford Maverick
436-2976

OPEN DAILY from
8 00-2 00 new house on
Oak Hill Drive in Campbell
Estates. or call 753-3903
for appointment

3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
aty limas All underground
city utilities 753-2339

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584

Free Estimates
Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured
Over 20 Years Experience
Roofing, Additions, Vin)I Siding, Decks,
Remodeling

20%

42071

Licensed Master Plumber

BACKHOE Service small
Jobs, driveways, box blade
rottertilling snow removal
753-0834 or 759-9835

Walters Contracting
753-2592

1981 JEEP CJ-7, new Ores,
locally owned 492-8615

Murray, KY

28 Yrs. Experience
C. VanBuren
factory Trained Technician Serving City & County

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replace
meet 759-1515

T11.1061

1976 CJ-7, V-8, automatic,
73,XXX miles, new soft top
$3,650
Must sell!
753-7975

118 5th Street -

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling foundations
etc 759 4664

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

1968 CHEVY hvb, 307, 350
turbo Good wood hauler.
$600 obo 759-3135 work,
750-4740 after 6pm

& Maintenance
Ph. 502-767-9552 • h. 502-767-9284

-

Phone: 753-6910
theist

open floor plan Double
garage, quality & beauty
Call 753-0090

Lots
For Sale

ol

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

1989 FORD ext cab 4x4,
302, 5sp 1978% ton Ford,
767-9449 or
4x4
NEW home FOR SALE, 437-4393
1602 Tabard, Martin
Heights, white Cape Cod. 1990 CHEVY Silverado.
3br, 2 baths dining room, white 767-9857

4-10

K
„

LTA Rental and Sales

500

NEW, 2 story, 4br, 2'h
baths Open foyer, columns tile floors etc, etc
City subdivision Ready to
sell 759-2571, 435-4013,
435 4040

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courte
ous and professional
agents at 753 1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

nit. stall h
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Appliance Repair Service

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Kenmore Westinghouse.
Whirlpool 30. years ex
perience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436 5848

U919Puck

LOCATED at 1321 Olive
Blvd .very near MSU. This 1984 CHEVY Scotsdale,
unique 3br, 1'a bath home 4x4, 350 motor Call
features new central h/a 753-0507 after 5pm
unit, new plumbing, wiring,
roof & driveway Fenced in 1984 S-10, V-6, automatic,
:
-„Air, p/s, p/la, tat, cruise,
backyard Screened in front
porch. hardwood floors; white, new tires $2,850
fireplace & large out build- Kist sell! 753-7975
ing Asking $125,000 Call 1988 S-10, LWB, V-6, auto,
753-1890 or 767-0301, af- air, 79,XXX, $3,500.
ter 6pm
435-4319

HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley. state certified
759 4218

I

Com t

Fisl

Don't fuss...
Call Us!...

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ash
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753 2455

HALEY'S

1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
loaded, exceptionally
clean 436-2669 after 5pm

LARGE 4 bedroom home
with garage, city utilities,
gas heat, in quiet neighbor
Upper $30's
hood
492 8680

FOR sale 2 duplexs on
adjoining lots Built this
year Beck. 21x, 2 bath, with
garage, all appliances Ex
Ira nice 753 3119

ACCEPTING reservations
on Mini Collies, Pomera
mans Mini Greyhounds
Wolf Cubs 436-2953

A

1987 PLYMOUTH Voyager, cruise am/fm cassette, a/c, new ores, 146xxx
miles, good cond $2900
489-2510

HOLIDAY Special price reduced $5,000 on new 3br,
2'/, bath house Excellent
location For further infer
mabon call 753 3903 after
4pm

CHRISTMAS Specials! 2
building lots, Whispering
Meadows Subdivision, city
water, city gas, available.
road frontage $6,000
each Call Edwina at Grey's
Properties 759 2001

1'1
44. 5411.2

495

COZY 4te home at 1210
Melrose Dr seeks new owners for Christmas Packed
with recent updates, this
lovely home features 1
baths plenty of closet
space, a fenced in back
yard with a storage building
and a patio Priced at
$63,900 with appliances
Call 753 4899

Estate
370

On HWY 121,

Unions

ANY remodeling bulletin;
panting roofing Free &so
mates
References
4365008

1111,11

•
„ ‘vicf in
, • 4-,rttuckv

Was

430

Services
°limed

UrvIcts
Ott•rEl

Kentucky made crafts, antiques, floral &
herb arrangements,
,
Lay-away, gift certificates
Custom orders taken on decoratiVe
painting & woodwork.

2, 1986 OLDSMOBILE
Cutlass' 1 4dr 1 2dr 1
good condition 1 tan Calf
753-7166

CHERRY Corner area repo
house & lot 3lar, 1 bath
$600 down No closing
cost 1 800 944-3751 for

420

•

1995 MITSUBISHI Eclipse
GTS 5sp turbo loaded
only 22,XXX miles
$17,400 753-5095

CANTERBURY 4br,, 2'A
bath pine floors throughout lots of extras
753 5013

Horns
Loans

CREEKVtEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759 4081

1995 DODGE Neon Highliner Sap white 2dr,
38 XXX miles (mosey highway miles), air, arretrn caissons $9,000 or make an
offer, 436 6026 leave
message

530

530

530
kriectia
Ottawa

Public
Salo

N',4!M!KEEDM];1121;SI:EIAIMME
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PEANUTS
I PONT
SUPPOSE YOU'VE
EVER HAD A
REAL THANKSGIVING PINNER
NAVE YOU?

more information & your auction needs, phone 435-4144.

1)an \Iiller - 1)arrell Beane
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Fishermen pre-dated Pilgrims
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) —
Long before the Pilgnms, a group
of hardy English fishermen lived
a rough life on islands off the
New Hampshire coast. There was
no turkey or pumpkin pie. Just
lots of fish, as big as 150 pounds.
The fishermen, who first lived
in small shacks resembling overturned boats, didn't even allow
women. And unlike the travelers
who landed at Plymouth Rock,
these settlers didn't keep enough
records to make a big splash in
history books.
"They were a lawless bunch,
certainly not the staid Thanksgiving image we have when we
think of Plymouth," said Marcia
Schmidt Blaine, who teaches at
Plymouth State College in New
Hampshire. "They were known
as being rowdy. Later, people
from the mainland didn't want to
associate with them."
The settlement on the Isles of
Shoals, about six miles off the
coast at Portsmouth, has been documented through archaeological
studies and some records. But
there are no detailed descriptions
of everyday life. The fishermen
didn't keep voluminous diaries
and apparently didn't have pen
pals.
'Primarily what we have is
captains' logs and shipping
lists," Blaine said. "A lot of
what we know is hearsay."
The fishermen, mainly from

southwestern England. began
spending summers on the islands
in the late 1500s, said David
Switzer, a Plymouth State professor. The Pilgrims seuled what is
now Plymouth, Mass., 70 miles
to the south, in 1620.
"There were certainly white
people here before the Pilgrims,
but they were not here as people
thinking about settling a village
originally," Switzer said.
While the fishermen's first permanent seulement may have been
established before the Pilgrims
landed, there is not enough proof
to support that theory. An explorer's account of a visit to Star
Island indicates that a permanent
settlement had existed there since
at least 1622, said Bob Tuttle,
president of the Isles of Shoals
Historical and Research
Association.
The fishermen lived a rugged
life, and captured huge codfish —
up to 3 feet long and 150 pounds
— dried them and sent them
overseas, said John Hunnewell of
the Isles of Shoals Steamship
Co., which organizes tours of the
islands.
Some historians believe the
fishermen — and their germs —
were responsible for a plague that
wiped out a significant number of
Indians living along the coast between 1614 and 1616, Blaine
said.

BLONDIE
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(For your personalized daily Jeane Darius horoscope, based on your own
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will Nil you 99
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE memory lane. sharing anecdotes and
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: :
albums with close friends
jo
Self-discipline and hard work will
by to visit someone confined
help you achieve a coveted career or to a nursing home or hospital.
business goal. Writing projects enVIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
joy favorable influences. Recogni- Large gatherings are more appealing
tion and rewards come when you than small ones today. You will
finish what you have started. Part- enjoy taking a break from wort. Be
nerships launched early in 1997 a sensitive listener when talking
should flourish for a long, long time. with parents.
Fun and romance will dominate
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
throughout next summer. Devote religious message puts you in a posyourself to practical matters once itive, prayerful frame of mind.
fall rolls around. A new home is Reach out to a family member who
likely by this time next year!
has been elusive recently. The two
CELEBRITIES BORN ON of you have a lot to discuss.
THIS DAY: actress Hope Lange.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Motown mogul Berry Gordy Jr., Children will be happier if allowed
concert pianist Jose Iturbi. poet to help with the preparations. Let
William Blake.
them set the table or draw pictures
HAPPY THANKSGIVIN(;!
of turkeys and autumn leaves. A
- ARIES (March 21 -April 19): phone call brings welcome news
Friends and neighbors sing your from family members at a distance.
praises. Take care of cooking chores
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
as quickly as possible in order to 21): Focus on creating a wonderful
spend more time with family mem- day for family and friends. A declabers. Generous words mend fences.
ration of love will make this a goldTAURUS (April 20-May 20): en day for romance. Give children
Count your blessings on this happy an important role. in your Thanksday! Special family recipes will giving celebration.
make this Thanksgiving dinner rich
CAPRICORN (Dec. 7-2-Jan.in memories. Couples who have 19): Emphasize the need for greater
been married for a long time feel understanding and tolerance within
renewed appreciation for each the family circle. Doing something
other's talents.
nice for those less fortunate will
GEMINI (May 2I-June 20): give you a feeling of deep satisfacSpending part of today with people tion.
from different walks of life will
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
open your eyes. Talk with both the Family and friends seek your comfortunate and needy. Teen-agers pany. Create a warm atmosphere
require special handling.
with flowers and candles. Avoid
CANCER chine 2I-July 22): Be mentioning religious or political difcareful iiot to give away a secret at a ferences.
family gathering. Light-hearted conPISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
versations bring joy to this family- Contribute to a Thanksgiving meal
oriented holiday. Enjoy a feast with- by bringing along your favorite dish.
out feeling guilty.
Do not mention dieting or calorieLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Turkey counting lest others think you a
and all the trimmings make your bore. Plan activities that will keep
loved ones smile. Take a stroll down youngsters happily amused:

photo

Frank Stevens is now plant manager
of ISP Chemicals Inc. In Calvert City.
He comes to ISP atter 19 years with
General Electric's Lexan plastics
facility near Evansville, Ind. Stevens
Is originally from Ohio. He holds a
master's degree in chemical engineering from the University of Cincinnati. After graduating from college in August 1973 and a stint In the
military, he started his career with a
Dow Chemical Company facility in
Michigan.ISP Chemicals Inc. has 598
employees at the Calvert City plant.
The facility manufactures about 180
Intermediate chemicals that go into
pharmaceuticals, personal care products and other healthcare products.

DAILY COMICS
1-1EY, DONT YOU WAVE 'OUR HOLIDAYS

THURSDAY,NOVEMBER IS,1996

were.-

With no agriculture to speak
of, it is unlikely the fishermen
had any kind of harvest feast like
the -Pilgrims' Thanksgiving until
much later, when they brought
their families and settled in what
are now Dover, Rye, Exeter and
Portsmouth, Tuttle said.
"Unfortunately, they didn't
write too much," be said. "The
problem was they we,not very

HOPE... IF I MAKE MY QUOTA 1EARLY, I CAN HAVE A CHRISTMAS
HOLIDAY LIKE EVERYONE ELSE

mint, ? MOMS
TkAllK•5.6

15C

HOROSCOPES

well-educated. Also, they were
fishermen and they didn't want to
tell people where the best fish

Records indicate that women
were barred from the islands until
at least 1647. That year, a man
was taken to court for bringing
his wife to live with him, and for
owning pigs and goats.
"The judge said he had to remove the animals, but his wife
could stay as long as she didn't
cause any trouble," Tuttle said.
The settlement grew to 600 by
the mid-1600s, making it one of
the largest and wealthiest communities in what is now New England, Hunnewell said. By 1660,
settlers had turned from the seas
to the forests on the mainland for
their livelihood.
Today on the Isles of Shoals,
tourists visit the White Island
lighthouse, which is more than
200 years old, and researchers
work at the Shoals Marine Laboratory on Appledore Island. As for
Star Island, a hotel built in the
1870s draws annual church
conferences.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN ‘tre complex- individuals blessed with a unique
blend of sensitivity and drive-. They will be happiest following,their _own
-stars. Profound thinkers, these Sagittarians will make gifted writers or
jurists. Their gentle wit endears them to people of all ages. Because these
Sagittarians are very selective, they will have many admirers but only a few
close confidants. They do not find it easy to discuss their hopes and dreams.
The ideal mate will respect their reticence instead of asking questions.
FRIDAY,NOVEMBER 29, 1996

CATHY
rYou'RE THRILLED TO BE WITO
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Attorney S. Morris Hadden, a Murray
native, now living In Kingsport, TN
recently completed an appointment
as a special justice of the Tennessee
Supreme Court. The appointment
was received In July from Gov. Don
SunquIst after the entire Supreme
Court, consisting of five justices,
recused themselves when the
method of the selection of one of the
justices, Penny White, was challenged. This was only the third time
In the State of Tennessee's history a
Special Supreme Court had been
appointed. They rendered a series of
opinions, the most recent in October,
1996, which addressed the selection
and election processes of Tennessee Appellate Judges. He Is the son
of Mrs. Georgia Mae Hadden of
Knoxville, TN and the late Shelby N.
Hadden, formerly of Murray.
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are dynamic individuals with strong passions
and opinions. There is nothing they enjoy more than a lively argument!
They make champion debaters and highly effective lawyers. These Sagittarians have so many interests that they sometimes drop one project to work on
another. Encourage them to finish what they start. Affectionate but restless,
these Sagittarians can be somewhat fickle in romance, It will take someone
very special to hold their interest for a lifetime.

•••

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Record career or financial gains are
likely. A chance meeting over the
winter holidays leads to a wonderful
friendship or romance. A legal battle
will be settled to your satisfaction
once 1997 begins. Your well-known
business acumen convinces those in
authority that you are on the right
track. A raise or promotion is in the
works. Family ties grow stronger. A
lengthy engagement could culminate in a wedding next fall. A longstanding debt is finally paid.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A
good day to tend to family matters
and get an early start on your holiday gift-buying. Becoming a comparison shopper will help stretch

CROSSWORDS
50 River in
Spain
51 Ms Peebles
54 Two words of
dismay
56 Kind of
orange
58 Martin ID
59 Arizona city
61 Thanksgiving
bird
63 Gaggle
members
64 Estrada ID
65 - Moines

ACROSS
1 Morning

GARFIELD

moisture
4 Applegate ID
6 Rowboat pin
11 Air ingredient
13 Withstand
15 Sodium
symbol
16 Laughable
18 Son of Adam
19 Oty.
21 March date
22 16 oz.
23 Truth
26 Sweet potato
29 Have the
leading role
31 Body (comb.
form)
33 Remick ID
34 Names
37-Stadium
(New York)
39.Marinaro ID
40 Kind of collar
42 Want
43 Club 45 One forced
to leave the
country
48-hoc
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Flor and

Her Two _
Husbands"
2 Test
3 Between ID
and SD
4 Waxy
substance in
cork

8 Semiprecious
stone
9 Foyer
10 Opp of WNW
12 Star of "The
Long Kiss
Goodnight'
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5 Positively
charged
electrode
6 Russian
author
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17 Smaller
amount
20
Girt"
24 Heraldic
beanng
25-Sumac
27 Away from
the wind
28 TV horse
(2 wds )
29 Champagne
glass part
30-sheet
32•iiits Meara
35 Summer (Fr.)
36
to Watch
Over Me"
38 Sharp
41 Pen points
44 Waltz or
tango. e g
46 Rasp
47 Scoundrel
49 Medicinal
portion
52 Words of
understanding
53 Grant and
Irving
54 Extra
quarters in
football
(abb()
55 Embrace
57 Teutonic deity
60 Stone ID
62 - - - lang

your dollars.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Be
diplomatic when airing your views.
Remember, subtlety works better
than anger. Guard your reputation
for reliability; put romance on hold
while taking cart of important business.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20):
Invite the neighbors in to share post-.
holiday treats. Keep your financial
options open. Paying bills on time
will preserve your credit rating. A
platonic relationship could blossom
into true love.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Be
patient; let others come to you. Your
technical know-how helps you decipher confusing information. Refuse
to let outsiders undermine a special
relationship; they could be jealous!
• LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Work
responsibilities weigh heavily now.
Evaluate your contributions, then
approach those in authority if you
feel underpaid. Be frugal. Buy
clothes when they go on sale.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Get
ready for a big push at work. Higher-ups make last-minute changes or
demands. Overtime may be necessary; advise your mate as soon aS
possible.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):"Easy
does it" when around difficult people. Stabilizing events put you on an
even keel. Avoid acting overly sensitive about a financial issue. Concentrating on solo projects will boost
your earnings.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Creative writing brings in extra
income. Focus on contracts-and
investments but seek expert advice.
A romantic partner who shares your
intellectual interests makes a great
companion.
•
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): A house guest who stays too
long could become a burden. Limit
dining out if money is the big issue.
Diplomatically encourage someone
to go home by pleading an incredibly hectic schedule.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): A romance will be rewarding
even if it is not long-lasting. Group
actiSities involving friends and
neighbors hold strong appeal. Avoid
trying to mix business with pleasure
this evening.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A delightful stranger could have a
great impact on your life. Dress to
impress when attending a social
evatt. You will find yourself the life
of the party. Share your romantic
feelings with your loved one.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Stay at home if torn about going to a
party. One-on-one encounters are
favored. A candid conversation leads
to deeper rapport with your mate or
partner. Shared interests shore up
your relationship
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BAR-11-0 LifeHouse calls banquet a success
"Good Food At Reasonable Prices"
Great Weekly Specials
Large Hamburger,
Fries &
Medium Drink

4",a!

$329

.40
1 ,11 44tt..4•Vi.

FRIDAY NIGHT BUFFET)
1:;;:.• • :•
„ •
•

-7;

•

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Filets,
Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham, Food
.
Bar, Salad Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink

I

:*.
. ••••

Monday-Friday 10:30 a.m.-8.30 p m

Murray, Ky.

Chestnut St.

•.4,

753-0045

•

"Abundant Life" was the
theme chosen by the LifeHouse
Care Center for Women at its annual banquet held Saturday evening. Nov. 16, in the Curris Center
Ballroom, Murray State
University.
More than 600 people from the
Murray community filled the
ballroom, anticipating messages
about the value of lives saved.
LifeHouse, a non-profit organization with a 13-year history in
Murray, is for the most part, a
volunteer organization providing
services to young women in crisis

Mon.-Fri. 7-5, Sot 8-Noon
Corry
Salo Noma Cash

/MYERS umber Co.
500 South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450

The Vinyl Window So Energy Efficient,
It Left The Competition Out In The Cold.

pregnancies.
Services provided include pregnancy tests, counseling and information on abortion procedures
and risks, referrals for adoption,
baby supplies and maternity
clothes, information on abstinence, and post abortion
counseling.
All services of LifeHouse are
without charge.
The 1996 LifeHouse banquet
was among the best supported
events LifeHouse has had in recent history.
"The banquet team members
worked in harmony and followed
God's leadership throughout the
planning and execution of this
event," said Rebecca Wright,
banquet chairperson. "We could
not have been more pleased with
the banquet, and we are indebted
to each volunteer, table host, attendee, MSU Food Service and
CUrriS Center staff," she said.
The banquet is one of two major fund-raising events held each
year by LifeHotise. Money raised
from the events goes to provide
the expenses incurred at LifeHouse each year, which include
the pregnancy tests, clothes and
materials which are provided free
of charge to clients.
Steve Arterburn, co-founder of
Minirth-Meier New life Clinics
(centered in Los Angeles), served
as this year's keynote speaker.

744,
,
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Lif•Hous• photo

UfeRouse Board welcomes author/speaker Steve Arterbum to the annual banquet for UfeHouse Care Center for Women. Pictured, from lift,
we Jim Pounders, Dean Ross, Rebecca Wright, Arterbum, Melva
Cooper, and Rick Walls.
Arterburn, author of Faith That
Hurts--Faith That Heals and The
Power Book, riveted the attention
of those attending the banquet,
telling his own story of the price
paid for having pressured a girl
friend in college to have an abortion. Arterburn related that only
after finding forgiveness from
God and the fulfillment from his
own family was he able to find
healing.
In addition to Arterburn, the
program brought two young
clients to the podium with testi-

monies of how LifeHouse had given them strength and practical
help in their struggles. Ron Beaton, veteran anchorman for
WPSD-TV Paducah, was master
of ceremonies.
Following an appeal from the
LifeHouse Board, banquet attendees were given an opportunity to
support LifeHouse financially
through gifts and pledges. The
audience responded generously,
providing nearly $30,000 for the
volunteer ministry.
"Never before have we had
such widespread community support for LifeHouse," announced
board chairman Dean Ross. "We
are thrilled by the growing support and gratitude for what this
ministry is doing in Calloway
County!"

CONCRETE RESTORATION
Save thousands of dollars by RESTORING, not replacing your
old worn driveways, walkways, patios, or parking lot. We can
transform your old worn, damaged or stained concrete surfaces
into a beautiful new finish. (Example: Decorative Concrete
Driveways). Our process is one that can be done in phases —
repair now, restore Jater. This durable wear coat is a highstrength polymer concrete coating, specifically formulated to
resurface existing concrete. Find out how this unique system can
transform your concrete into an exciting new finish.
CONCRETE REPAIR
•Cracks In Driveways
•Expansion Joints Replaced
•Waterproofing
All With 10 Year Warranty

Weather Shield has taken vinyl windows so far into the future that our
2000 competitors can hardly be expected to keep up. Visions 2000
windows combine unparalleled energy efficiency, superior craftsmanship and top quality vinyl to give you stronger,longer lasting
windows. And they come in a wide variety of styles and shapes.
So we expect many people to warm up to them - even if our
competition doesn't.

"Ask Us About Our Split Payment Plan"

1-800-700-9464
CO

THE

CALL ANYTIME • FREE ESTIMATES & LOCAL REFERENCES
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WIGGINS FURNITURE

SIOREWIDE REMODELING SALE
Now Going On

Big
Storewide
Remodeling
Sale

Big
Storewide
Remodeling
Sale

Open: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. - Monday thru Saturday

There's Lots & Lots - Must Be Sold

We've knocked the bottom out of every piece of furniture in the store.
(Biggest inventory ever) No need to advertise prices!

If You Need Furniture, Now is Buying Time!
We're gifting our store a new face lift. First, we must make room - Lots & Lots ofroom

"Furniture Must Be Moved Out."
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End Tables, Sofa Tables, Coffee Tables,Baby Cribs, Hall Trees, Book Shelves,
Cedar Chests,Lots of Odds and Ends
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This is not just a sale - This is a Big-Big Sale.
Call your relatives, friends, neighbors, everyone must know!
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WIGGINS FINNIT11111

12 Month
24 Month or
36 Month
Financing!

Hwy. 641 - 2 miles North of Murray (across from Memorial Gardens) 7534566
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